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SYMPOSIUM ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT . ..v::.:...

. HJ AFRICA , -

. ■ PART I

■''-' ' ORGANIZATION AND ATTENDANCE

A. Terms of. reference

1. The Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa met in Cairo3

United Arab Republic from 27 January to 9 February 1966, pursuant to

General Assembly Resolution 194O(XVIIl), Economic and Social Council

Resolution 1030(o) (XXXVIl) and Resolution 144(VII) adopted bythe Economic

Commission for Africa at its seventh session,,

2. In its resolution 144(VII), the Economic Commission for Africa

welcomed the approval by the Economic and Social Council-of the ©onvening

of the Regional Symposium and recommended that the Symposium devote "■ ■

particular attention to defining the assistance that African countries

require from non-African countries in trade,technical assistance, finance

and other fields in order to achieve their industrialization and to idenjjfy

fruitful areas'for ovur--all regional .integration in the industrial develop

ment of Africa.

3. The Symposium also had as its purpose to examine the problems and

prospects of industrial development at the national, sub-regional and re-; .

gional level and to consider measures for the accelerated development of

member countries.,

4. The Symposium considered documents prepared by the ECA secretariat

and its consultants, by the Centre for Industrial Development, by the

International Labour Office, the Food and Agriculture Organization of.the

United Nations/ the World Health Organization and the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade. The list of documents prepared for the Symposium is

attached as Annex I*
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B. Attendance

5. The meeting was attended, by delegates from the following member

countries* Algeria, Cameroon, Chad, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya,

Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria,

Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, United Arab

Republic, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta and Zambia.

6. Representatives of the following associate members were also

present: Equatorial Guinea, France and Spain.

7. The following specialized agencies were represented; International

Labour Organization.(ILO), Food and Agriculture Organization.of the

United Nations (FAO), and World Health Organization (WHO).

8. The Centre for Industrial Development, the General Agreement on-

Tariffs and Trade, the United Nations Advisory Committee on Science and

Technology, the United Nations;Conference on Trade and Development and

the United Nations .Development Programme were also represented. .. .

9- In response to the invitation extended by the ECA, observers from the

following inter-governmental organizations also attended: African Develop^'

meat Bank, Afro-Asian Organization for Economic Co-operation, European

Economic Community, European Investment Bank, League of Arab States and

Organization of African Unity.

10, A number of individual experts in the fields of industry and research-

also attended the Symposium.

11, A full list of participants is given in Annex II to the present report.

C. Electio»-gf officers .. .

12, The mcvetiag unanimously elected Dr; Mustafa Kfaalil' Chairman of the

Symposium, Mr. U.G.Mwila (Zambia) as First Vice-Chairman, Mr. C.Bright

(Liberia) as Second Vice-Chairman, and Mr. M. Gabdou (Chad) as third

Vice-Chairinan. 'Tunisia and Kenya were elected Rapporteurs of the Plenary,
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D. Agenda :

13. The Symposium examined the revised, provisional agenda'prepared by the

secretariat (E/CST.H./AS/vl/l/Rsva). After discussion and minor amendments,

the agenda"'was adored," The text of tho agenda is reproduced as Annex ill,

14. The mooti£g eota.oiisued two oommitteoo of the. whole, namely Commit.tQe

■I ^dealing'i-n-^h rcalecisd asvects of industrial development - and Coinmit.so

II - dealing -with tssctcr studies. The second and third Vice-Chairtnon yere

eleoted OhaiTraen'of Committee I and Committee II, rsspootivcl^, the Unitod

'"Arab Re-oublio "arid Kadae-aKO^r wore elected Rapporteurs of Committee .I^ar.d,

Mali and G&ana vsre elcotsd Eapporteuxc of DcmmitteQ II.

15/11'The prbceerlings of ;Cornrn'itte3s 1 a.nd II and of the Plenary wore .sutmitted

t'd-'the SympoaivW'sE reports'which were adopted by the Syrrponiua and whic;i

are incorporated in the present report; ■ ■ .
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PART xiTT

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening meeting

16. The formal opening of the Symposium took place on 27 January at the

Arab League Building and was addressed by H.E. Mustafa Khalil, Deputy

Premier for Industry and Mineral Hesources of the United Arab Republic on

behalf of the President of the HAH, by H.E. Mr. T.J. Mboya, Minister of

Economic Planning and Development of.Kenya and Chairman of the Commission,

by Mr. G. Pognon, Assistant Secretary-General of the Organization of

African Unity, on behalf of the Administrative Secretary-General, and by

Dr. I H. Abdel-Eahman, United Nations Commissioner for Industrial Develop-
ment.

17. Dr. Mustafa Khalil, Deputy Prime Minister for Industry, and Mineral

Resources of the UAE, inaugurated the Symposium and welcomed the delegates

on behalf of the President of the UAE. He described, the great efforts in

the fcold of industry in the UAE since the revolution of 1952, in order to

diversify the economy and free it from the previous almost complete de

pendence on agricultural production. International oo-operation to ensure

prosperity for the whole world was embodied in the UAE Charter. Industry

was considered as a creative power and a basic support cf national unity

New scientific developments would open up new opportunities for workers,

there was no conflict between modern mechanization and the interests of

labour. Most mineral and natural resources have not yet been discovered.

Heavy xndustry should be given particular attention, but local industries

must also be established. Consumer industries must be extended to provide

employment, save foreign exchange and increase exports. Pood industries

are of great help in stabilizing the rural economy. The delegates were

invited to study the experience of the UAE and the industrial progress made
of whioh some details were given.

°f statemen*s «• reproduced in full as Annexes
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in natural resources, was now emerging

^at expectations after Ion, years, of retardation, ft*.

^19 for oc-operation among African countries and a re-organization of

relations between developing countries and the countries with advanced
industries in keeping with the recommendations of the Trade and Development

Conference held in Geneva in 1964. The W and its Specialised Agencies

Bhculd increase their technical and material aid to African country In
conclusion, W. Khali! expressed thanks to the organisations concerned

for their successful preparatory work for the. Symposium.

19 Mr. Tom Mboya, Chairman of the Economic Commission for Africa, said

that the convening of the Synpo.ium on Xndustrial Development reflected

the radical change in thinking about the economic development of Africa

during recent years. Africa's basic problem was to remove" widespread

poverty and the economic insecurity caused by dependence- On the exports,

of raw materials. Experience had shown that the markets for agricultural

products grew relatively slowly and that the terms of trade tended to mov*

against the developing countries. Unless Africa were to build- up cuxokly

domestic supplies of industrial products, it would become either „.,.

inoreaai^ly indebted to, and therefor, politically dependent on, foreign

countries, or would find its programmes undermined by balance of payment

difficulties*

20. Reliance on agriculture was not viable as the basis for development

policy- On the other hand, there .was *o contradiction between the de

velopment of both the agricultural and industrial sectors. Within the

industrial sector, attention was drawn to the importance of heavy industry,

capable of producing machines which would produce more machines and thus

ausaent steadily the real capital of a| country, ^tailed knowledge of

Africa's industrial possibilities were being steadily accumulated and it

had been shown that through industrialization a complete structural "

transformation of th* African economy was possible by the end of the century

and the rapid growth of industry within a much shorter period.
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23. The phaLie of pral^i-a-y industrial studnou would soon be over and

it was necessary to move ror^rd to de^-Iel feasibility and engineering

studies and to the search £or finance* lu t.hin context, Africa should

work towards establishing ite av, n^hinai-y fc:: the oarryine out of

feasibility and engineering studios auC ai^o i-e ovn organs for industrial

promotion and advisory soiviocri, ^r.. r^ a need new to augmsnt rapidly

facilities for training African manpover for industrial development at all

levels and to creata Afi-io-n institutions "hero neoeccswy.

24. Massive capital fornaoion v*c required to oarry out the ambitious

industrial programme iiov c^-3rSir.e. Hor-3 oould be otta^ned from domestic

sources yet at the asne timo there vouxd r^e^aTily "be continued recourse

to outside help. Arran-oaiont,* for incrus^iii- the soalo and improving the

terms on which for-3iGn linaace should bo made available rsquired further

study. In this oonnexicn, rofe:co:ic3 ::a^ mwls to tho proposed African

Council fcr Boononio Co-operation first ur.otod at the seventh session of the

ECA.

25. The Chairman of the Coraaiusion outlin-m four na.ior points which might

be considered by the Symposia. First: the tiine had come vhen the basic

strategy of industrial devolopmerrb xu AiVioa should ba defined, based on

the main pillars of oo-ordinat-sd dovelopra-^t in tho foux sul^regions as a

step towards an eventual al]-African approach,, Seoondlys it would be

useful to take otock of the. opportmiitieo emerging f w co-ordinated industrial

development by each ox the r^in joo-'.cr:* 01 i>,dustry; Thirdly, specific re-

oommendations were require! oa fchn -^'H e^eps to be taken to promote in

dustrial development; octU et 'Ihs national and sub-regional level. These

reoommendationy should relate to feasibility and engineering studies,

training, transfer of -technology and applied research, financing and

incentives for industrial development, indur/bi^l p'.-xnotion and institutional

arrangements for pormenent co-o^eratior, T^ourchly, since the Symposium was

one of a number of region?! meetin-s to be followed by a world symposium,

it was important to define ole&rly ths position Africa should take at that

meetingc
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26. Reference was .ale to the ardent sometimes put forward in that the
problems of industrial programing and the training of manpower were so

vast that nothing serious oould be done for a long time. This was wholly

wrong as was shown by a growing number of specific experiences of African

countries. Work recently done by the ECA showed that all the elements

were now available for a rapid move forward in the industrialization of
Africa.

27. In conclusion it was stressed that Africa oould not hope to narrow
the gap between the haves and have-nots without accepting fully the urgent

need for public policy which would promote a programme of industrialization
Her was it possible to exert enough pressure on the developed nations and
the various agencies under their control unless Africans were committed to
co operate in development planning. The ECA together with the OAU Economic
and Social Commission could help to meet this challenge.

28. Mr. G.Pognon, Assistant Secretary-General of the Organization of
African Unity, conveyed to the Symposium the warm greetings of the Secretary-
Oeneral. He said that if Africa were to consolidate and maintain her

political independence, it must win the battle for economic development.

This was the main pre-occupation of the ECA and the OAtf; the very convening
of the Symposium was an important event since it fulfilled all the conditions
for achieving the major objects determined by common agreement between the

two organizations. The OAU had set up the structure and defined the working
methods which could overcome the political obstacles to agreements among

African states necessary for economic development. It was the task of the

Symposium to define in concrete terms the way forward to industrialization.

29. This had necessarily been hampered in the colonial period but now

African countries were in a position to deploy their vast resources and take
advantage of the complementary nature of their economies. It was also the
task of the Symposium to work out a new approach to outside help which

would be mutually advantageous both to the advanced countries and to Africa.
He wished the Symposium every success in giving positive satisfaction to
the real hopes the peoples of Africa were founding upon it.

'liimnri Miiiiah*—j^.-i.^
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30. Uril.H* Abdel-Rahman, United Nations Commissioner for Industrial

Development, welcomed the participants on behalfof the Secretary-General

of the United Nations. He thanked the-Government of the UAH for the

excellent arrangements made for the Symposium, and ECA for its documents

which would be of value even beyond the immediate purposes of the

Symposium. ■ Since the Symposium was one of a number of regional meetings

it would enable the Afrioan countries to compare their experiences with

those of other developing regions. Since these meetings were to prepare

for an international Symposium, many of the recommendations made would

depend for their implementation on full co-operation with the advanced

countries and financing institutions. The General Assembly had recently

established the United Nations Organization for Industrial Development.

Details were givnn concerning this new Organization and particularly

concerning the new special industrial services to be rendered by the

United Nations Organization within the framework of the United Nations

Development Programme and for which special voluntary contributions of

several million dollars had already been received shortly after their

announcement. A new orientation will be given to the industrialization

work of the United Nations based upon the more intimate and complex

relations between preinvestment work and the actual investment which was

characteristic of industry as compared with other sectors,

31. The promotion of new industrial projects was only one element of the

work to be done, although an essential element. The efficiency of opera

tion of both old and new factories, full utilization of existing capacities,

the development of integrated systems, the development of the institutions,

policies, and the raising of human and technological resources to a higher

level, were among other essential elements. The United Nations Centre

for Industrial Development ( the future United Nations Organization for

Industrial Development)would try to create the foundations, in training,

technology, policies and institution* from which industrialization arises,

and which make it effective and cumulative. Regional and sub-regional

oo-oPeration has an important place in this wider picture. The issues
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debate (Agenda item 4)

in the
industrial development

A.

S'thTtt^orinduBtry were determined by the sessions
Commission for Africa, and its Standing Committee on Industry and ,a^..

Resources^ and consisted of. four phases, namely.

(a) industrial missions to various countries?

(b) research and documentation}

(c) pre-feasibility studies, and

(d) identification of industrial projects, and feasibility

and engineering studies,

The first two phases had been completed and the secretariat was no,- oc,c.-:

ting on the third and fourth phases. The programme includes nation,

^national and regiona! projects. The emphasis of the work P^-
on co-operation a.ong African countries or groups of countries in. cX... .

accelerate industrial development. It was, however, pointed ou. -^

national co-operation at the sub-regional level a.ong neighbours c ,._..-

Was not rigid, but a step towards continental.oo-operatxcn.

33 In the realization that industry was only one sector of tho ov,^..i

economy, interindustry balances were being drawn up on nationa .u ;-

national and regional basis in order to establish,national and regional b ^
and indirect effects of the industrial programme envisaged on

power, balance of payments, production of industrial raw material.,

culture, rate of economic development, etc.

1/ In aooordance with

J the Economic Commission
and Natural Resources has

and Natural Resources.

replaced

bv the seventh s,eL'3i'".'

^Committee on Indu::,
Party on -In^u
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34. At the Sub-regional Meeting on Economic Co-operation in East Africa

held in Lusaka in October 1965, the programme proposed for the period

1965-1975 covered some 6,000 products in 20 branches of industry. The

pre-feasibility studies prepared covered location, capacity, employment,

investment, and inter-industry relationships. The Conference recommended

the establishment of an Interim Council of Ministers to consider the

various proposals and by formal treaty ratify the setting-up of an Economic

Community of Eastern Africa to implement, inter alia, industrial co-ordina
tion,

35. In West Afrioa, a conference was held in Bamako in 1964. Work was

now proceeding in the whole field of industry in preparation for the

conference to be held in Niamey before the end of 1966. As for East Africa,

the studies being prepared include types of plants, capacity, location, etc.

A co-ordinated industrial programme for the sub-region for I966-I976 and

1976-1980 is being drawn up. An'Interim Expert Committee on Iron and Steel

was established in' 1965 as a follow-up to the Bamako conference and it was

hoped that a West African Iron and Steel Authority would soon come into

being to co-ordinate the iron and steel industry in the sub-region.

36. An industrial co-ordination mission visited North Africa in December

1963 and the four countries of. the Maghreb have since met several times

and institutions for economic'co-operation have been established. Commis

sions on industry, transport, agriculture, posts and telegraphs, and

national accounts have been set up. A comprehensive study on present, past

and prospective demand for^ohdreds of industrial products is being under

taken. This will be supplemented by an inter-industry balance for North

Africa.

37. A mission of experts visited the Central African sub-region in April/

May 1965 and prepared a detailed study of the economic structure of the

sub-region, including natural resources, transport, energy, industry and

agriculture. It is estimated that industrial output in terms of value

added should increase from US$430 million in 1965 to US$1050 million in

1975- The report of the mission will be submitted to a sub-regional

conference to be held in April 1966.; It is hoped that machinery for

industrial co-ordination will be established at the meeting.
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38. Parallel with the sub-regional activities an over-all continental

industry programme is being drawn up. It is expected that this will he

completed by the end of 1966.

B. Institutions for economic co-operation

39. The secretariat introduced the document on institutional arrangements,

Document E/CH.H/AS/Vl/^. The initiatives thus far taken in economic

oo-operation were briefly surveyed, and the progress realized in the

Eastern, Central and North African sub-regions was noted. In particular,

the co-operation achieved within such organs as the UDEAC, Maghreb, Senegal

River Basin countries and EACSO was encouraging in the development of a

framework of sub-regional co-operation. It was recalled that the proposals

for multi-national groupings arose out of the desire of governments to find

a formula for economic co-operation with the objective of accelerating

economic growth,

40. The arguments for sub-regional co-operation and the need to set up

institutional framework are reflected in several resolutions and recommenda

tions of governments at past meetings. A system of inter-governmental

consultation would safeguard the interests of individual governments and

could eliminate the hazards of prejudicial and preoonoeived feasibility

reports in the absence of consultation. Many aspects of industrialization

problems could best be scrutinized at the sub-regional level. The experience

of other regions showed that in the course of industrialization, protectionist

devices once established might prove difficult to correct. Africa should

benefit from this experience and should choose carefully the degree of

protection, so that infant industries do not become a permanent feature of

the continent.

41. Inter-governmental consultation arrangements would be an effective

instrument for reducing the cost of foreign capital. Capital suppliers

would then be in a better position to ascertain defined priorities of

needs and the element of risk could be reduced.
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42. A process of regular consultation would also reduce the degree of
deviation from optimum solutions and should serve to make the location

of xndustries more rational, National economic planning could be harmo-
mzed for mutual benefit and within a framework of complementarity. A

far better organized co-operational structure than had been reaped thus
far should be set upn

43. Delegates commented widely on the different aspects of economic co
operation, and stressed its vital importance to the economic development

of the continent. They agreed that the dynamic development of Africa
would hest be realized through the harmonization of efforts within a

framework of sub-regional co-operation and that there should be no delay

xn setting up effective consultation machinery to promote sub-regional co-

operatxon. The initiatives already taken by ECA and OAU in promoting sub-

regxonal co-operation were welcomed. In so far as the proposal for the

establishment of a permanent secretariat for continental co-operation was
concerned, it was pointed out that whatever institutional arrangement is

decked upon, it should not duplicate the work of OAU, EGA and ADB.

C' Country

44. Delegates^ presented country reports on prospects and problems of
industrialization in their respective countries.,

45. Delegates drew attention to the over-all and specific problems of
industrialization, These should be viewed in the light of a balanced

development of agriculture and industry. It was pointed cut that the

ITT °?any C0Untri6S " Afri°a ^ baSSd °» "^t— Conseouently,
.proved products in this field combined with industrialization, would
lead to the desired economic progress. In this context, high priority
should be given to agro-allied industries and the work of FAO in agricul
tural fishery! and forest_based indugtries

needed role in initiating industrialization

1/ These country reports were cirt-nl»+Ori =+ +i»
summarizes the substantive points raised ITfZ ^
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46. The advantages of economic oo-operation and industrial co-ordination

were emphasised by several delegates. Such co-operation would permit

economies of scale in major industries and provide the necessary market

for eoonomioally-sized unite. Ihe sub-regional or multi-national approach

was therefore considered the logical solution to overcome small national

markets and other similar bottlenecks. Caution was at the same t«

expressed that the groundwork for sub-regional or multi-national co-opera

tion should also include detailed studies of resources of individual

countries and development of infrastructure, particularly of transport

and communication between countries. Furthermore, it was noted that

however able and unremitting the efforts towards sub-regional or regxonal

economic integration from the technical standpoint, results vould always

be ephemeral unless a constant minimum of political stimulus is provided.

In this respect, a very important permanent part can be played by the

OAU and other smaller political organizations already existing or yet to

"be established.

47. Finally, it was suggested that co-operation in general planning and

the establishment of secretariats well-equipped both in quality and m

number at the level of the existing sub-regional economic institutions,

or of those yet to be established, would help to improve and accelerate

industrial integration. ,

48. The need for the evaluation of natural resources available on the

continent, in order to assess anticipated national progress, was emphasized,

and the suggestion was made that surveys of these resources should be

undertaken through all forms of direct aid from the United Nations and

specialized agencies and developed countries.

49. It was pointed out that considerable capital is indispensable to

develop infrastructure, both before and during the industrial development

effort. This means that expenditure (capital and operational) directly or

indirectly involved in carrying out industrial projects, is comparatively

greater in the underdeveloped countries than in the developed countries.
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In view of this fact, which is now an admitted handicap, it was proposed

that the conditions of foreign- financing should be improved as regards

the duration, interest rate and volume of loans and their proportion in '

relation to the standards now required for national participation in

project financing. At the same time, the importance of mobilizing domestic

financial resources was stressed. Among the means by which some governments

increased the availability of domestic sources of financing were foreign

currency savings in earnings from exports, increasing government revenue

through a oarefully elaborated tax structure and through the reorganization

of administrative, institutional and banking establishments. In this

context, the important role that a dynamic development bank could play in

promoting industrialization was noted.

50. To encourage financial policies tending to release accumulated national

resources with a view to development, it was proposed that the improvement

of foreign financing conditions, as previously suggested, should be still

more pronounced in favour of countries applying such policies.

51. The importance of the part played by internal resources was stressed,

and the various ways of mobilizing such resources were briefly reviewed.

52. The uncertainty of gains in foreign currency was stressed, due to

steady deterioration in the terms of trade, fluctuations in prices of basic

products, gradual or sudden loss of certain traditional outlets and re

luctance on the part of developed countries to buy industrial products from

under-developed countries, especially processed agricultural products. In

this field the problems and solutions proposed should be carefully reviewed

taking into account the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

held in Geneva in 1964.

53. Several delegates recorded the actions taken by their governments to

attract external financing. Usually the economic development plans elaborated

laid stress on the significant participation of the private" sector. Incen

tives in various forms were offered such as the right to repatriate profits

as well as the original capital outlay including interest, tax holidays,
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fair and adequate condensation in the ever.t of nationalization, and

protective tariffs. Parallel to these, governments were also committed

to a policy of promoting local entrepreneurship on the one hand and

efficient industries on the other*

54. Concerning the general preliminary conditions of economic development,

and more particularly industrial development, thorough structural reforms

in organising production and distribution systems were in many cases

needed. The development of a State or para-State sector illustrated this

need, in connexion with which the United Nations recently had made a

critical survey covering some twenty Member States.

55. It was also noted that the implementation of structural reforms led to

international difficulties in the past, especially with the former colonial

powers, even though they were not in principle aimed against non-national

interests.

56. To avoid such crises, the idea of a charter of economic decolonization

was suggested. This would make possible a definition of the general

conditions and operational stages of new economic relationships, in

particular, and would provide for fresh co-operation, fairer, better-

balanced, and better adapted to the new political conditions; finally,

more fruitful for all concerned. Such a charter could be discussed and

defined at the International Symposium on Industrial Development.

57. The need to overcome the bottlenecks presented by the lack of

adequate trained manpower was repeatedly referred to by delegates. Long-

term planning of manpower requirements and organizing educational

institutions to cope with these requirements should be the primary concern

of government policies and actions- In this connexion, the steps taken

by a number of governments in training manpower through the expansion of

educational establishments were noted, and a plea was made to the United

Nations and donor countries for assistance to tackle the problems more

effectively.
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58. The problem of S9lr ot.ion of industrlaI pr0Jects tQ seoure ^^

economic benefits shoulu also be examined critically. While there was

wide scope for import substitution industries, the unchallenged applica

tion of the principle might prove disappointing in certain cases.

Consumer goods industries, for example, ofte:, have a !„ value added

component. Substitution industries should not give ris, to an unfavourable

balance of trade, which they tend to do when they involve import of

machinery and equipment, raw materials and components, and in addit^n

they might need protracted tariff protection for their continued operation.
Other criteria must also be analyzed car-^lly in addition, such as the

percentage of value added, labour-capital zatios and the potentials of

the project in the diversification or che econony,

59. Delegates noted the experiences of individual countries in industrializa
tion. The contrast of the industrial picture b.fore and after independence

was described by several delegates, and it was to*ad that the current

major preoccupation of the new governments was to give a new and balanced

orientation to the over-all economy. It was stressei that the preponderant

role of agriculture in the economy, and especially the reliance of countries

on specific commodities was something whdoh must be corrected within the

shortest possible time. Industrialization was one meais to this end.

60. At the same time it was pointed out that the aims of industrialization
might be jeopardized by a proliferation of industries. T;le path of in

dustrialization must therefore be charted within an all-anbracing framework
within which all the implications could be properly assessed and allowed for

It was pointed out that the haphazard implementation of industrial projects
especially of those which would be under-u.ilized or subsided by the State

might not be conducive to the realization of the goal of industrial develop-
ment.

61. The attention of delegates was again dra™ to the prerequisites for
xndustrialization, and some of the major steps that developing countries

should take were outlined. These includeds (a) exhaustive survey of the

oountry.s natural resources, (b) the elaboration of an economic development
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plan with a clear definition of the role of the industrial sector; (o)

the drawing up of feasibility studies, (d) training of manpower at all

levels, especially through apprenticeship schemes, (e) exchange of

information and visits among countries, (f) planning multi-national

industrial complexes, which would attract external financing, (g) the

rapid establishment of the proposed Intra-Afrioan Economic Co-operation

Council, (h) creation of a favourable environment for the promotion of

economic and, in particular, industrial development. Financial resources

available at the United nations for surveys and studies were noted,

D. Statements "by specialized agencies and other_

international organizations

62. The representative of FAO drew attention to the importance of in

dustries processing agricultural, fishery and forest products, as well as

to the complex of industries serving agriculture through the provision

of inputs such as fertilizers, machinery, implements, fishing gear, etc.

He outlined the work of FAO in this regard and the assistance it provided

in the identification and elaboration of suitable projects, training, pre-

investment, surveys feasibility studies and pilot projects in the field of

agricultural industrialization. This PAO assistance was available not

only through the United Stations Development Programme, but also the FAO/

IBRD Co-operative Programme that had been established in April 1965 and

the Freedom from Hunger Campaign.

63. The representative of the African Development Bank (ABB) drew the

attention of delegates to the fundamental aim of the ADB which was to

contribute to concrete actions that would further the economic development

of the countries of Africa. He pointed out that the effective functioning

of intra-African co-operation would facilitate ADB assistance and welcomed

the progress so far achieved in inter-state and sub-regional co-operation,

nevertheless, the horizon for co-operation should not be limited to the

sub-regional level only. The prospects offered by regional co-operation

should not be overlooked. Sub-regional and regional co-operation must

proceed hand in hand since they are complementary, and since the gains made
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at the sub-regions level would be clearly seen and appreciated through

the realization of harmonization at the regional level. The creation of

ADB itself was an achievement which opened up wide scope for continental

co-operation. It would not be unreasonable to aim for other organisms

on a continental baeis and the representative concluded by calling on

the Pan-African organizations - 0AU? SCA and ADB - to co-ordinate and

redouble their efforts to extend the field of co-operation to the

continental scale.

64. The representative of the United Nations Advisory Committee on

Science and Technology drew the attention of delegates to the role of

science and technology in industrialization. He pointed out that in

the developed countries, technology was advancing at a rapid rate.

Developing countries should select technologies appropriate to their

specific requirements, since the new technologies of the developed

countries could not always be efficiently and economically applied under

the conditions of the developing countries. Delegates were informed that

the role of the Advisory Committee was to assist developing countries in

adapting technologies to their needs, and attention was drawn to the

importance of continuously improving production methods through applied

research, if markets vere not to be lost. Governments, it was suggested,

should mobilize and expand their research organizations, encourage

scientific education and establish sound scientific policies so that

industrialization could proceed at the rate desired.

65. The representative of WHO sounded a note of warning in connexion with

the impact of industrialization on the health and well-being of the

individual. He informed delegates that the harmful effects of industrializa

tion on health did not come at an early stage of development. On the

basis of observations in developed countries, some of these adverse condi

tions could be foreseen - overcrowding, sub-standard living conditions,

air pollution, deterioration of nutrition, mental disorders resulting from

new stresses, and so on. Since the progress of a society was a function

of the well-being of its individual members, the representative called on

delegates to give sufficiently high priority to health programmes during
the period of industrialization,
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66, The attention of delegates was drawn by the representative of the

Afro-Asian Organization for Economic Co-operation to the importance of

promoting sectoral co-operation "between countries and industrialists in

Africa. Approaches to the solution of the problems of industrialization

could be realistically charted through close co-operation with experienced

businessmen and industrialists. The representative underlined the benefits

that countries could derive from laying a firm foundation of mutual under

standing and trust and invited the ECA and UNCID to continue their long

standing oo-operation with the Afro-Asian Organization for Economic Co

operation.

B. Problems of industrial development

67, The past growth trends and the present situation of the industry-

sector in Africa were briefly surveyed. It was pointed out that while

the rate of industrial growth in the past was as high as 7 per cent, there

were now indications that there had been a slowing down in recent years.

The outstanding disparities between sub-regions in industrial development

were also noted, and the attention of delegates was drawn to the possibility

of useful exchange of technologies and industrial products between sub-

regions as a result.

68, Some countries were already in the process of shifting from invest

ments in infrastructure to industry, and thus could speed up industrial

growth. The development of the heavy industry sector in Africa would

require a multi-national approach. In other industrial sectors, import

substituting industries were often given priority. Nevertheless, the

weaknesses inherent in import substitution programmes should not be over

looked, for high-oost import substitution industries under the umbrella

of protective tariffs might be a liability. Import substitution industries

saved comparatively less money than was usually realized. It was the

lagging of export markets that prompted countries to launch import sub

stitution projects at an early stage. The scope for increasing export

earnings through the establishment of primary processing industries was at

the same time limited by the tariff schedules of the developed countries.

Import substitution programmes were nevertheless important to African

countries, and the oentral problem was how to avoid the inherent pitfalls.
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69. The problem of export of manufactured goods from the developing

countries to developed countries was extensively discussed by delegates to

the Symposium and the general feeling appreared to be that extra efforts

must be made to gain access to markets of the developed countries. At the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development held in Geneva in June

1964 an appeal was made to the developed nations to reduce tariffs on goods

from the developing countries without demanding reciprocity. Several

delegates therefore requested U17CTAD to make extra efforts to pursue this

question. In the meantime, African countries should strive to attain a

high level of quality in their industrial products and should promote

intra-Afrioan trade.

70. In order to promote the employment objectives in industrialization,

labour intensive technologies may be desired to offset the chronic"shortage

of capital and utilize available manpower resources. This should only be

done, however, where efficient production would not be impaired. At the

same time it was noted that in Africa today there is considerable under-

utilization of capacities of existing industries which would make it

possible to increase employment vithout the need for further capital

outlay. There is also scope for raising employment through the promotion

of a wide range of small industries.

71. The representative of the UNCTAD in his statement expressed the keen

interest of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development in the

progress of industrialization in Africa, and underlined the need of taking

into account the export opportunities of manufactures and semi-manufactures

to developed countries, right from the planning stage of industrialization.

The UHCTAD were hoping to continue co-operation with the ECA in promoting

exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures, and suggested particularly

the fields of processing of raw materials to the maximum extent before

export to developed countries, industrial co-operation to produce in"

developing countries products for consumption in the developed countries,

and technical assistance in export promotion techniques.
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76. The sacrifice of custom revenue that would result from industrialization

was referred to by delegates. It was generally agreed that while the loss

of revenue would curtail government expenditure and national saving, '

nevertheless it should be considered as only a short-term phenomenon, which

might be amply rewarded by the economic benefits that would be derived

from industrialization. Assuring an expanding market for industrial projects
should be given the higher priority.

77. Delegates agreed that export markets could be secured only through

intensive effort and efficient organization. The efficiency of industries

was improved if the export market was carefully preplanned. That there

was scope for such exports was evident from a study of recent statistics,

where it is noted that exports of manufactured goods from developing

countries to developed countries had been increasing steadily. There was

also evidence to show that there was scope for increased trade among

developing countries based on adequate differences of product ranges noted

in such countries. It was pointed out that inhibiting factors of similar

industrial structures were often exaggerated. Attention was also drawn to

assistance with export promotion problems which African countries could

now obtain from the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development.

To. Conclusions and Recommendations

1. The importance and necessity of general planning at the national

level was pmphasized as a necessary pre-requisite for rapid,

harmonious and balanced economic development. While making

development plans, the countries must first take stock of

their natural and human resources and then determine the

emphasis to be given to the different sectors of the economy.

2. The need for substantial structural reforms affecting the

administrative institutions and the systems of production and

distribution was noted and recognised as a condition neces

sary for the execution of fruitful industrialization policies.

In this connexion, a wide exchange of information and the

establishment of permanent and temporary exhibitions and fairs
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between the various African countries and the developing ooun-

tries in general was recommended.

3. Present efforts in the ileld of co-operation at the regional

and sub-regional levels were considered as likely to improve

the results of national development policies. In order to

accelerate and improve the industrial intonation already

started, the following recommendations are made;

(a) Harmonization of national development, to make it easier

for countries to "benefit from industrial integration.

(b) Establishment of well-equipped secretariats to do the

preliminary work and follow up decisions, at the level

of present or future sub-regional institutions-.

(c) The need xo ensure political stimulus with a view to tak

ing concrete measures in the field of sub-regional co

operation, to promote the economic integration of Africa,

These measures could be taken at the level of sub-regional

or regional institutions already established or to be

established,,

(d) Studies within the framework of the OAU, to lay the basis

of an integrated African development plan, a joint trade

policy and a joint financial policy, ^° meet the needs

of industrialization.

4. The delegates observed that individual countries still had

more contact and trade with countries outside Africa than with-

their neighbouring African sister States. As a first step

towards correcting this situation, steps must be taken to

improve the transportation system, including transportation

between neighbouring countries. Special efforts should be

made at sub-regional and continental levels to examine ways

and means of improving the situation.

5. The problem of lack of national markets makes it imperative

to encourage intra-African trade in manufactured goods. Dis

criminatory tariffs and oxher measures hindering free flow
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of goods should *e removed wherever po.sihle, since there is
evidence to show that there is soope for ^^ trade

African countries.

United Hations agencies should work hand in hand with African
governments in preparing econo.ic feasiMlity studies. ai8

would avoid the danger of setting up projects which may be
desirable but uneconomic.
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SECTOR STUDIES

(AGSKDA ITEM 5 )

-9. The paper, Engineering Industries in Africa (E/CH.H/nm/AS/ll/2.i -

in three parts -*ith an aidrcduia and corrigendum) was introduced by the

secretariat and discussion took place in the first instance on the value

to the economy of ostablishinc a motor vehicle assembly industry. It

was generally a^rood that this industry made only a small contribution

to the economy of s. oo^try and that it V£a necessary to proceed towards

manufacturing. Some dslofiates, however, stressed the difficulty of _

establishing manufacture Four difficulties encountered in establish

ing the assembly iudustiy wore mentioned; experience showed that the

training of operates -*as difficult, the capital investment was relatively

high and the cost of CK-D. procedures was so high that vehicles assembled

on the spot would in the end cost more than imported complete vehicles.

There was also continued dependence on the supplying country for spares.

It was generally agreed that as national markets were small, the manu

facturing industry should be planned on a sub-regional basis. In this

regard the need t~, arrive ay far as possible at a standardization of

parts was stressed3

80. With regard to engineering generally, the importance of establishing

adequate design facilities in the countries undertaking manufacture was

stressed in order to koop abresst wi+fc technical progress. Otherwise,^

factories based on imported equipment might soon become obsolete. While

agreeing with the fc-xaat importance of design, the secretariat expressed

the view based on the ozperienoe of moet developing countries that the

normal progression in engineering was from assembly, usually under licence,

to manufacture including design«>

81. The ECA study was regarded as most welcome and opportune because

of the rapid increase in imports of engineering goods and. the meeting

stressed the importance of co-operation between African countries in

the development of the industry.
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82. Conclusion and Recommendations; (see Part III, Section IV A)

1. that EGA should continue its studies on the types of engineering
works which could be established on a national, sub-regional
and regional basisj

2. that the various countries should within the framework of

oo-operation approach the industrialized countries of the

world with a view to assisting African countries in promoting
engineering factories.

G» Iron and steel

83. The paper, The Iron and Steel Industry in Africa (e/CK.14/as/iii/23)
was introduced by the secretariat. Various countries outlined their

Plans for the develops of the iron and steel industry. The Committee
noted with satisfaction the co-operative efforts being made in the various
sub-regions and welcomed the discussions now proceeding in West, East

and central Africa, and the Maghreb countries regarding the location
and development of integrated works and re-rolling mills.

84. In the course of the discussion, the basic importance of iron and
steel in the industrial development of Africa and the need to exploit

the abundant iron ore resources of the continent were recognized.

85. It was generally agreed that in order tc ensure ultimate profit
ability, long-term development of an iron and steel works should be

properly Planned5 otherwise, the works might become uneconomic and an

obstacle to further economic development. The great economies of scale
in xron and steel manufacture and the high investment required to

establish an iron and steel works, ranging from USS7O per annual ton

for a simple re-rolling works to US$350 for « integrated works making
flat products emphasized the need for co-operation on a suWegional
or regional basis in the development of the industry.

86. Conclusion and Eecommendation!

1. that ECA should give active technical assistance at the

national, multi-national, sub-regional and regional leveXs

ia connexion with the establishment and development of the
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iron and steel industry and that every effort should now be

made to translate present plans into feasibility and engineering

studies which might attract the necessary finanoe?

2. that the standardization of the specifications of serai-finished

and finished products, in view of its importance to the future

development of the iron and steel industry in Africa, should

be studied by the ECA and submitted to the appropriate, sub-

regional organisations, due consideration being given to the

need to conform to international standards;

3. that the proposed sub-regional iron and steel authorities

should "be established as soon as possible and that ECA. should

study in co-operation with these authorities the establishment

of a regional African authority on iron and steel.

H# Aluminium

87« The paper, Africa and the Aluminium Industry, (E/CN.I4/AS/II/2/0),

was introduced by the secretariat, in this paper the great possibilities

for the development of the aluminium industry were referred to, in

particular in West Africa, Central Africa, and to a leaser extent in

North Africa and East Africa.

88. In the course of the discussion the view was generally expressed

that consumption would be increased considerably above the level forecast

in the paper. In this connexion, it was recommended that a greater and

more varied use of aluminium, both inside and outside Africa, and in

particular in the construction of buildings, should be given serious

consideration.

89. It was recognized that because of the present low level of African

consumption, the main outlets for the products of an aluminium industry

compatible with African resources of bauxite and hydro-electric power

were the markets of the developed countries of the world and it was

suggested that in view of the tight control of these markets the subject

should be discussed at the forthcoming world symposium. In this connexion,

it would be necessary for Africa to present a united front.
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90. It was recognized, however, that efforts should also be made to

promote the increasing use of aluminium in African countries with due

regard to the interests of Afr.can producers of other metals and that

the measures proposed in the paper would contribute to this 'end.

91. Conclusions and Recommendations:

that the need for African countries to secure a greater share
of the world market for aluminium in accordance wxth their

enormous resources of bauxite and hydro-electric power should

be urged at the forthcoming world symposium on industry;

that institutions should be established at the appropriate
level to promote the use and manufacture of aluminium by

1.

2-

nufacture of alumi^uB by

Afrxcan countries, having regard to the producers of other
-etalB, to facilitate co-operation in the development of the
industry and to assist in securing a share ,n markets abroad.

Chemicals and

93. Some delegates gave detailed accounts of the chemical industry in
respective countries. It was noted that in Korth .frica the

o? S ^ SStabliShed "nery '« oo-oPeration in developing
chemical industry. " pflS

94. Several delegat.ons brought to the attention of the meeting fertiliser
and ot er chem.cal project,, being considered or undertaken in their

r::irtries-"was noted that ^ ™ -«• -^ te :l
p l 1 enr acornulated durins the •■taui"»-t - «*..*«*operatxon of chemical plants and offer to help other African countries

—d at

trend ofof using *•' «* «-
g gyPEUm for the production of sulphuric acid wa8

considered. It was generally agreed that +„«.
y agreed that the success of utilizing gypsum
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depended on the size of plant, cost of production, and the market potential

of the co-product cement. It was recommended that countries conducting

studies on the possibility of establishing sulphuric acid plants should

consider the feasibility of using gypsum. In this connexion, the

secretariat was requested to make a comparative study on the production

of phosphate fertilizers using sulphur, gypsum and the electro-thermal

process.

96. The use of imported ammonia for the establishment of nitrogenous

fertilizer plants was discussed. It was emphasized that consideration

should be given to the desirability of developing the ammonia industry

in the sub-regions or region, whenever favourable conditions prevailed.

97. Trends in fertilizer consumption and production in Africa indicate

that all the countries of Africa are net importers of fertilizers and

the consumption of fertilizers will probably be inadequate to meet

agricultural and food production needs for the population of Africa

which is estimated to reach 346 million in 1970 and 449 million in 1980.

Account must also be taken of the expansion of world demand and the necessity

for some countries to valorize their export-oriented raw materials.

98. The problem of excess chlorine from chlorine-caustic plants was

raised and it was agreed that a practical solution for its utilization

should be studied within the framework of the sub-regions and region,

in co-operation with ECA and TJNOID,

99. With regard to medicinals and Pharmaceuticals> delegates felt that

this group has not been given the priority it deserves. The possibility

of manufacturing pharmaceutical products which are still being imported

was stressed. It was further stressed that quality control is essential.

The preconditions given in document E/CN.14/AS/lIl/22 refer to the making

of basic raw materials only.

100. Consideration was given to other branches of the chemical industry,

suoh as plastics, rubber, insecticides, soaps etc. These were important

industries and whenever conditions were favourable these branches should
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be vigorously followed-up by the countries concerned with the assist

ance of the appropriate-United Nations agencies.

101. Conclusions and Eecommendations:

(l) Chemicals and Fertilizers

1. that the ECA secretariat should continue to draw up a programme

for multi-national, sub-regional and regional co-operation

in the development of the chemical industry in co-operation

with the countries concerned^

2. that ECA and UNOID carry cut surveys and technico-economic

studies of other chemical industries for example rubber,

plastics, and insecticides and determine the needs and

potential markets for such industries;

3. that priority should be given to:

(a) the manufacture of concentrated fertilisers both for

local and export purposes, bearing in mind the great

increase in population, availability and rational use

of natural resources and their local valorisation;

(b) exploitation of Africa's hydro-electric potential and
maximum use of manpower resources;

(c) the development of the pharmaceutioal industry;

4. that studies on the availability and possible utilization

of certain raw materials should be undertaken, in particular

on sulphur, pyrites, gypsum and natural soda ash, etc.;

5. that a study on the possibility of using certain processes

of production should be made:

(a) gypsum (natural or by-product) for sulphuric acid and
ammonium sulphate making;

(b) possibility of using hydrochloric acid in acidulation

of phosphate rock and in the pickling of iron and steel5
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(c) other processes for maximizing economic disposal of

chlorine1

(d) causticization of natural soda ashj

(e) the Dual Process for soda ash production;

6. that training arid applied research should "be emphasized:

(a) encouragement of students to take courses in the field

of chendcal engineering and training of chemical indus

try personnel5

(t>) creation of chemical engineering departments in

universities and polytechnic institutes and strengthening

of existing ones;

(c) establishment of applied research and training centres

for resep-rch and training respectively;

7« Miscellaneous:

(a) that standardization of methods of classification of

statistical data should "be adopted, i.eo, the Standard

International Trade Classification (SITC) for import-

export commodities and the International Standard

Industrial Classification (iSIC) with details provided

"by SITC for industrial production;

(b) that governments should promote use of fertilizers and

pesticides;

(c) that preference should "be given to larger ammonia

capacities rather than to small plants*.
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(2) Pharmaceutical industries

1. that the pharmaceutical industry in Africa "be given the prior

ity it deserves in development programmes? with due considera

tion to quality control;

2. that the EGA should establish a committee of experts to study

the present and expected state of this industry in African

countries and ways of obtaining help and of exchanging

experience in this field;

3. that the ECA should prepare in association with WHO, a compre

hensive report to "be presented to the Geneva conference in

1967 on:

(a) possible ways and means by which the pharmaceutical

industry in Africa can be developed and its quality

properly controlled to an extent capable of meeting the

rapidly growing needs of the continent with the utmost

saving in time and moneys

(b) the help that Africa may and should get. for this

purpose including access to safe and reliable sources

of technology, methods of quality control and other

procedures necessary to the development of a pharma

ceutical industry.
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J. Forest-based industries and pulp etna paper

102o The Symposium reviewed the document, Development of Forestry and

Forest Industries in Africa (E/CN.14/AS/lIl/3), prepared by FAO, which

drew attention to the vast forest resources of Africa comprising 15 per

cent of the world forest area. In the discussion which followed it was

noted that in the world market, excess capacity of certain grades of

pulp and paper was expected to continue approximately to

103o The Symposium requested international organizations, FAO in

particular, to assist the African countries in (a) conserving and

surveying their forest resources, ("fa) planning and carrying out reaforesta-

tion schemes, (c) developing local processing of wood raw materials into

sawnwood, plywood, pulp, paper, "boards, etc, through feasibility studies

and other means, (d) promoting intra-African trade in forest products,

through market studies based on sub-regional and regional co-operation,

(e) improving marketing and transportation of forest products and

(f) expanding training facilities for forestry and forest industries

personnel.

104. It was noted that certain non-wood products, such as gum arabic,

associated with the development of forest industries, should also be

considered in technical assistance programmes.

105. The importance of integrated and maximum utilization of closed

tropical hi^h forebts was emphasised and attention was drawn to the

fact- that integrated forest industries are able to multiply the volume

used and the value added in processing as compared with log exports,

106. It was recommended to expand the manufacturing capacity of forest

products to promote exports above all of hardwood veneer, plywood,

chipboard and sawnwood and coniferous pulp,

107. The Symposium appreciated the organization of the ECA/fAO/BTAO

Conference on Pulp and Paper Development in Africa and the Near East,

held in Cairo, 8 - 18 March 1965, and endorsed the following final

resolution of that Conferences
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"The Conference noted that paper rfctjuii/eiuents in Africa and the

Near East are likely to rise by three million tons "by 1980, and

that even this increase may fall short of meeting the region1s-. '

"basic needs for cultural and industrial papers:;

"RECOGNIZES that this growing need cannot "be satisfied through

rising imports, and therefore, believes it necessary to speed up

the rate at which new pulp and paper capacity is "being established

in the region;.

"NOTES that (a) the region's fibrous raw material resources and
non-wood; though unevenly distributed, are capable

of sustaining most; if not all, of the required

expansion1

(b) that many African countries are favourably endowed
for the rapid creation of additional reserves of

coniferous fibre at very low cost;

(c) that this fact, taken in conjunction with the
deteriorating wood resources/requirements balance
in some of the advanced regions of the world,

offers the prospect of successfully establishing

in Africa, not only the additional capacity

needed to supply the region's expanding require

ments, but also an important export—oriented pulp

industry^

"RECOMMENDS that member governments of PAO and ECA in the region

take the following steps to fasililctw Vuz required expansion and

take advantage of developing export opportunities*

"1. The conduct of pro-investment surveys to determine the cost

and economic availability of the fibre and other resources needed,

"2, The selection of promising sites for newmills, and the execu

tion of feasibility studies for specific mill Vpes and sites in

the selected locations, and

"3. The formulation of short and long-term programmes for pulp

and paper development, properly integrated with over-all economic

development plans, and especially those concerned with strengthening

the infrastructure - communications- power, water supply, etc.;

"DRAWS the attention of national planning agencies of interested

institutions such as the IBRD, IFC, IDA, African Development Bank,

United Nations Special Fund and of countries carrying out bilateral
assistance programmes in the region, to the urgency of, and special

opportunities afforded by, investments in this sector;
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"INVITES member governments in the region to review current

forest policies in the light of the findings of this Conference,

and in particular to consider the adequacy of present planting

programmes and the need to concentrate new industrial plantations

around favourable potential mill sites^

"CONSIDERS ALSO, given the presently small sise of national markets

in many countries of the region and the significant scale of

economies in many "branches of this industry, that national self-

sufficiency in paper in all countries of the region will not

represent an optimum use of the region's resources and could act

as a retarding influence on healthy industrial development^ and

therefore

"RECOMMENDS that governments of the region should co-ordinate

their plans for developing this industrial sector, and related

structural development in particular intra-regional transport

facilities;

"BELIEVES that ?A0 and EGA can play a useful role in channelling

assistance to the region, in keeping trends and development

projects under continuous review, and in providing facilities

for consultation "between governments on development plans|

"INVITES the Director-General of FAO and the Executive Secretary

of ECA to strengthen and co-ordinate their programmes in the pulp

and paper field so as to render more effective services to the

governments of the regiono"

K. Building materials industry in Africa

108. Document E/CIT.I4/AS/1II/1/5 on the "building materials industry

in Africa, prepared by the EGA secretariat, was reviewed. The major

products embraced "by this industry were described to be cement and the

allied products, building materials and components of iron, steel and

timber, flat glass, and sanitary and electrical fittings and fixtures

in all materialso In addition, a wide range of other no less important

materials such as clay products, building materials of non-ferrous

metals, plastics, paints and varnishes are covered.

109. Delegates outlined developments in their respective countries in

the field of the building materials industry. The importance of the

industry to the econcmic and social growth of the region was underlined.
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It was noted that future requirements of building materials are of such

an order of magnitude that unless immediate action is taken to expand

the industry, economic development would be seriously impaired.

110. It was generally agreed that the role of the building materials

industry must be clearly defined when drawing up national industrializa

tion programmes, as failure to do so could retard the process of economic

development. The experience of other countries could be sought in plan

ning the development of the industry with a view to ensuring the efficiency

of new industries. Attention was drawn to the vital need of developing

building materials based on local resources as well as evolving new

materials based on waste and industrial by-products. It was stressed

that African countries would have to explore all sources of building

materials in order to be able to cope with housing needs and construction

activities that would increase with industrialization. At the same time,

efforts.must be directed to reducing building costs. An important means

of achieving this aim would be for African countries to promote actively

the setting up of building research and standardization institutions,

in which studies would be made on the adaptation of housing and construc

tion projects to specific African conditions, and on the possibility

of organising production units to mass production methods. In this

connexion, the need to co-ordinate the activities of building research

institutes with industrial research organizations was stressed.

111. The areas of co-operation among countries in the development of

the industry were closely examined. It was agreed that building materials

which are bulky and voluminous should preferably be developed at the

national level. It was also recognized that such building materials

as stones, sand, bricks, concrete products, etc., constituted national

industries because of the fact that they are market-oriented industries.

On the other hand, it was agreed that multi-national and sub-regional

co-operation was necessary in order to establish economic-sized produc

tion units and develop key building- materials. In this context, the

consensus was that the production of materials such as iron and steel
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products, sheet glass, sanitary and electrical fittings and fixtures

would require the co-operation of African countries either at the ■

multi-national or sub-regional level. The scope for co-operation

through specialization of products was pointed out, and the advantages

of co-operation in frontier areas- were stressed in order to establish

more organic and efficient industries»

112. Conclusions and Recommendations:

1. 1b cope with the requirements of the economic and social

developments, top priorities should "be given to the building

materials production in the current and future national

economic development plans in the African countries;

2. Bnphasis should "be directed to the development of traditional

and new 'building materials "based on local resources? such as

building stones, clays, lime, sand, gypsum, "bamboo and timber,

as well as agricultural and industrial waste products;

3. Building standards should be patterned at the regional and

sub-regional levels to suit African conditions in order to

ensure reduction of construction costsj

4. An African Building Materials Industry Development Research

Centre should be established to work in co-operation with

national and sub-regional building research organizations,

existing or planned, in order tc facilitate exchange of

information and experiences among African countries»
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L. Textiles

113. The ECA report (Document E/CN.I4/AS/III/24) was reviewed. Although

it was observed that the ECA paper was rather general and that more

detailed work was required, it was agreed that useful information had

been assembled. Developments in various countries were outlined. It

was noted that the industry was important to the world in general and

to Africa in particular. It was further noted that the establishment

of a textile industry was fairly easy to achieve, but the cost of studies

and machinery could be high. It was emphasized that vocational training

must go hand in hand with industrial development in the sector.

114* The following recommendations were mades

1. that textile mills in African countries should be established

in relation to existing and potential markets as well as

conditions of profitability;

2, that factories for the manufacture of ready-made clothing

should be established to provide a source of employment and

also to serve as a market for textile mills;

3- that machinery should be used to full capacity;

4. that production standards should be evolved to ensure good

quality;

5. that industrial research centres should be created to enable

the African textile industry to reap maximum benefit from

technical advances;

6. that technicians of high calibre should be trained in adequate

numbers;

7- that regional or sub-regional co-operation for raw materials

production (e.g., viscose and artificial silk) should be

encouraged;

8, that ECA should continue with studies, in co-operation with

United Nations specialized agencies and the countries concerned,

on machine capacity, type and quality of current production,

raw material availabilities, etc.
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M. Agricultural industries,

115. A number of documents submitted by FAG on various aspects of

agricultural industries were reviewed {v/m.U/AB/inA/l, E/CH.14/AS/HI/17,

/

H60 These studies indicated that in most African countries industries

processing agricultural, fishery and forest products constituted a major

part of their total industry at the present time. These products were

often the most readily available raw material for industrialization.

Many of them had to be processed before they ooald be utilized, while

processing was also essential for the preservation of perishable products.

As incomes and living levels were raised, consumers might be expected

to demand an increasing proportion of processed food. The establishment

of certain primary processing industries could lead, through forward

linkage, to a number of secondary and tertiary industries5 they also

made possible numerous industries using by-products or waste products.

117. Stress was lsid on the close interdependence of agriculture and

industry and the need to plan for a parallel development of these two

sectors of the economy. If marketed production of food failed to keep

pace with the demar?£ of the expending industrial labour force, the

industrialisation programme itself could be jeopardized, either by the

pressure of rising food prices on industrial wages, or by the need to

divert to food iaports coerce foreign exchange resources required for

the import cf capital goods. Greater attention was therefore needed

to the role of industry in contributing to the expansion of food produc

tion, by supplying the agricultural population both with requisites such

as fertilizers, pesticides? selected seeds and implements and with the

consumer goods that played an important part in their incentive to increase

production for the market., African countries should co-operate in the

development of implements and processing equipment better suited to their

needs than those at present imported from developed countries.
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118. The increasing tendency for FAO to "be directly involved in

development operations was welcomed, as compared to its earlier largely

advisory and training functions. This had come about particularly since

the establishment of the United Nations Special Fund and the inception

of the FAO/lBRD Co-operative Programme. Under the latter programme,

the two organizations participated jointly in the identification and

elaboration of agricultural, fishery and forestry projects for IBRD

financing.

119. It was noted that FAO's assistance was not confined to the produc

tion of the raw material "but also covered its processing, A number of

African countries had already received assistance through the Special

Fund, the Freedom from Hunger Campaign and through FAO/uUICSF assisted

projects in preinvestment surveys, feasibility studies and the establish

ment of pilot plants designed to lead to full-scale industrial projects

in such fields as the processing of a wide range of food crops, dairy

industries, the construction of abattoirs, fishery industries, leather

manufacture, pulp and paper, wood-working and saw-milling.

120. it was recognized that industries processing agricultural, fishery

and forest products covered a very wide range, and that some of the

simpler processes scarcely fell within the definition of industry.

Especially now that smaller-scale processing equipment, better suited

to the needs of African countries, was increasingly becoming available,

the development of many agricultural processing industries could

economically be based on domestic markets, and there was less scope

for regional and sub-regional co-operation than in the case of some

other branches of industry,, In this connexion, it was noted that the

Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, now in preparation

by FAO, was being built up on a sub-regional basis and would provide

a better basis for the assessment of the possibilities for co-ordination

and co-operation between countries.
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121. Among more specific points noted, reference was made to the need

to reduce the cost of cans and other containers and packaging materials;

to the need for promotional campaigns to popularize such unfamiliar

processed products as fish flour5 and to the need for further research

on the processing of African food products and raw materials, including

by-productsj that were so far little used.

122, The need for more information on the extent of African fishery

resources was recognized. Attention was called to technical and economic

difficulties encountered ir preserving and transporting fish and to

problems of marketing canned sardines in Europe.

123. It was suggested that African countries should give preferential

treatment to imports of agricultural raw materials from within the

continent of Africa,

124- It was also noted that the establishment of grades and standards

on a unified African basis could assist in the expansion of trad© both

among African countries and in world markets, especially for processed

agricultural products,,

125. Appreciation was expressed for the work done by FAO in assisting

African countries in the development of agro-allied industries. It was

recommended that in its future work in this regard FAO shouldg

1. intensify its assistance to governments in the promotion of

industries related to agriculture, fisheries and forestryj

2O pay increased attention, particularly in the work of the

FAO/ECA Joint Agriculture Division, to the identification

of areas for co-operation among African countries, including

the promotion of intra-regional trade in processed products;

3. provide further assistance in obtaining information on the

extent of African fisheiy resources, including, for example,

the tuna resources off the east coast and the resources of

the Red Sean
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126- The hope was expressed that an arrangement similar to the FAO/lBED

Co-operative Programme could be made "between FAO and the African Development

Bank.

H\ Small-scale industries

127. The secretariat document (B/CK.I4/AS/1I1/25) on the development

of small-scale industries in Africa was reviewed.

128. It was suggested that the question of the definition of the term

small industry he considered by a committee that might be appointed for

the purpose by ECA.

129. Delegates of several countries explained the steps being taken

in regard to development of small industries in their territories. These

included loans, establishment of industrial estates, service institutes,

etc.

130. The importance of small-scale industries in national economies was

fully recognized as well as the need for their rapid development. It

was realized that small industries generated employment, added to the

production of a number of consumer products, and involved comparatively

small capital expenditure. In Africa, which was faced with shortage of

capital, this was particularly important. Because of the use, normally

of comparatively simple techniques, they offered themselves as good

instruments for African entrepreneurs. It was noted that small-scale

industries made a useful contribution towards decentralization of urban

areas and offered employment opportunities to traders displaced toy

rationalization of trade,

131. Often they catered for the requirements of local areas in respect

of various products and thereby saved transport charges that would

otherwise be involved,

132. It was noted that some countries in Africa are planning the establish

ment of small industries as adjuncts to schools. This was considered

useful as these industries would facilitate the training of students in

the field of industry concurrently with their formal education.
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-33• The representative of the ILO explained the assistance extended

"by hie organization to develop small industries in Africa.

°» Second-hand machinery

134- The question whether or not to encourage import of second-hand

machinery from developed countries was discussed at length. A United

Nations expert (Centre for Industrial Development) stated that the

conclusions arrived at in a study made "by the Centre were that in the

case of certain types of machines, use of second-hand machinery could

be recommended.

135. It was, however, felt that it would not be advisable to encourage

in Africa the use of second-hand machines, but in view of the conclusions

in the United Nations report referred to, it was suggested that ECA

might examine the question further.
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SELECTED ASPECTS OF IMJUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT

(AGENDA ITEM 6)

P. Industrial programming and project evaluation

136. In an introductory statement the secretariat underlined project

evaluation as an essential link "between an industrial plan and the

individual project. Before the financing "body could accept an indus

trial project it must satisfy itself that it would be a paying proposi

tion. Four approaches to programme evaluation had "been recognized as

a result of the Inter-Regional Symposium on Industrial Project Evalua

tion held in Prague in I965.

137. The first of these was the workshop approach, whereby officials

and others designated by their respective governments could obtain

training in project evaluation or in the identification of investment

opportunities, the selection by comparison of projects submitted, the

evaluation of projects in the framework of national plans, etc. The

second approach consisted in the establishment of permanent machinery

for industrial evaluation. Examples of this could be found in the

industrial research and studies centres now being developed in Tripoli

(Libya) for the Maghreb countries, and on a national basis in Tunisia,

The third approach, in operation in Tanzania, consisted in putting a

group of project evaluation experts at the disposal of the Government,

The fourth approach which would be studied further, it was hoped, at

the projected World Symposium on Industrial Development, consisted in

viewing an industrial project against a world background as regards

raw materialsj markets, capital, to determine whether or not it would

be a viable proposition.

« It was requested that in view of the far reaching recommendations

of the Prague Symposium on project evaluation and its relevance to the

present Symposium, the secretariat of the ECA should see to it that

these recommendations were made available to the delegates. Another

recommendation of the Prague Meeting ■which received attention was that
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regarding the holding of another inter-regional symposium to consider

the location of industries, whether suWegional, multi-national'-or

at the national level. It was hoped that such a conference would take

place some time in I967.

139. I* ™8 suggested that owing to the limited resources of many African

countries it would not be possible for all of them tc have their own

programme evalu,tion centres. A way out would be to expand an already

existing training centre like the Dakar Institute to incorporate project

evaluation in its programme of courses. Thought■should alsc be given

to the establishment of project evaluation centres either at regional

or sub-regicnal levels, so that countries vrtiich could not afford eentres,-

of their own could benefit from the regional, sub-regional or multi-

national ones.

140. It was emphasized that special importance should be given to the

national profitability factor as compared with the commercial profita

bility in the process of evaluation of industrial projects in develop-

ing countries. .

141. It was suggested to endorse the recommendation of the inter

regional symposium held in October 1965 in Prague concerning the establish

ment by the U1J of a Manual on Project Evaluation, preferably with a

separate volume referring to specific factors of interest to African

developing countries.

142. It was considered that since final decisions on the relative priori

ties of industrial proj.ects in developing countries were mainly a matter

of policy decisions in each country, the UK should speed"up the formation

of training-workshops on Industrial Project Evaluation to form a nucleus

..of national experts in this field.

143. The representative of the African Development Bank pointed out

that so far as project evaluation was concerned it would be advisable

to arrange for the African countries, according to appropriate methods

to be determined, to pool their human resources and experience in the

field of■industrialization, since any individual African country would
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have difficulty in .undertaking the necessary studies alone, and there

fore has to resort to foreign study bureaux, the independence and sin

cerity of which must later be verified - something which very few

African countries can do on their own account. By pooling their resources

from the studies standpoint, the African countries as a body would then

have the possibilities and experience in most fields of industry to be

able, if not to carry out all the necessary studies themselves, at least

to undertake some of them and to keep a serious check on studies being

carried out on their behalf by study bureaux located outside Africa,

144. Conclusions and recommendations:

1. The overriding need is for a great intensification, with IM

and other assistance, in the number of industrial projects

for which detailed feasibility and engineering studies can -

be undertaken. The other conclusions should be taken within

this context;

2. Since an industrial project can only be considered as a part

of the industrial development programme of a country, which

in turn is in itself a part of the general plan for the

country's economic development, an industrial project should,

therefore, be evaluated within the framework of the general

strategy of industrial development, A project report should

point out how the proposed project fits in with the broad

national objectives and the development programme of the

country j

3- Commercial profitability alone is not a sufficient criterion

in developing countries seeking accelerated industrial develop

ment. National economic profitability occupies a central

place in various considerations applied in appraising -Indus.-

trial projects. The introduction of the measurement of

national economic profitability will bo a major advance in

improving evaluating practices in developing countries.

Examination of commercial profitability, however, also has

an important ro.: e to play;
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4. The follow-up of approved projects in developing countries *

has been impeded by difficulties in the execution of projects

in the form of delays in the planning time-schedule or over-

runs in costs. Follow-up should, therefore, be made through

continuous re-appraisal of the project in the course of

implementation and full use be made of the feed-back informa

tion made available through the process of follow-up. The

use of network theory including critical path method in plan

ning, implementation^ construction and follow-up of industrial

projects should be further explored;

5. The UK is called upon to speed up the organization of train

ing workshops at national and multi-national levels to help

train a nucleus of local personnel who can apply improved

practices and procedures in evaluating industrial projects.

The widening of the scope of activity of the Institute at

Dakar to cover evaluation problems should be considered;

6. The OT is also requested to prepare a manual on industrial

project evaluation which can be used by evaluating agencies

and educational and training institutions in developing coun

tries. The preparation of a special volume for the service

of African developing countries vould be welcomed;

7. The Symposium suggests the establishment of an African

Institute for Industrial Promotion as a positive contribution

of the m in its efforts to promote industrial development5

8. The Symposium suggests that a special seminar or symposium

be organized at an inter-regional level to discuss the

principles and factors involved in the choice of location

for industrial projects and industrial complexesj

9. To offset the present shortage of African personnel familiar

with project evaluation, the African countries should pool

whatever technical knowledge and practical experience they

may have on the subject*
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*l*. Manpower and planning

145. In introducing the subject of manpower and planning, the secretariat

pointed out that one of the limiting factors to accelerated economic

growth was the lack of manpower in the form of skilled workers and entre

preneurs. Developed countries like Japan and Germany had clearly demon

strated that their economic progress had been due more to improved skill

and management than to availability of capital.

146. With a few exceptions the African countries have not been able

to make adequate provision for trained technical and managerial person

nel; consequently they were obliged to rely on expatriate personnel in

this respect. Apart from the high cost involved, this process of reliance

on foreign manpower was not the answer to the shortage of manpower. It

was estimated that by 1975 manpower requirements could be as follows:

Engineers and scientists 51 -jqq

Technicians and foremen m qqq

Managerial staff 28 800

Skilled workers 1 722 000

147. These estimates could serve as a rough guide for re-evaluation

of African training policies and strategies in the field of industry.

It was necessary to make realistic manpower estimates based out

1. Comprehensive and phased national development plans;

2. Economic priorities and targets 5

3. Manpower surveys showing current supply and demand by skills

and economic sectors and development trends and anticipated
needs.

148. The secretariat concluded by stressing the need for positive steps
to train workers at all levels and urged that in the institutes of learn

ing the dignity of labour should be emphasized.

149. The ILO representative dwelt mainly on the contribution of his

organization to industrial development, particularly manpower. The

ILO was carrying out large-scale activities of a mainly operational

mm
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character in regard to the training of manpower and to management develop

ment and productivity, which were vital to the success of a policy of

industrialization. In 1962, IK) operational activities covered 73 pro

jects with 145 experts-, in 1964, 80 projects with 25O experts; in 1965, over

100 projects involving more toon jOO experts. In Africa many counties

benefit from the ILO training schemes. In the UAR, the Government with

the help of ILO had established an Instructor Gaining Institute in

Cairo, which prepared the instructors required by a large number of high

ly specialized vocational training centres where some 80 separate occupa

tions were being taught over a period.ranging from a few months to three

years. In Nigeria, some 400 instructors and about 1500 foremen and

supervisors were being trained under a national training scheme for which

the ILO was executing agency under the United Nations Development Programme.

150. In the field of management development and productivity, the ILO

was undertaking several projects in different parts of the world. In

Africa there were shor^term projects in this field now in operation

in Tunisia, Algeria, Ghana and Guinea, while long-term projects had been

established in Sudan, Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya,

151. Long-term projects had also been drawn up by the Governments of

Ethiopia, Zambia and Malawi with the assistance of ILO. In view of the

extreme scarcity of entrepreneurial skills in Africa, all ILO Management

Development and Productivity projects in the region included special

programmes for the promotion of African entrepreneurship, which consti

tuted a keystone in the long-range economic development of the coun

tries in Africa. The ILO representative concluded by mentioning the

international Centre for Advanced Technical and Vocational Training set

up in Turin in 1965 with the co-operation of the Italian Government.

When in full operation the Centre would cater for several thousand people.

The programmes at this Centre have been designed for five distinct levels;

skilled workers, foremen and supervisors, instructors, technicians and

managers. In addition to the Italian Government some African countries,

notably the Central African Republic, Libya, Madagascar, Morocco, Nigeria,

Tunisia, Uganda and the UAH had also made contributions towards the

establishment of the Centre,
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152. In the discussion it was pointed out that developing African coun

tries did not have the time to go through all the stages of industrial

development of the advanced countries nor could they afford merely to

copy their standards of skills. Training should "be specific and this

would naturally lead to improvement of skills. Developing countries

should plan their industrialization as if they were in a time of war,

Tbey should embark on crash programmes of development and relate their

systems of education at all levels to the needs of the country.

153. Pour criteria were suggested for developing countries: speed,

quality, efficiency and prope^organization- If development programmes

were phased, and the time-tables adhered to, making the "best use of

proper training media, speed would be achieved. High quality must be

insisted upon from the beginning, otherwise poor standards would set

in and manufactured articles could not hope to compete on the world market.

Efficiency through the proper exchange of experience between school and

life and between theory and practice must also "be stressed and aimed

at from the start. Efficiency should be the main criterion for select

ing and placing personnel in jobs. Proper national vocational guidance

should be established in order to mobilize effectively the national

abilities along education levels and ladders of skills. Proper organiza

tion would enable the realization of the objectives which the nation

had set itself. It was suggested that a special institute for the train

ing of human resources should be established, which should include a

centre of documentation in all major languages of Africa. It was pointed

out that while the difficulties of manpower and training could be depres

sing, comfort should be taken from the fact that even in the developed

countries much of the training and skill had been acquired through on-

the-job training- It was the industries themselves which had helped

to develop skills rather than long processes of training schemes,

154- It was suggested also that too much attention tended to be given

to capital and national resources in industrial programmes .at the expense

of manpower. Skilled labour shortage was the main bottleneck in the

realization of development programmes.
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155. It was"also pointed out that" education "could be geared to the needs

of development. People could "be taught to read and write through rural

development programmes. Even the primary school curricula of the first

five years could be adjusted to the needs of rural life. During the

next stage, that is from the sixth to the ninth year, emphasis could

also be on rural life, but at a higher level. It was only-the more

talented who succeeded in getting through the ninth grade, ^that should

make their way to: polytechnics and other higher institutions of learn

ing. ■ ■ ■

156. Conclusions and recoininendations:

1. It had been made clear from the survey made by ECA of the

■' ' ■ manpower requirements and the training facilities and pos

sibilities in the African countries that an immediate

organized effort should be made to help bridge the gap between

supply and demand in the various categories and levels tif

manpower needed for the industrial development of the African

developing nations;

2. . Training on the job offers the quickest and least expensive

means for those skills and occupations suitable for this

method of training, but fuller co-ordination of formal train

ing facilities within plant should be sought to promote the

full utilization of all existing training facilities in the

preparation of all categories of skills and professions,

3. Accelerated training, retraining and upgrading of labour

should have an important' role in developing countries as-

this enables large nucib'ers of workers to be made available

quickly for specific jobs.to make up.for the shortage of.

skilled manpower for the.present and for the immediate future?

4. Planning for manpower requirements- should- be one of the main

objectives in the development programmes of all African

nations. Lack of skilled manpower has proved to be a limit

ing factor in development in most African developing coun

tries;
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5. Naming of technicians, instructors, supervisors and managerial

staff should be planned at the regional and sub-regional

levels, the location of specific specialized training insti

tutions being selected and distributed among developing

countries according to studies to be made by the specialized
agencies of the United Nations?

6. Special United Nations centres for the training of African ' '

national specialists in problems of industrial development

should be organized and run by the United Nations in the

African countries or groups of countries, with local develop-: i
ment problems and projects as case studies;

7. The establishment of a training institute for human resources

development in Africa, including an adequate centre of docu-

. mentation.in ail major African languages should be-aimed at
by the United Nations;

■8. Exchange of experiences, information and visits among African
countries in the field of training and productivity should

he organized and encouraged.

9. Co-operation among African countries should be expanded by

making available techniques and systems arrived at and

offering easy access to available training facilities and

recruitment of the needed instructors and experts in the

. fields of training and productivity. mUs the African

continent would make the most of its own possibilities before
turning to outside sources;

10. Expansion of available facilities in Africa for higher educa-
tion and research should be studied;

A special symposium on human resources development including

training, education and productivity should he organized
for the region of Africa,
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R. Financing-of 1^^^.yLLJ^BSBl

157, The subject was tackled from two aspects; domestic financing and

external financing. The secretariat stressed that domestic financing

was not ^iven the emphasis it deserved whsn countries came to consider

the question of financing thoir industrial development schemes. Small-

scale industries, for instance, would benefit considerably from domestic

financing if the rate of domestic saving could be stepped up.

158. Perhaps too r.uch was made of the vicious circle between low incomes

and low savings in countries with a relatively stagnant economy, and

there was a general recognition that despite sacrifices and difficulties

there must be-;higher savings from domestic sources. When such an ap

proach was adopted it would bo seen that the so-called vicious circle

could be brokenc Investment generated income, which in turn made pos

sible increased savings. It was also recognized that where domestic

financing was forthcoming external financing might increase. It should

be remembered that industrial development programmes could not be

financed from external sources a,lono; even if this were desirable, and

that sometimes potential investors were inhibited from initiating invest

ment in industrial enterprises oving to insufficient facilities, or

inadequate awareness of facilities, for complementary financing.

159• Other points which received general recognition were:

It The need for financial institutions to mobilize domestic

saving for local investment, for instance, co-operative

; banks 5 ...

2* The need for creating or strengthening industrial development

banks5

3. The establishment of financial institutions to help small-

scale industries obtain capital equipment^ loans at reason

able interest rates, and foreign exchange to pay for imported

raw materials and equipment 5
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4. The setting up of specific agencies like Industrial,

,: . ■ I-., ment corporations as a means of promoting industrialization

.-^,. ,/in State or private sectors or in joint State/private sectors?

■--'£*■ ■ The manipulation of fiscal policy in various forme,'as-a ■ v

■ device to promote and generate savings and new forms of- '' :>

revenue..and to improve existing tax systems; a number of -'

African countries were doing this: of particular interest -; '-

w^ooai; ,,.: was..the experience-of one country in imposing a tax on-su^ar-

;•=.- .-.,:<:tc? .finance the "building of a new dam;

;•■■■ v.:^."-" "The promotion of a system of ploughing back profits for the"

financing of industries and related agencies such as market-'

ing boards for purposes of industrial development; ■—--.!

160. The representative of the African Development Bank described in,:;.,

defa.il. the structure and financial methods of the African Development.

Bank and the manner in which it would finance investment projects ..in .

general and industrial investment projects in particular. Although,

_^t the moment the Bank had at its disposal only the resources accruing ■

from the paid-up.portion of its capital - a capital entirely subscribed

by independent African States - such resources were a sufficient proof =.

of African solidarity and constituted a nucleus to attract supplementary

foreign capital'. In view of Africa's needs in capital, the Bank 'was * '

currently trying to influence countries providing capital to contribute

within the framework of the Bank - all necessary provisions for receiv

ing such sums being contained in the Bank's statutes - to "Special Funds",

tp, enable the Bank.to .grant long-term loans at a low rate of interest,

particularly for projects relating to infrastructure or to cultural and

social services. The Bank was also pressing for the establishment of

a "special fund" to reduce the interest rate on loans floated by African

countries on capital markets, more particularly for less profitable or

long-term agricultural or industrial projects.

The representative of the African Development Bank also outlined

the conditions governing the Bank's activities as laid down by the Board
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of Directors at its last meeting, in an endeavour to adapt methods of

financing to prevailing conditions in Africa, 'aey were briefly as fol-

lows:

(a) Possibility for the Bank to grant loans either to Govern

ments of member States or to public, semi-public or

private enterprise in member States. In the latter

case, the Bank would require the national participation

by way of capital and personnel to be substantial.

(b) Possibility for the Bank to take action either through

ordinary shares (IBRD type) or through participation

in papital (IPC type), or else by means of special .

loans (IDA type), if the Bank succeeds in raising

special funds.

(•) necessity for the. Bank, in conformity with its statutes,

to grant priority to multinational projects without

excluding national projects.

(A) Possibility for the Bank to grant specific loans for

individual projects, or over-all loans - particularly

to national or sub-regional development banks - to finance

a series of projects within the framework of an over

all programme.

(9) Adoption of two interest rates based on the degree of

profitability of the project.

(f) For carrying out projects, priority will be given to

African commodities and services, provided the cost

is not too high in relation to that of imported goods

and foreign services.

(g) Lastly, possibility for the Bank to grant technical

assistance to member States for studying and perfecting

projects, more particularly by way of medium-term loans,

with or without interest, in accordance with the condi

tions applicable to each project.
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162. It was noted that external financing eithor filled a foreign ex

change gap or a savings gap, i.e., it. aimed at "breaking the vicious

circle of low incomes and low savings capacity. External financing

should be designed to raise domestic savings through calling forth

complementary domestic financing and a maximum plough back through taxa

tion or saving of the income generated. External financing could also

"be used for the 'purpose of removing "specific bottlenecks which militate

against increased investment and industrial output. The removal of

bottlenecks might require aid in more specific forms, such as technical

assistance, skilled manpower resources or food aid such as under the

United Nations .World Food Programme,

163* Prom the discussion certain points emerged:

1. It was realized that many African countries required external

financing whatever they did at the domestic level. The need

for foreign aid would diminish or increase according to the

state of a country's balance of payments with particular

reference to 'the debt servicing capacity;

H

2. General recognition was given to the preference for trade

to dependence on external financingj which, in any case,

could not continue indefinitely;

3. It was agreed that price stabilization for the primary

products on which most African countries depended for their

exchange earnings was essential and the international bodies

should help towards this goal;

4# African countries should examine carefully the conditions

under which external financing was made available to them.

They should insist on low interest' rates and a period time

of repayment spread over a long period. They should be

careful, too, about the concessional terms they offered.

Concessional terms should often' be avoided where they cut

- ' across a- Government's essential-source's of income, and

competition in offering concessional terms should be

avoided; ■
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5« agreement waj unanimous on the point that external public

" financing should preferably not be tied to specific indus

trial projects and should be given more freely, nor should

it have strings attached to it* It was recognized that no

.country would give financial aid for nothing, all the same,

donor and receiving countries should negotiate the terms so

that both sides "benefit from the transaction^

6. There was a suggestion that external financing for multi

national projects should be channelled through consortia

or consultative groups formed on a national or multi-national

or sub—regional basis5

7. Suppliers' credits should be carefully looked into in view

of their huge cost and the risk of paying unduly high prices

for the goods and services received;

8. African governments should-study the question of foreign

exchange and national reserves carefully and take necessary

action to prevent, an outflow of capital needed to finance

industrial development- Similarly the operations of com

mercial banks should be carefully supervised so that there

was no outflow of the much needed capitalj

9- Industrial estates were recommended as .particularly suitable

for attracting foreign capital and encouraging national

investment. In view of the cost of establishing such indus

trial estates, assistance from financing bodies and IMDP is

particularly advisable^. .

164* Conclusion and Recommendations:

(l) Internal financing

1. African countries should make great efforts to increase their

national financial resources, and the possibilities in that

respect were still far from exhausted. Unfortunately, the

tendency in the African countries was not to make full use

of such possibilities;
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2 Industrial development programmes could not always be

financed entirely "by foreign capital; even if .this were

desirable... Investors, were often discouraged by a,Teal or

imagined lack of internal financing; : .

3# There were several ways of increasing national 'financial

resources: the use of appropriate fiscal'instruments,

administrative austerity-, stimulation of savings through

premium bonds, savings certificates, etc.5 the use of

development banks and reserves accumulated through marketing

. organizations, etc. African, countries should also start

industrial development banks or3 if they already existed,

should extend their field of action. Marketing boards

often had considerable'resources. Such resources could

Contribute substantially to project financing;

4» An increase in savings was not enoughs An effort should

also be made to use them properly. The establishment of more

rigid systems of financial controls and of bodies to pro

mote small-scale industries- to facilitate the granting of

loans, and foreign exchange for capital imports might some

times be advisable,

5. Due note wa- taken of the enlen^oiu-,: ^f tha African

Development Bank to adapt financing conditions to the

specific 'conditions of development in Africa.' It was

■ ' agreed-'that countries providing capital should respond

to-the Bank's to initiative and set up a "special fund"

to enable the Bank to grant loans at a low or reduced rate

of interest and repayable o-ver. a long period. ; -
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(2)

6. It should, be the aim. of external financing "to help to break

the., vicious .circle of ."Low ineciv-?. and small savings capacity;

_7*-.'." -It should" "be stressed -b-io/t in L-any cases' financing was not

...in' itself■sufficient to -prcm-rfc^ industrial development and

..■..;..,. .that ,of ten technical assistance., expert"personnel? food aid

-._.. .>r as- pro.vided undortho Unit eel. Nations World Food Programme

. . ■: were also.necsas

'8. ■ It' should "be stressed alt*o that.- howover great the interxial

effort," in many cases it was not sufficient to meet all . the

: ■•"■■■■■■■ needs' of Africa.;, and that therefore external assistance was?

required. It was pointed out that the existence of sufficient

■ , -5 .-^ : infrastructure-;r.)ir:ht encourage "both national and foreign

.■,;;,■;-.,;": investment,- sb that finance brcganiaations, whether national

• ■ --'Or multi-.natlor.al; should nako a gpooiKl offort in that

■ ..respect; •..■•■ - '■"

9« Foreign aid should go hr.n&.-:ln-h;,--i-"L "i-rith efforts to improve

■j - .- the conditions of trade, Eti'ir,^ ,:3h<^nld "be laid, more parti

cularly j- on- tlto -"iro-i +q- .-stabi':. ir?.e e.rport commodity prices

■- - of the. develop: ^g; countries^ to lo—er or abolish'barriers

.. ..; ■ to inti-a^-Africa:-:: vrs.:} C/ ar.d. to oxnort African products,

particularly Maniif-.crLv_"Gd ryotl^; to the developed countries;

■10. It was 'recognised that ezv^rr-.' aid is seldom gratuitous,

. .. . External finaricR 6i'^a;?,izatio}:s a>]d the developed countries

,- " should-be requested to og noro ;■ loxible,. more liberal and

less restrictive in .^.raixtv:? fLivjnil'j.l assistance:

11-.^ African coimti-ios "should orirjj all possible" attention to

■ . /bear on the conditions go\3Tr.ing iiie fi'ranting of external

;-. _ financial/assistaribe^ In partlcul£-rs suppliers' credit should

.: , be carefully examined-' before" bein^ accspte'dj

12. -' Ifie "foreign curronoy problem should be considered carefully.

Banking activities ;,jiould be cuyorvi.... d with a view to

restricting or eliminating any loai^g;* of capital.
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S. Industrial research >_ _ ■

I65. The aims of industrial research were stated to "be as follows:

to create new technology, to adapt known technology to local conditions

and to maintain processes and operations in industry.either created

or adapted at the highest efficiency. These objectives could be

obtained in a number of ways, for instance, (a) through applied res

earch into discovering new processes and methods which promote the

expansion of existing or the development of new industries or for

improving the technical processes or the better utilization of raw

materials or waste products, (b) research in order to adapt known

processes of operation to local conditions, (c) industrial testing

and quality control? etc.

166. The organization of services connected with industrial research

required a large staff of specialists, costly equipment and facilities

and high annual recurrent expenditure. Most African countries would

find the cost involved in industrial research beyond their means. Thus

two alternatives were suggested,.

167. First multi-service arrangements with the objective and functions

defined earlier, to serve a group of countries. Secondly, a nucleus

of technology in each of a group of countries by provision of special

ized laboratories each working for a group in that field under an over

riding Council which would harmonize and co-ordinate the research

programmes and direct as well as administer the institutes in question.

168. With limited resources in finance and qualified personnel,

African countries would do well to relate the industrial research

programmes to- their immediate needs.

169. A distinction was made between pure academic research fox its

own sake and applied research. It was not always easy to apply the

results of research to industrieso Sometimes the personnel capable

of transfering the results of research into production might be in

extreme short supply. Certain developed countries had been able
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successfully to apply^the results of their research to industries and

the African countries could profitably benefit from their experience.

170. It was generally agreed that because"of limited resources

industrial research should "be on a co-operative "basis, either regional,

sub-regional:.or multi-national and that African countries should place

emphasis on. applied research, which should he closely..linked to the

development;plans, of ..individual countries. . '^

171• The representative of the UN Advisory Committee on Science and

Technology, associated with the secretariat in introducing"the subject,

stressed the major role of Science and Technology in industrial develop

ment. He stated that the needs of different countries differed in'

relation to population, resources, economic potential, consumption

patternsj .national aims and,plans ,and consequently the extent:and-1*

value of industrial plans differed xn content. Stress was laid upon

the urgency of building scientific and industrial infrastructure.needed

in African countries. . ....

172. Reference was made to the outline of a short-term-^ year-plan

and a longer term 15 year plan for the development of Science and,

Technology in the countries of Africa. Support and recommendations

under these plans covered the need to establish research' centres,

documeKtation and information centres, training institutes, consulting

services, etc., at national and continental levels. National research

centres,it was suggested would help to determine local needs and meet

local requirements- - •■.;■ .■ ■ ■ ■'.■.■'.■.' ■ • -

173. The representative of the Advisory Committee informed the

Symposium of the Advisory Committee's recommendation "that a net-work

of institutes should be developed "in 'each country, designed to attack

the problems directly.relevan'b to the development of the country

concerned in- sucja-.;fieltts a-.s-agricultur-e, industry, ■ etc; .through the

application ;of existing knowledge and through research.' Special atten

tion should be-given to.,the development of adequate systems of
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dissemination of scientific and technological information. The

Advisory Committee also called for.the full utilization of existing

institutes especially those going, into disusa.. . . ;■. -

174 As.-a first step, tbie ECA- regional meeting on Science and

Technology accepted the -establishment of some of the institutes and

centres, e.g. standardization, information and documentation, geolo

gical centres, on an all-Africa basis, to serve as training centres

of personnel to man later established national institutes and-thereby

alsr» obtain co-operation on a regional level.

175* Reference wa^s. made'to.ithe reGeht proposal by .the Secretary-

General ,of the United Nations-to expand United Nations technical

assistance.: to .developing-countries as a 5 year plan towards accelerated

exploitation..of renewable and non--^r^enwahle natural_resouroes.

176. The OAU had established the "Science, Technology and Research

Committee" and, a "Scientific Council for Africa" and the Advisory

Committee for Science and Technology had recommended close co-operation

"between ECA and OAU.

177- Conclusion and Recommendations!

1. Industrial research should be basicallyrplanned to meet the

development needs of each African country in general, and

each country should be encouraged to build its infrastructure

in industrial research; ..- s

2. Specialized research centres should be established in the"

various countries for the purpose of co-ordination of research

projects of similar or complementary nature and to tackle

research projects of common, interest to a group of countries?

3» A regional scientific information and documentation centre

should serve.,to disseminate technical information aiid

results of research activities on a continental level. This

would greatly contribute to helping each country to establish
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its research programme in the specialized fields which axe

of particular interest to it. Existing research facilities

should be fully utilized before building new ones and

African countries should use existing research facilities

to help other African countries?

4. It should be emphasized that there is importance in the

speedy introduction of design and consulting activities in

industry. Such activities will contribute substantially

towards industrial development in African countries?

5. Developing countries should give immediate attention to

the adoption of research programmes to deal with their

problems of developments

T. transport and export of manufactured products

1"8. The secretariat introduced the subject on the basis of its report

on industrial development, economic co-operation and transport, (document

e/CK.U/A$/IV/7), It was pointed out that transport and industrializa

tion were closely linked. The feasibility of establishing an under

taking depended on the dimensions of the market, which in turn depended

on communication facilities for reaching the customer.

179. Attention was called to the existing structure of the African

transport system which split up the African market, concealed its

geographical dimensions and paralysed Industrial development. The

Great African Lakes region was cited as an example.

180. In that region 6 great lines of penetration starting out from

Port Sudan, Mombasa, Ear-es-Salaam, Beira or LourenSO-Martiues, Lobito

and Matadi penetrated deep into the interior of the African continent,

terminating close to an imaginary line drawn from Juba to Albertville

(1,200 km as the crow flies). Traffic along the lines of penetration

(consisting exclusively of railways and navigable waterways) was
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heavy, so average transport costs were very low. To these were added

highly discriminatory tariffs which varied according to the type of

product, and decreased considerably with distance, so that for products

considered most beneficial the long-distance tariffs might be as low

as 0.6 US cents/t km, or even lower in the Sudan.

181. On the other hand, the axes of integration which enable - or

had onoe enabled - trading between the African countries, usually

consisted of fair or mediocre roads on which transport rates were

from 3 to 6 US cents/5 km.

182. This disparity in tariffs between the lines of penetration and

the axes of integration had split up the African market in favour of

imported products and to the detriment of African products. At the

same cost (in certain cases) imports could cover ten times the distance

on the lines of penetration that African products could cover on the

axes of integration.

183. The result was that industrialization possibilities were masked

by the divided market, while transport economists and industrial

planners were caught in a vicious circle. Transport economists oould

not economically justify any considerable improvement in the system,

due to lack of actual or predictable traffic in the absence of any

industrial or trading programme at the international level. Further,

lack of transport facilities prevented industrial planners from

realizing the extent of the potential market, and consequently led to

the shelving or postponing of certain industries which in a rebuilt

market, would be immediately profitable.

I84. To break the vicious circle, an over-all approach was proposed.

■First, industrial planners might be offered a priori a hypothesis for

rebuilding the markets an inter-connexion of the railways and an

international transport tariff. Second, industrial planners, agri

cultural experts, etc. might be asked to study on that basis all

industrial establishment possibilities, agricultural specializations
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and so forth which would become feasible against the background of a

rebuilt market. Then on the basis of the data supplied by the various ::':

experts, the volume of traffic resulting from such activities could "^

be estimated so as to decide a posteriori whether the initial hypothesis"

was valid, ;

185. It was pointed out that the Great African Lakes region seemed

particularly suitable for such an approach* Located in the heart of

Afrioa, if was naturally protected by distance from import competition.1

Densely populated, it was one of the greatest potential markets in :

Africa. Lastly, it.-had vast natural resources and tremendous reserves

of hydro-electric power. It.therefore seemed an ideal location for

establishing an industrial development axis from the Sudan to Zambia.

186. To illustrate, some indication was given of the distances and

costs involved. Length of line to be built, some 2,000 to 3,000'km,

perhaps less (economic and technical studies and negotiations between

States could alone determine the exact figure)- At an average cost

of 100,000 US S/km, that would mean spending 200,000,000 to 300

million US$.

187. Ia.vde.wrof the fact,,that the current African network, comprising

some 80,000 kra of railway line, was built in lees than a century^ i.e.,

at an average,rate of about 8OO.kxa. per annum, it did not seem over-

ambitious to consider building an inter-connexion covering 2,000 to

3j000 km2 to permit the industrialization of a.large part of the African

continent. . ..

188. Total expenditure.likewise appeared to be within the bounds of

possibility when compared with other major projects in Africa (the

K&inji, Akpsneba, Kariba and Aswan dams each cost over US $ 200 million),

or the transport programmes of seven Latin American countries which,

for a 7-year period, cost more than US $ 9,000 million.

189. The secretariat stressed the need for co-ordinating studies as

a whole, and cited the Committee set up to study the development of
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the Mekong Basin in Soutib-^as^.JLsia aa an example. That committee,

consisting of Laos, Cambodia, Viet-Nam and Thailand, co-ordinated all

the etudies carried out by the big United Nations family with a good

deal of outside assistance (from over 20 countries, 3 foundations and

4 private companies), thanks to which the committee had so far had

at its disposal about US $ 27 million for studies alone.

190. 2n view of the studies already undertaken by the EGA on industrial

development programming, US $ 500,000 to 1,000,000 would cover the

initial work on the project.

1<)1. The following points-were^given"special-recognitions

X. To build up the market* it is essential that gooda-traffic

• in the Great Lakes Region, should be facilitated. Multi

lateral, and bilatei-al^aesj^fcance-should indicate to what

. ^swctent it can contribute to the elaboration of implementa-

tion;of such plans § ■

2. Transport links bear directly on the promotion of industrial

projects and these should be developed at the national, ■ -

sab-r-egionaJ^^imilti-naiionsuL^rLd regional levels, in close

. co-operation between the African States. Establishing axes

of transport to facilitate integration demands sub-regional

...or multi-national efforts helped by external financing

agents? - .. . . -

3, The African countries should standardize theix road signs

'and decide on a uniform systeir of traffic, either to the

. right or .40 the left. A trans-Africa, highway., was also

recommended°9. .•:■■■■

4. ^differences existed in technical characteristics of African

• railways (gauge,.coupling, braking system). Standardization

was required\ '
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* 5, I aproved transport was needed, in view of its direct "bear

ing on location and growth of industrial enterprise (iron

and steel works at Tororo - North Cameroon cement works);

6. To facilitate exports of manufactured goods, it should be

stressed that proper axes of integration would help to

develop intra-African trade, the aim of all African countries?

but pending that long-term project, immediate steps should

"be taken such as abolishing restrictions on personal travel

or on free movement of goods and capital 5 *

7. African manufactured or semi-manufactured products meet with

considerable difficulties when it comes to selling in the

developed countries. But it was pointed out that African

manufactured or semi-manufactured goods, of comparable

quality to those of the developed countries, sell well on

the European and American markets. Similarly, there was no

difficulty in marketing cocoa-butter. The ECA should be

asked to study the markets, sector by sector, in respect

of manufactured or semi-manufactured products from African

countries. XBCTAD should be asked to collaborate in all

such studies to facilitate sales of finished or semi-finished

products in the industrial countries;

8. An intra-African organization should be established, to

promote sales abroad and ensure the necessary publicity.

This would be of particular interest to countries unable

to maintain special sales-promotion services with a view

to foreign trade. Finally, the importance of transport in

* industrial development should be stressed with a view to

establishing international links, particularly on the Trans-

Sahara route. Transport was the most promising field of

co-operation for the African States and should be given

every stimulus with a view to building up the market and

facilitating industrial development.
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192. Conclusion and Recommendations;

1. Transport links "bear directly on the promotion of industrial

projects. Such links should "be developed at the national

and multinational levels;

2. While penetration lines from ports and frontiers to centres

of activities are a matter for individual countries, axes

of integration and main communication arteries covering

more than one country demand multinational efforts with

assistance from external financing sources3

■■"■' 3. African countries should adopt a unified road signs traffics

code\ as well as uniform railway gauges and should solve

all other difficulties that now stand in the way of inter

national communications^ A specific study to this effect

should be undertaken by ECAj

4- Co-ordination between industrial development projects and

transportation projects should be made if projects are to

achieve their objectives entirely!

5> Transport proves to be the most promising field of co-opera

tion aaong African countries and efforts in this direction

should be vigorously pursued;

6. Since -she promotion of trade among African countries is the

desired objective of all African countries> efforts must

be made by each African country to facilitate and encourage

free movement of businessmen and goods between Afrioan

countries.

193. There was agreement to stress the need for promoting the export

of-manufactured and semi-manufactured products from the developing

countries to developed countries to overcome their "balance of trade

deficits and to be able to import their requirements of capital goods

and materials for their1 industrial programmes.
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194. It was agreed also that industrial projects and plans should :

take account of export possibilities and opportunities and make

arrangements for promoting and achieving these.

U» Industrial standardization

195. In an introductory statement? reference was made by the

secretariat to Document l/CtT.14/AS/lV/l4 and to the resolution and

recommendations of the inter-regional seminar on the promotion of

industrial standardization in developing countries held at Helsingor,

Denmark, in October 1965. Different aspects of standardization were

then defined and treated. Standardization is the process of formulat

ing and applying rules for an orderly approach to a specific activity

for the "benefit and the co-operation of all concerned, and in parti

cular for the promotion of optimum over-all economy taking due account

of functional conditions and safety requirements; it is based on the

consolidated results of science, technology and eacperience. Standard

ization may be either functional or dimensional. Functional stand

ardization includes all standards dealing with "fitness for the purpose",

Dimensional standards achieves (a) simplification, (b) unification and

typification^ and (c) inter-changeability.

The aims of standardization are to achieve; (a) over-all economy,

(b) protection of consumers? and (c) safety and protection of health

and life.

196. Some details of the experience in the field of standardization

by some of the African countries that were giving serious thought to

the subject, were given. All delegations recognized the importance

of standardization not only for improving the quality of goods produced

but also for giving meaning to African economic co-operation and trade.

It was agreed that standardization will make for rationalization of

spare parts and help the mobility of skilled labour. Where standardiza

tion is tackled in the early stages of a country's development it tends

to reduce costs.
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The problem of standardization has been made more difficult by

the fact that African countries have inherited differing systems, which

constitute an inhibiting factor at present among African countries.

I98 The necessity of establishing institutes for standardization was

recognized. It was also recognized that such centres or institutes are

costly to establish and shortage of qualified personnel was another bottle

neck among African countries. Because of limited resources both in funds

and manpower it was agreed that, in view of the general desire of all

countries to have uniform standards, institutes or centres of stand

ardization should be on multi-national levels as a start. Such centres

should adopt uniform standards and pool their resources as well as

experience. The help of the ECA, UNDP, IMUID, UNESCO and other inter

national bodies like ISO was requested in the establishment of such

centres; including the necessary testing laboratories, quality control

centres and help to set up an African standardization centre or

institute.

199• It was further recognized that the sooner the question of

standardization was tackled by African countries, the better. It was

agreed that standardization should start with small things like

electrical appliances3 road signs, one system of driving throughout

the continent, and then extend to the bigger sectors of industrial

enterprises.

200, Conclusion and Recommendations:

1. Since the introduction of standards in the early stages of

a country's development tends to reduce cost, it is recom

mended that each African developing country not possessing

standard institutes should attempt to set up at the earliest

possible time, an appropriate machinery or institution for

the elaboration and implementation of its national standards?
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2, As co-operation between African countries in the field of

standardization and the unification of standards among them

is essential if co-operation in other fields is desired and

intra~African trade is to flourish, the quick formation of

an African centre for standardization to promote work on

standardization, quality control, and legal and industrial

metrology in the African countries along internationally

unified lines, is recommended^

3. Financial and technical assistance from the United Nations

and its specialized bodies is desirable in the establish

ment of machinery for standardization, both national and

multi-national.

v- Health aspects of industrialization

201. The secretariat introduced the subject and attention was directed

to the WHO paper prepared on the subject, which dealt with the human

aspects in development^ emphasizing health as essential element in all

development programmes, since human beings are the most important

development resource and the central factor in development.

202. As regards the industrialization drive in Africa it was stated

that African countries were both at an advantage and a disadvantage.

The advantage stems from the fact that there was the benefit of the

experience of the developed countries. On the other hand, although

industrial development in Africa entailed in many cases considerable

expense, costs in providing infrastructure and general services to

industry, provide also opportunities and challenge in planning for the

comfort of the workers, their health, recreation etc. in physical

planning of "industry are enormous. The developing countries could

profit from the experience of the developed countries to provide better

living and working conditions for the gainfully employed.
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203. In planning for thu health, welfare and happiness of industrial

workers note should be taken that th«y are members of a family and a

society, and both should be provided for in the general plan. For

instance, the members of the family left behind in transferring groups

of populations from agricultural to industrial areas should be catered

for, otherwise social disorganization with its subsequent behavioral

changes and mental disorders will follow,

204. It was recognized that adverse influences of industrialization

upon health were due to the rapid transfer of large groups of popula

tion from agriculture to industry, from villages to industrial centres

and cities, If the working environment is not designed according to

occupational health principles, accidents and occupational diseases

would occur as well as unnecessary strain and fatigue of the human

body. As regards the new social environment of rapidly created

industrial centres, overcrowding, bad housing or slums may result^

unsanitary disposal sewage refuse and industrial wastes may result in

air and stream pollution. Defective food and water hygiene may lead

to increased incidence of communicable diseases. Where families were

separated as a result of +he transfer of populations to new industrial

centres and towns, disruption of the traditional family life would

result5 and this might lead to social disorganization and maladjustment

The impact of urban life on the diet of rural immigrant varies

considerably. There are several incidences to indicate that the diets

of rural people can quickly deteriorate when they move to urban centres

with a subsequent detrimental effect on health.

205. There was recognition of the need to take preventive measures

so that the ills and diseases referred to above do not occur or are

reduced to a minimum. Certain provisions were suggested:

1. Health and medical services 5

2, The guarding of machines and provision of protective

equipment to prevent accidents 5
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3* AA&quate-.sanitary .facilitiesf- ■ -

4* Visits of health Officers both to the factories and the

■ ^residential j

5* ^ oomprehensive housing schemes , .,-, ;-.,.-.-■;

6» Regulated working hours..;. -..-... ;;- . .. .:'■■■ *i

. I* Paid holidays^-, ::v-...-:.■::■;;■■ -■■ : '••-■' lfi- ' ■

'■■'■ 8t Canteen"facilities in1 factori«'S) etc.

These -and^otiter—nieasures would help., jto.. ensure th«-h.ealth.-of vorkers

and provide for their -vwlfar^-and^happiness- . . ■ -

206. It, was pQj^n^ed^u-t .tfeat: wher-eJ.industrialists plan'for the health

and welfare and, ,harPj>in.es,s; of their^employeesf the dutput was generally

much greater in the long run. But employers should not be relied upon

alone to plan for the health and welfare, of. workers. ..In; agre.©ment

with, the trade unions,_.governments-.s^iould intervene jfchro.ugh legislation

on working conditions to ensure that .employers took adequate measures

to see to it that their workers are healthy and happy. ,. ,. . ,.
,,.,.,.," . -, ■ '■'" 1 ','■'* ''■ "i»-•■! * * *-'-■

207. In conclusion, the question under discussion - health aspects

of industrialization - coul:d be divided into ivo broad categories:

1. H.ealth conditions and services in. the oommunity?

.2,^ Health eonditio^soand services-at places"of employment

Both are closely related and complementary to eaeh'-other.

208* The following...^our-.pQin #& emerged .frorii the discussions:*

1. ■' -:C6--^T&Mat:i6'ti tff Action an'd tHinking on the part of African

Qovernme&t's-1^--whatf diiouTd'be' done in the fiel.d of social

andiealfh aspebts b'f'inaus'trialization. The QAU oould be

a good tfedium.'for- iding tliis;
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2. Individual Governments could do much in this'field by them-

'■'■elves either (a) by providing for..housing, health and

recreation facilities and schools, etc,, and (b) by using

their regulatory and supervisory powers to see to: it that

oonditions of workers were improved with the help of the

trade unions, and making their own legislation on parking
oonditions;

i- In seeing to the health aspects of workers, note"should be

,,,-..„ taken of, the fact that vorkers were a part of society'.' ■■"

Hence, these .services should be provided for them in the

framework of the society is which they lived. People, in-

. . the community other than the workers should be allowed ,'*,

use hospiiaas and clteics built specifical^ for worker,,.

attached to a particular industry, where such facilities,

for the public do not exist. Pensioners should also be.;...
taken care of;

4. Physical planningand factory layouts should take into '

r':-, ,:., . aooount facilities for improving the health, of worker^«4
Providing for their welfarn. ,. : ..

209• Oonolusion and Eeoommendations:

1. The necessity to plan industrial projects, from the. very
beginning, with due consideration to the necessary health

measures for the control of the workteg environment and the

prevention of accidents and occupational diseases, should'
be recognized^ ■. ■ .:;

1 2. There is need to pian irom the very beginning for an

efficient preventive and curative occupational health

service for p«om»i; providing periodic medical examina

tions, first aid medical care and health education and

counselling. Bearing in mind that the cost of such services
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^ is more than repaid by the increase of production and the

reduction of cost (through the reduction of absenteeism

and the increase in productivity);

3, To give enough care for the creation of a healthy environ

ment outside the factories themselves* such as community

health and medical services, housing facilities, community

water supply, safe means for the disposal of sewage refuse

and industrial, wastes and other community services and

facilities 1

4. To prepare and have available the skilled personnel needed

for medical service in factories?

5- To develop the local manufacture of articles and products

needed for the expansion of such services in a developing

country such as Pharmaceuticals, easy made equipment, etc. 3

6. To put specifications and standards for the industrial

products, especially in the food industries and alike that

conform with health principles5

7. ?o educate and train workers properly in the use of

machines and tools before starting work, as a preventive

measure against accidents and enforce other preventive

measures relevant to the different industries $

8. To pass laws and regulations for the care of health of

the workers, and ensure their enforcement.
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W# Industrial statistics in Africa

210. In an introduction by the secretariat, the need was stressed for

the collection of comprehensive and uniform statistics of industrial

production in Africa if the present programme of regional and sub-

regional industrial expansion was to be properly guided and directed.

Industrial statistics were also essential to the improvement of the

national accounts in which so many countries are deficient.

211. Reference was made to the secretariat paper on the subjects

Dooument S/CR.14/AS/IV/IO of 27 January 1966, which brought out clearly

that the statistical information presented in the report was not

complete. Co-operation of the various countries with the ECA secret

ariat was stressed to help compile the necessary statistics. The

paper also discussed the taking of a general Census of Industrial

Production, covering all sectors? agriculture, mining, manufacturing,

energy and services, etc.

212. Prom the discussion it was made clear that the incomplete

information contained in the secretariat paper was partly due to long

and slow communications with the various countries and the ECA and

partly due to the shortage of experienced staff and inadequacy of

facilities in many national statistical centres* It was also mentioned

that countries occasionally encounter suspicion when collecting

information from industrialists.

213. There was also need for the improvement of methods to enable a

truer picture of industrial positions to be obtained from time to time.

Questionnaires should be so framed as to elicit information easily and

unequivocally from those expected to provide it. A matter which

deserved attention was the question of secrecy on the part of the

officers of statistics centres and the need for such officers to

inspire confidence when they set about the task of collecting data.
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214* The suggestion from certain delegations that the holding of

industrial censuses, being a costly and time--consuming undertaking,

should "be carried out at fairly long intervals and thoroughly was

found to "be the best that might be done under the circumstances. Since

some of the workers engaged in industry in African countries were

illiterate and also moved from place to place? the registration of

industrial workers became difficult and incomplete. Industrial

censuses held at fairly regular intervals provided a truer picture

of the industrial position„

215. Delegates received with interest the communication presented on

the principles and methods to adopt in tha preparation and operation

of an industrial census.

216. Conclusion and Recommendationss

1. All African developing countries should take industrial

censuses as frequently as possible5

2. Statistical information should be made available in greater

uniformity and consistency within the framework of United

Nations recommendations5 and an improvement of statistical

methods should be made to enable a truer picture of the

industrial situation bo be obtained3

3» Successful industrial development in Africa called for a

high degree of co-operation between countries and this is

one of the principal factors which should also be borne in

mind in organizing industrial statistics.
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LOrSC2b IN INDUSTRIAL

DBVFLOPMFJT

217. In introducing a discussion on external resources for industrial

development5 other than finance, the oy.acutive ^ecretrry— of HCA stated

that the resources available in the United Nations Development Programme

wer £,rowin^ end that it yus? ,ilso intended to increase the share going

into industry. In addition, voluntary funds wjre bein(v. made available

specifically e^rnn-rked for industrial development, to be used in the

form of special industrial services established within the iramework

of the United Nations Centre for Tt./iustriaj. Development, soon to become

the United Nations Organization for Industrial Development, and the

United Nations Development Pro&ramxe. The^e services were designed to

make available at s^hort no bice high level experts in z. wide range of

industries to advise on the preparation and implementation of, indus

trial projects', to assist in solving practical problems at the post

feasibility stage :">nd prior to financing; to provide on an intermittent

basis and for short periods specialists throughout the development of

a projects -nd to provide teams 01 specialists to examine complex

manufacturing technj.^uot=. lUiuer -che schema it would also be possible

to send national technicians to sources of specialised Icnowledge in

advanced countries 5 documentary laboratory and designed services would

be available? and experts would be available to solve technical

problems prising aftet1 plants had "been established. New areas of

assistance vere bein;- opened up such as the financing of pilot factories.

218. The Executive Secretary recalled that there ifere other major

sources of technical assistance for the yrorr.otion of industrial develop

ment provided for example by specialized :-\enciec such as IL05 UN33CO5

and FAO. In addition, bilateral donor countries were r'layin^ a very

large part and vere prepared increasingly to co-ordinate their efforts

with the United Nations, in particular "C;,.. He referred to the role

of the ECA in this, growing effort; such as the wide range of preliminary

industrial studies which would soon cover almost the whole range of

industry in all four :■■?-■ -,rv of Africa, and also the part played in

_1/ The text of the Sxeoutivs Secretary's sti-tteinent ie reproduced in full
as annex VIII.-
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promoting indusxrial co-ordination machinery in the sub-regions. This

work would continue "but. in addition it was necessary to proceed further

to the point where new industrial developments could be realized in

practice. This was the significance of the new United Nations machinery

described anr5 the L rowing efforts of the bilateral donors, particularly

in the preparation of feasibility ?nd engineering studies. ..^CA would

continue to remain available as a promoter and & catalyst so as to

enable African countries to approach the appropriate sources of assistance,

to help them solve a £±ven problem and tc carry through their programmes

to the stae-e of final execution. This would "be facilitated by the new

industrial promotion services the ECa planned to establish at its Aour

sub-regional offices.

219. The ITS Commissioner for Industrial Development explained that

one of the reasons for the establishment of the special industrial

services was to resolve the paradoxical situation in which African

countries had frequently urged that more assistance should be given

for the promotion of industrial development but had at the same time

been unable to take full advantage of services already- existing.

220. The representative of :*A0 drew attention to arrangements made

between his Organization and the International Bank to assist countries

in the identification and preparation of projects for Ban!-: financing,

including projects for the processing of agricultural, fishery and

forest "roducts.

221. The representative of the African Development Bank explained the

arrangements bein^, made to provide technical services for identification

and preparation of industrial projects, in addition to capital financing,

in particular of multi-rution^.l projects.

222. In the discussion the new arrangements for special industrial

services were warmly velcorned in evidence of rapidly increasing End

co-ordinated efforts to assist African industrial development. It was

cu^tested that pilot manpower ind training units for industrial develop

ment should be established, with assistance in staffing and finance

from outside Airica and capable of. -providing assistance to other African

countries in the t.-aininfc of technicians and skilled workers. Documentary
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services should "be attached and arrangements made to give fellowships

for on-the-job training in advanced countries.

223- A number of delegations drew attention to the need for more

flexible arrangements for provision of technical assistance for industry.

It was pointed out that insufficient attention was given to the need

for technical experts to train their counterparts. Sometimes the dura

tion of the programme was too short. Furthermore, the time taken for

example, to reach a decision in respect of requests for Special Fund

projects appeared to be unnecessarily long. It was also suggested that

in view of the increasing use of the sub-regional approach in African

industrialisation it might be advantageous if technical assistance experts

in industry could serve a group of countries.

224. A number of delegations felt that insufficient effort was being

made to provide assistance in industrial development in the less deve

loped African countries.

225. Conclusions and recommendations:

1« Individual countries should finance projects as far as pos

sible from domestic savings because of the high cost of

external loans. Through well-planned taxation and sacrifice,

considerable savings can be forthcoming from internal sources

so that external financing would become merely supplementary.

It was generally agreed, however, that external financing

would continue to play an important part in Africa's indus

trial development, particularly since much of the domestic

savings would be taken up in financing the internal economic

infrastructure, and also because of fluctuations of the prices

of raw materials which constitute the greater part of exports

of African countries and frequent falling off in foreign

exchange.

2, It is recommended that the forthcoming ~Jbrl& Symposium should

discuss the question as to how developing countries can be

helped to cope with the deteriorating position of their
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foreign exchange earnings and their consequent dependence

on external finance. The United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development has already been made aware of the serious

ness of the situation.

3. Meanwhile, it is recommended that the conditions of external

financing should be improved and adapted to the requirements

of developing countries. Such improvement and adaptation

should cover volume of loans, applicability to sectors not

at present covered, or inadequately covered, especially

infrastructure, lower interest rates, extended time-limits

for repayments, and increased proportion of external project

financing as compared with the national contribution.

4. Technical assistance would be better adapted to the specific

needs of each sector if more highly specialized services and

experts were provided. In this connexion, the Symposium

welcomes the establishment of the United Nations Organization

for Industrial Development, under General Assembly Resolu

tion 2089(XX).

5. It is also recommended that maximum use should be made of

joint intra-African possibilities of technical co-operation

and mutual assistance, since there are already several

examples of successful intra-African co-operation and the

African states have begun to accumulate some experience in

one or more sectors.

6. African countries should help each other as far as possible

to solve the problems of skilled manpower shortages. African

countries could exchange manpower in specific fields and

educational institutions could be set up in appropriate fields

where lack of manpower is liable to cause a bottleneck in

industrialization.
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PART HI

SUUiARY OF TEE MAIiT RECOlilENDATIOHS

General

226 The Symposium welcomed the initiatives already taken by the

Economic Commission for Africa in promoting multi-national and sub-

rcdonal co-operation. It further recognized the usefulness of tho

multi-national approach as one basis for widening markets, grouping

resources and efforts, thus making possible tho establishment of a

much wider ranbe of industry in Africa.

227. The usefulness of tho studies that have been made by the ECA on

sectors of industry was recognized. It was generally agreed that the

next phase of the programme - feasibility, engineering and constructs

studies - should be speeded up, and that ECA, in co-operation With

TOIOIE, the UN Specialized Agencies and the countries concerned, should

continue with studios on types of industries which oculd be established

and developed on a national, sub-regional and regional basis.

228^ The Symposium further stressed that the ECA secretariat should

continue to draw up programmes fcr multi-national, sub-regional and

regional.co-operation in the field of industrial development in co

operation with tho countries concerned.

229 It was decided that the problems of the industrial development

of Africa, in all its many complex aspects, as brought out during tho

deliberations of tho Symposium, should be set forth in a series of
recommendations which would form the basis for continuing review and

action. To this end, tho Executive Secretary of the ECA was revested

by the Symposium to prepare a summary of tho main recommendations.

230. The subject headings ef the recommendations follow closely on

the agenda items and are also based on the main objectives of the

Symposium, which were to review the current industrial situation m

AfrLn countries, discuss problems and prospects of industrial develop
ment in Africa at the country, multi-national, sub-regional and

regional levels, and consider measures which should be taken both

regionally and internationally to accelerate the rate of industrialisation

In Africa.
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A. General "Economic Co-operation

The Synposium

Recognizes the importance and necessity of economic planning at

the national level as a necessary pre-requisite for rapid, harmonious

and balanced economic development;

Considers it essential that in drawing up development plane coun

tries should take stock of their natural and human resources and then

determine the emphasis to "be given to the different s so tors of the '"'

economy;

Recognizes that present efforts in the field of co-operation at

the sub-regional and regional levels are likely-to result in more ef

ficient national development policies and plans 1

Recognizes the advantages of economic co-operation and industrial

co-ordination, which would permit economies of scale in major industries

and provide the necessary market for economically-sized unitsj

Also Recognizes that the dynamic development of Africa would "best

"be realized through the harmonization of efforts within a framework

of sub-regional and regional co-operation;

Considers therefore that sub-regional or multinational approach

is the logical solution to overcome small national markets and other

similar bottlenecks 5

Welcomes the initiatives already taken by ECA and OAU in promot

ing sub—regional co-operatiou |

Recommendst

(i) That there should be no delay in setting up effective-consulta

tion machinery to promote sub-regional co-operation.

(ii) The establishment of the proposed Intra-African Economic

Co-operation Council /see Paras. 43? 46, 48, 61, 78(l)(3)7*
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B- Institutions for Economic Go-operations

The Symposium

Recommends the following steps in order to accelerate and improve

th© process of industrial integration already initiated:

(i) Harmonization of national development programmes between

countries to make it easier to "benefit from industrial

integration;

(ii) Establishment of we11-equipped secretariats, to do the

preliminary work and follow Up decisions, at the level of

present or future sub-regional institutions?

(iii) That for the purpose of promoting the economic integration

of Africa at the multi-national, sub-regional or regional

levels, a favourable political atmosphere should be established

and maintained;

(iv) Studies within the framework of the OAU and ECA should be

undertaken, to lay the basis of an integrated African-develop

ment plan, a joint trade policy and a joint financial policy

to meet the needs of industrialization. /See Paras. 43$

.78(3) (a), (b), (c), (d]7.

C. Trade and Industrialization

The Symposium

Observing that individual countries still had more contact and

trade with countries outside Africa than with their neighbouring African

sister States; '

Recognizes the uncertainty of gains in foreign currency, due to

Steady deterioration in the terms of trade, fluctuations in prices of

basic products, and gradual or sudden loss .--.f- certain traditional out

lets;
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Stresses the need to gain access to markets of developed coun

tries for manufactured goods from African countries 5

that at the United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop

ment an appeal was made.to- the developed nations to.reduce tariffs on

goods from developing countries without demanding reciprocity,

Koting that the lack of national markets makes it imperative to

encourage intra-African trade in manufactured goods\ and that there

is scope for increased trade among African countries based on differences

of product ranges j

Recommends that'. . ■:.

(i) Special efforts should "be made at the sub-regional and

continental levels to improve the transportation system,

including transportation between neighbouring countriesj . . .

. ■ in order to promote intra-African trade.

(ii) Discriminatory tariffs and other measures hindering the free

flow of; go.ods should "be removed wherever possible, since

there is evidence to show that there is scope for increasing

trade amo.ng African countries.

(iii) An appeal should be made to UKTAD to make extra efforts to; _

overcome obstacles to exports of manufactures by developing

countries to developed countries.

(iv) African countries should strive to attain a high level of

quality in their industrial products in order to facilitate

exports of manufactures /See Paras. 52, 69, 72, 77, 78(4)

and (517- - - '

D, Sector Studies .' 1 ■

1. General. ;

The Symposium ■

Consider^ that the preponderant role of agriculture in African

economies, and aspecially the reliance of countries on specific
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commodities, must be corrected within the shortest possible time by

_embarking on rapid industrialization;

Concerned "with the danger of setting up projects which may be

desirable but uneconomic;

Recognizes that industrialisation must-be planned within an all-

embracing framework within which all the implications could be properly

assessed and allowed for$

Recognizes also that haphazard implementation of industrial projects

especially those which would be under-utilized.or subsidized by the

State,- might not be indueive to the realization of the goal of industrial

development 5

Welcomes the new arrangements for special industrial services out

lined by the Commissioner for Industrial Development in his opening

statement;

Welcomes the establishment^, by General Assembly Resolution 2089 (XX)

of 20 December 1965, of the. United Nations Organization for Industrial

Development|

Welcomes the decision taken by the General Assembly, the Economic

and Social Council, and the Economic Commission for Africa to hold an

International Symposium on Industrial. Development in I967.

Recommends that: .

(i) The United Nations agencies should work hand in hand with
African governments in preparing feasibility studies. ■ -

(ii) The United Nations and its Specialized Agencies should as
sist African countries in the surveying and 'evaluation of
■tjjieir natural resources. ■■ .

(iii) African countries should plan multinational industrial
complexes /See Paras, 48, 60, 61 1Q(6]J.

2* Engineering industries

The Symposium

Recommends that the various countries should, within the frame

work of co-operation, approach the industrialized countries of the

world with a view to assisting African oountries in promoting engineer- ■

ing factories. /See Para. 827.
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3» Iron and steel

T!tie Symposium

Recommends that;

(i) EGA should give active technical assistance at the national,

multinational, sub-regional and regional levels in connexion

with the establishment and development of the iron and steel

industry and that every effort should now be made to trans

late present plans into feasibility and engineering studies

which might attract the necessary finance?.

(ii) The standardization of the specifications of semi-finished

and finished products, in view of its importance to the

future development of the iron and steel industry in Africa,

should be studied by the ECA and submitted to the appropriate

sub-regional organizations, due consideration being given

to the need to conform to international standards;

(xii) The proposed sub-regional iron and steel authorities should

be established as soon as possible, and that ECA should

study in co-operation with these authorities the establish

ment of a regional African authority on iron and steel.

/See Para. 86 (1) (2) (

The Symposium

Recommends that:

(i) The need for African countries to secure a greater share

of the world market for aluminium in acoordance with their
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enormous resources of bauxite and hydro-electric power should

be urged at the forthcoming world symposium on industry?

(ii) Institutions should be established at the appropriate level

to promote the use and manufacture of aluminium by African

countries, having regard to the producers of other metals,

to facilitate co-operation in the development of the industry

and to assist in securing a share in markets abroad.

Para. 91 (1)

5« Chemicals and fertilizers

The Symposium

Recommends that:

(a) EGA and UNOID carry out surveys and technico-economic studies

of other chemical industries, for example, rubber, plastics

and insecticides, and determine the needs and potential

markets for such industries?

(b) Priority should be given, inter alia, tos-

(i) the manufacture of concentrated fertilizers, both for

local and export purposes, bearing in mind the great

increase in population, avilability and rational use

of natural resources and their local valorization?

(ii) exploitation of Africa's hydro-electric potential and

maximum use of manpower resources;

(c) Studies on the availability and possible utilization of

certain raw materials should be undertaken, in particular

on sulphur, pyrites, gypsum and natural soda ash, etc.;

(d) A study on the possibility of using certain processes of

production should be made:
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( (natural oar-byproduct) for sulphuric

ammonium sulphate making-;

(ii) possibility of using- hydrochloric acid in acidulation of

phosphate rock and in the pickling of iron and steal $

(iii) other processes for maximizing economic disposal of

ohlorinej

(iv) cuasticization of natural soda ashj

(v) the Dual Process for soda ash production;

(e) Training and applied research should be emphasized:

"%couraxement of stuaents to take courses in the field

:of;:ehemical engineering and training of chemical industry

'^ creation of chemical engineering departments in univer

sities and polytechnic institutes and strengthening of

.ejElsting ones;-.-,. . ■ .-. ~" \

establishment of applied research and training centres

jT°r research and training, respectively- *Jj$Lt>» JUras

industries ""■■ ■ ■.. i.

Symposium

Hoting that pharmaceutical products form ono of tLe largest import

into African countries, that importation of these products is

at a hi^h rate and that present-per o&pu-t QOKi^utaption. is

-.lowj ,- ■ ..-■.■ ■■ ..,.■:.■■:. -:;.:U

:-BooqwWtgittg 'that most requirements for the manufacture of*

,axo now available -from many »ouso«q and that local

is. jiossiirle at favourable costs of production1 and wtsuid-

foreign exchanger ..-i ■ l^-- ■ " .". "■■ ■''.;--■■■''■' -;:-J1 ;

' that': ' ' :' ' ,■..
...... ■ . . . ■ : .- ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ -. '■,■. .•■J~;.;T

(a; the pharmaceutical industry in Africa be given the priority

• it doserves in development pxogiaum.oB, with duo oonsideratibn

oontrolf ...'.,■ :/■'__
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(t>) the-!XA>-should.Bgtafclish.-a committee of -experts -to study tlie

present .and—expected - s-tate of this --industry in African

countries and ways of obtaining help- and. of exchanging

. experience in this field; .

; ■ (c-) the J3CA.should prepare in association with "WHO, a comprehensive

atudy cms

(i) possible ways and means by^vhich the pharmaceutical

industry in -Africa .can be-developed and-its quality-....

properly controlled to an extent capable-of meeting the'

. ♦• rapidly growing needs of the continent with the utmost

saving in time and money; - - .

(ii.) ■ the- help that Africa may and should get for this - ..

purpose, .including,access to safe and reliable sources

of technology, methods .of-quality control and other

• — procedures necessary for the development. of a phanua—

■ ceutical industry. /" See Para. 101 (2) 1. 2. 3»_7*

1* Forest-based industries and pulp and paper

The Symposium

Requests international organisations, FAO in particular, to assist

the. African-countries in (a) conserving and surveying their forest

resources, (b) planning and carrying out reaforestation schemes, (c)

developing local- processing of wood raw materials into sawnwood, plywood,

pulp, paper, boards, etc., through feasibility studies and other means,

("d) promoting intra"-African trade in forest products, through market

studies, based on sub-regional and regional co-operation, (e) improving

marketing and_transportation of fore-st--products* and (f) expanding,

training facilities for forestry and forest industries personnel..

Emphasizes .the importance of maximum integrated utilization of

closed tropical - high forests and draws attention to the fact that in

tegrated forest industries are able to multiply the volume used and the

value added in processing as compared .with local exports* .
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Recommends the expansion of the manufacturing- capacity of forest

products to promote exports cbove all of hardwood veneer, plywood,

chipboard and sawnwood and conifeious pulp. /pee Paras. 103, 105, and 116)

8. Euj.lding materials industry

The Symposium

Recommends that;

(i) To cope with the requirements of the economic and social

developments, high priority should be given to building

materials production in the current and future national

economic development plans in African countries 5

(ii) Emphasis should be directed to the development of traditional

and new building materials based on local resources, such as

building stones, clays, lime, sand, ^ypsum, bamboo and

'timber/ as well ^s agricultural and industrial waste products 5

(iii) Building standards should be patterned at the regional and

sub-ro^ional levels to suit African conditions in order to

ensure reduction of construction costs?

(iv) An Africa building materials industry development research

centre should be established to work in co-operation with

national and sub-regional building research organization,

existing or planned, in order to facilitate exchange of

information ana experiences among African countries. /See

Para. 112).

The Symposium

Recommends that;

(i) Textile mills in African countries should be established in

relation to existing and potential markets as well as

conditions of profitability;

(ii) Factories for the manufacture of roady-made clothing should

be established to provide a source of employment and also

to serve as a market for textile mills;
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(iii) Machinery should be used to full capacity;

(iv). Production standards should be evolved to ensure good

quality 1

(v) Industrial research centres should be created to enable

the African textile industry to reap maximum benefit from

technical advances 5

(vi) Technicians of high calibre should be trained in adequate

numbers;

(vii) Regional or sub-regional co-operation for raw materials

production (e.g., viscose and artificial silk) should be

encouraged 5

(viii) ECA should continue with studios, in co-operation with United

Nations specialized agencies and the countries concerned, on

machine capacity, type and quality of current production,

raw material availabilities, etc. /See Para. 114 1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 7. 8^7.

10. Agricultural industries

The Symposium

Recommends that in its future work FAO should:

(i) Intensify its assistance to governments in the promotion of

industries related to agriculture,, fisheries and forestry;

(ii) Pay increased attention, particularly in the work of the

FAO/ECA Joint Agriculture Division, to the identification

of aroas for co-operation among African countries, including

the promotion of intra-regional trade in processed products;

(iii) Provide further assistance in obtaining information on the

extent of African fishery resources.

Expresses tho hope that an arrangement similar to the FAO/lBRD

Co-operative Programme could be made between FAO and the African

Development Bank. /See Para. 125 1. 2.

11- Small-scale industries and import substitution

The Symposium
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Draws attention to some of the weaknesses inherent in import

substitution programmes, e.g.;

(i) High-cost import substitution industries under the umbrella

of protective tariffs might be e. liability\

(ii) Comparatively loss money is saved by import substitution

industries than is usually realized^

Recognizes, however, the importance of small-scale industries in

national economies 5

Noting that small-scale industries generate some eu^loyment,

add to the production of a number of consumer products, involve com

paratively small capital expenditure, can be initiated and developed

by African entrepreneurs,

Recommends that;

(i) Each member State establish state-sponsored institutions

to help small-scale industrialists to secure technical

assistance for production? management and marketings

(ii) ECAj in co-operation with the Ulf Organization for Industrial

Development and other UT? Specialized Agencies, should assist

in the preparation of programmes for small-scale industry

development and in the establishment of national or multi

national institutions for promoting small-scr.le industries,

(iii) The problem of the definition of the term small-scale

industry he considered by a committee that might be appointed

for the purpose by the EGA. /Jse Paras. 58, 68, 70, 28, 130

and 1327.

E. Selected Aspects of Industrial Development

1. Industrial programming and project evaluation

The Symposium

Notes the overriding need for a groat intensification, with UN

and other assistance, in the evaluation of industrial projects for which

detailed feasibility and engineering studies can be undertaken;
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Further notes that since an industrial project can only be

considered as a part of the industrial development programme of a

country, which in turn is in itself a part of the general plan for

the country's economic development, an industrial project should

therefore be evaluated within the framework of the general strategy

of industrial development. A project report should point out how

the proposed project fits in with the broad national objectives and

the development programme of the country;

Is aware that comr.icrcial profitability alone is not a sufficient

criterion in developing countries seeking accelerated industrial

development. National economic profitability should occupy a central

place in various considerations applied in appraising industrial

projects. The introduction of the measurement of national economic

profitability will be r, major advance in improving evaluating practices

in developing countries. Examination of coiuiuercial profitability,

however, also has an important role to play?

Recognises that the execution of approved projects in developing

countries has been impeded by delays in the planning of time-schedules

and increase in costs. A follow-up should, therefore, be made through

continuous reappraisal of projects while in the course of implementation

and full use should be made of the information thus made available.

The use of network theory, including critical path method in the

planning, implementation, construction and fcllow-up of industrial

projects should be further explored;

Recommends tha_b:

(i) The UN be called upon to speed up the organization of training-

workshops at national and multi-national levels to help train

a nucleus of local personnel who can apply improved practices

and procedures in evaluating industrial projects. The

widening of the scope of activity of the Institute at Dakar

to cover evaluation problems should also be considered;
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(ii) The UN be also requested to prepare a manual on industrial

project evaluation which can bo used by evaluating- agencies

and educational and training institutions in developing

countries. The preparation of a special volume for the

service of African developing countries would be welcomed;

(iii) To offset the present shortage of African personnel familiar

with project evaluation the African countries should pool

whatever technical knowledge and practical experience they

may have on the subject.

Suggests;

(i) The establishment of an African Institute for Industrial

Promotion as a positive contribution of the UK in its effort

to promote industrial development 5

(ii) That a special seminar or symposium be organized to discuss

the principles and factors involved in the choice of location

for industrial projects and industrial complexes. /See

Pare. 144 1. to 9_J7.
2. Manpower and planning

me Symposium

Notes that it had been made clear from the survey made by ECA of

the manpewer requirements and the training facilities and possibilities

in the African countries that an immediate organised effort should be

made to help bridge the gap between supply and demand in the various

categories and levels of manpower needed for the industrial development

of the African developing nations;

Recognizes that training on-the-job offers the quickest and least

expensive means for those skills and occupations suitable for this

method of training, and also that fuller co-ordination of formal training

facilities within plants should be sought to promote the full utilization

of all existing training facilities in the preparation of all categories

of skills and professions.
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Recommends that s

(i) Accelerated training, retraining and up-yrading of labour

should have an important role in developing countries as

this enables large numbers of workers to be made available

Quickly for specific jobs to make up for the shortage of

skilled manpower for the present and for the immediate future5

(ii) Planning for manpower requirements should be one of the main

objectives in tho development programmes of all African nationsj

(iii) Training of technicians; instructors, supervisors and mana

gerial staff should bo planned at the regional and sub—regional

levels, the location of specific specialized training ins

titutions being selected and distributed among African countries

according" to studies to be made by the BCA in co-operation

with Specialised Agencies of the UN" 5

(iv) Special UN centres for the training of African specialists

in problems of industrial development should be organized and

run by the Uli! in the African countries or groups of countries,

with local development problems and projects as case studies;

(v) A training* institute for the development of human resources in

Africaj including an adequate centre of documentation in al'l

major African languages be established^

(vi) Exchange of experiences) information and visits among African

countries in tho field of training and productivity should be

organized and encouraged;

(vii) African countries should help each other as far as possible to

solve the problems of skilled manpower shortages by exchanging

manpower in specific fields? jointly setting up educational

institutions in appropriate fields where lack of manpower ie

liable to cause a bottleneck in industrialization, and encou

raging recruitment of instructors and experts within Africa

before turning to outside sources;

(viii) Expansion of available facilities in Africa for higher

education and research should bo studied^

(ix) A special symposium on human resources development, including

training, education and productivity, should be organized for

the region of Africa.. /See Para. 156 1. to lljj*
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3- Financing of industrial development

a. Internal financing

The Symposium

Recognizes that African countries should make great efforts

to increase their national financial resources, and possibilities in

this respect are still far from exhausted;

■s als0 that industrial development programmes cannotp programmes cann

he financed entirely by foreign capital, and that investors are often
discouraged by a real or imagined lack of internal financing;

Expresses the view that there are several ways of increasing

national financial resources: the use of appropriate fiscal instruments,

administrative austerity stimulation of savings through premium bonds,

savings certificates, etc.j the use of development banks and reserves

accumulated through marketing organizations, etc5

Recommends that African countries should start industrial
development bank, or, if such bemks exist, they should extend their
Held of action;

Recommends also that an effort should be made to increase

savings and use them properly*

Considers that it raight sometimes be advisable to establish
more rigid systems of financial control and regulation of bodies

promoting email-scale industries, ir, order to facilitate the granting

of loans and foreign exchange for imports of capital goods. /See Para.
164 1. to *J

b* External financing

The Symposium

Re°°^1Zes that " sh°«" *e the aim of external financing
to help break the vicious circle of low-income and small-savings
^ ap a.c 1 ty,

Stresses that in many cases financing- is not in itself

sufficient to promote industrial development and that other forms of
technical assistance provided through expert personnel, food aid as

provided under the United Nations World Food Programme, etc., *Ore
also necessary1
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Stresses also that, however great the internal effort, in many

cases it was not sufficient to meet all the- needs of Africa, and that,

therefores external assistance was required3

Recognizes that the existence of sufficient infrastructure might

encourage both national and foreign investment;

Notes that foreign aid should go hand in hand with efforts to

improve the conditions of trado, stress being laid, more particularly,

on the need to stabilize export commodity prices of the developing

countries, to lower or abolish barriers to intra-African trade,t and

to export African products, particularly manufactured goods, to the

developed countries?

Recognizes that external aid is seldom gratuitous;

Considers, therefore, that external finance organizations and the

developed countries should bo flexible, more liberal and loss res

trictive in granting financial assistance)

Recommends that African countries should bring all possible attention

to boar on the conditions governing the granting of external financial

assistance. In particular, suppliers' credit should be carefully

examined before being accepted. The foreign currency problem should

be considered carefully. Banking activities should be supervised with

a view to restricting or eliminating any leakage of capital. /See

Para. 164 6_ to $Jt

4. Industrial research

The Symposium

Recommends that;

(i) Industrial research should be basically planned to meet the

development needs of oach African country, and each country

should be encouraged to build its infrastructure in indus

trial research;

(ii) Existing research facilities should bo fully utilized before

building new ones and African countries with adequate research

facilities should provide assistance to neighbouring countries

where such facilities do not exists
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(iii) Specialized research centres should "be established in

the various countries for the purpose of co-ordinating

research projects of a similar or complementary nature

and tackling research projects of common interest to a

group of countries\

(iv) A regional scientific information and documentation centre

should "be established to disseminate technical information

and results of research activities on a continental level.

/See ?ara. 177 1. to lj*

5. Transport and industrial development

Ihe Symposium

Recognizes that the existing transport network in Africa is such

as to break up the African market and thus hinder multi-national

industrial development and the growth of intra-African trade3

Emphasizes the rolo of transport in integrating national markets

and, through inter-national transport links, enlarging market oppor

tunities and providing greater scope for accelerated industrial

development, and the specialization of agricultural production;

Notes the work boing done by the Economic Commission for Africa'

designed to assist in the solution of national transport problems,

and, in particular, to pave the way for new transport links among

African countries|

Recommends that t

(i) ECA should bring to conclusion no rapidly as possible tho

studios of other transport links, whothor by road, rail, water

or air, among all African countrios and, based on theso

studios, to prosont to African governments a comprehensive

roport indicating concrete possibilities of transport

development in Africa, as an integral part of plans for

comprehensive industrial development.
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(ii) ECA should prepare a detailed study of the technical

problems to bo solved as a pre-condition for the eventual

linking up of the African railway systems, in particular

standardization of the railway gauge, axle loads and

loading gauges of tracks and in the sphere of rolling

stock, loading gaugess coupling systems, braking systems

and height of buffers;

(iii) ECA should continue with studies on the technical problems

to be solved as a pre-condition for linking up the African

road systems, and adoption of a unified road signs traffic

code;

(iv) International agencies and bilateral donors, should assist

with finance and technical personnel the efforts of African

countries who wish to undertake studios for and carry out

integrated development programmes with a view to eliminating

the fragmentation of the African market through tho impro

vement of intornoJ- transport links. /See Paras. 179» 182, 183

191 1. to 8. and 192 1. to 6j.

6. Industrial standardization

Ihe Symposium

RecognizGs that the introduction of standards in. tho oarly stages

of a country's development tends to reduce costs\

Is aware that co-operation between African countries in tho

fiold of standardization and the unification of standards among thorn

is essential if co-operation in other fields is desired and intra--

African trauc is to flourish.

Recommends that;

(i) iiiach African country not possessing standard institutes

should attempt to set up at the earliest possible time,

an appropriate machinery or institution for the elaboration

and implementation of its national standards0;
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(ii) The establishment, as soon as possible, of an African

centre to promote work on standardization, quality control,

and legal and industrial metrology in African countries

along internationally unified linos;

(iii) The UN and its agencies bo requested to provide financial

and technical assistance for the establishment of machi

nery for standardization, at both national and multi

national levels. Z^e Para. 200 1. to lj.

f. Health aspects of industrialization

The Symposium

Rocognizes the necessity;

(i) To plan from the very early stages of industrialization

an efficient preventive and curative occupational health

service for personnel, providing periodic medical examination,

first aid, medical caro, and health education, bearing in

mind that the cost of such services is more than repaid by

the increase of production and the reduction of cost

(through tho reduction of absenteeism and the increase in

productivity)$

(M.) To givo enough caro for the creation of a healthy environment

outside the factories, such as community hoalth and modical

scrvicos, housing facilities, community water supply, safe

moans for the disposal of sewage refuse and industrial

wastes, oto-i

(iii) To prepare and have available tho skilled personnel needed

for modical service in factories;

(iv) To draw up specifications and standards for industrial

products, especially in the food snd allied industries that

conform to health requirements./See Para. 2O9 1. to &J.

8. Industrial statistics in Africa

Tho Symposium
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Notos that successful industrial duvclopmcnt in Africa calls for

a high degree of co-operation between countries and that this is one

of tho principal factors which should also be "borne in mind in

organizing industrial statistics /see Para. 216 1. to $J.

P. ^icinal_Rosourc_oS_ ±n Industrial Development

Tho Symposium

izoe that individual countries should finance projects as

far as possible form uom,stic savings because of the high cost of

external loans. Through well-planned taxation, considerable savings

can be forthcoming from internal sources so that external financing

would become'morcly supplementary5

Agrees, however, that external financing would continue to play

an important part in Africa's industrial devolopmont, particularly

since much of tho domestic savings would bo token up in financing

the internal economic infrastructure, and also because cf fluctuations

of the prices of raw materials which constitute the greater part of
exports of Africar countries;

Kbtoe with satisfaction the great efforts now being made by the

United lotions to give a more appropriate place to industry in tho

distribution of funds avaxlablu for the promotion of development;

Notes aLso that in addition voluntary funds ,rc being made

available spocif.ca.Uy earmarked for industrial development;

lotos that more flexible procedures are being established and that
new organs fcr industrial development h;:vu now D^n established, par

ticularly the United Nations Organisation for Industrial Development;

Mote* also tvo ,xistence of new possibilities, particularly of

assistance by providing- pilot factories, for sample 5

BCB «»o tope that the new arrangements will h.lp to resolvo

the paradoxical situation in which Afrio ,n countries hav. urged that

moro assistance should be given for the promotion of industrial

development but have at th. same time been unable to trio full advan
tage of services already existing;
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Takos note of tho plans of the African Development Bank to

provide technical services in the identification and preparation

of industrial projects, in addition to capital financing?

Recommends that s

(i) Tho forthcoming world symposium should discuss the question

as to how developing countries can bo helped to cope with

tho deteriorating position of their foreign exchange earnings

and their consequent dependence on external financo;

(ii) The conditions of external financing should ho improved and

adapted to the requirements of developing countries. Such

improvement and adaptation should covert volume of loans,

lowor interest rat.s, extended time limits for repayments,

increased proportion of external project financing as

compared with the national contribution, and applicability

to sectors not at present covered or inadequately covered,

especially infrastructures

(til) The United Nations organs concerned should continue to give

attention to developing more flexible rules suitable par

ticularly for tho 1-ss developed countries of Africa in

respect of local costs and such matter as counterpart

expenditures required under United Nations assistance

programmes;

(iv) Tho Commissioner for Industrial Development and tho Executive

Secretary of ECA should render all assistance to African

governments in printing their requests to the appropriate

organs of tho United Nations and in speeding up tho treatment

of those requests 5

(v) Maximum use should be mad. of joint intra-African possibilities

of technical co-operation and mutual assistance. /See Para.

225 1. to 6j.
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PART IV

AFRICAN INDUSTRIAL ^EVI-LOPriENT PKOJECTS

231. This part of the report sets out, as background, summary

data on industrial development projects in Africa in the next

decade. The project., listed are either planned bv the Govern

ments concerned, or regarded as possible, subject to detailed

feasibility studies, in the light of the studies carried out

so far by the Economic Commission for Africa. Projects of

purely national interest are not included. All those listed,

require access to the markets of two or more countries and are

accordingly planned or envisaged primarily within a sub-regional

approach. It is evident that in the more developed countries

of Africa the sise of the markets,, particularly "by 1975, will

be such as to make possible the establishment of a considerable

range of industries primarily for national markets, whereas the

same industries in other countries and sub-regions will be viable

only on a multi-national basis. This largely accounts therefore

for the lower number of industries shown in Worth ^frica, for

example, than in the other sub-re0ions.

232, Data are presented on estimated additions to capacity

betweer. 1^65 and 1575, except in the case of Central Africa where

total estimated capacity is shown (the difference for the range

of industry shown ic rather small). An indication is given as

to the type of market pri^arilj in view, by the use of the

following symbols;

Isn = multi-national(i.e. at least one other country

beyond the domestic market)|

Sr = sub-regional(i.e. the whole or the.bulk of the

market in the sub-region to which the country belongs);

Os = overseas (i.e. primarily for export outside Africa).
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Central Africa

ITorth Africa

West Africa

233* The sources arc

East Africa Papers prepared for a conference on

economic co-operation held in Lusaka

in 1965?

The Eeport of the ECA Mission on

Economic Co-operation in Central Africa;

The Report of the ECA Mission on Indus

trial Co-ordination to Ilorocco, Algeria,

Tunisia and Libya, and studies subse

quently cairicd out by liCAj

Papers prepared for a conference on

industrial co-ordination for West Africa^

hela in Bamako in 1$64, and subsequent

studies prepared or in the course of

preparation bj LCa for a conference

to be held in ITiaciey later in 1966-

234. It should be noted that data are not presented on the XJAK and

the Sudan, since the industrial development of these izio countries

has not yet been examined by uCk within a multi-national framework.

It should also be noted that data for T:est Africa are necessarily

incomplete, since the preparations for the conference to be held in

Hicwej are still i^ process. This is also partly true of .orth

Africa, where a series of studies aie in progress.

235. It should be stressed that the data presented are in sumr.iary

form and partly provisional. For fuller details, reference is made

to the sources cited.

East Africa

Uganda 300,000 tons

Rhodesia 400,000 ;i

Mauritius 60,000 "

Tanzania 130,000 tons

Uganda 125,000 "

Rhodesia 240,000 "

Chemicals:
nitrogenous fertilizer.

I-hosphate fertilizers;

(Via)

(tin)

(tfri)
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Potash fertilizer:

Caustic soda/chlorine

Insecti cides3

Viscose rayon:

Polyethylene:

PVC

Explosives

Petroleum products g

Lubricant factory:

Forest Industries ;

Ethiopia 600,000 tons ■(Sr & Os)

Ethiopia 10,000 tons (Ih.)

Kenya 22,000 » (Lin)

Rhodesia 12,000 " (fin)

Ethiopia 8,000 tons (Sr)

Kenya 16,000 " (3*1)

Ethiopia 24,000 " (Sr)

Zambia 23,65oi'" (Sr)

Tanzania 19,000 tons (Sr)

Rhodesia 12,000 " (Sr)

Zambia 45,000 " (Sr)

Kenya 100,000 tons (Sr)

Textiles s

Pul^ J; Paper, including
conversion.

Cotton spinning and

weaving::

Ethiopia

^■enya

Tanzania

Uganda

±ia,la\?l

Rhodesia

Iladagascar

Zambia

Ethiopia

Somalia

Kenya

46,

132,

168,

60,

35,

46,

40,

24,

I65

28

135

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

tons

it

11

11

11

11

it

11

mlln.sq;

it

it

.(Iin)

(Sr £ Os)

(Sr & Os)

am)

(lea)

(IM)

(Jin)

.(Ifa)

^ 2/

- Includes 3s65O tons sodium xanthate.
2/
-* All are primarily for domestic markets

steady growth of sub-regional exchanges
finished products.

but with the intention of a

in view of the wide range of
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Cotton spinning aiid weaving (Cont'd)

Hayon weaving;

Wool & Synthetics

Tanzania

Uganda

I lalawi

Rhodesia

Madagascar

Burundi

Mauritius

Zambia

Ethiopia

Somalia

Kenya

Tanzania

Uganda

Malawi

Ehodesia

Madagascar

Burundi

Mauritius

Rwanda

Zambia

Ethiopia

Kenya

Tanzania

Uganda

Malawi

Rhodesia

Madagascar

Mauritius

Rwanda

Zambia

1UU

90

52

65

60

27

13

83

55

5

26

27

25

10

73

30

4

8

2

32

25

14

3

10

2

20

4

2

2

12

160 mlln.sq..yds.-'1/

55 ralln.sq.yds.-'

25 mlln.sq..yds. 1/

1/ An ^e primarily for domestic markets but with the intention of a
cteady growth of sub-regional exchanges in view of the wide range

of finished products.
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Cordage & Bagging

Rubber industri es:

Uon-metallics:

Metalss

Motor vehicless

Tyres and Tubess

Cements

Sheet glass;

integrated iron &

materials;

Ethiopia

Kenya

Tanzania

Uganda

Zambia

Ethiopia

Kenya

Tanzania

Uganda

Madagascar

Zambia

Ethiopia

Kenya

Tanzania

Uganda

Malawi

Madagascar

Rwanda

Zambia

Ethiopia

Kenya

Zambia

steels

Uganda

Rhodesia

Zambia

15

12

53

20,

6OO3

6OO3

600,

600,

600,

600,

225,

300,

505,

120,

70,

350,

100,

380,

6,

10,

8,

460,

560,

510.

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

500

000

000

000

000

tons (Hh)

" (Mn)

(Mn)

n /t^ \

" ('< ~~' ")

sets (Sr)

sets (Sr)

sets (Sr)

sets (Sr)

sets (Sr)

sets (Sr)

tons-'

" (Lin)

„ 1/

.. y

« y
11 y

(i-ih)

1. y

tons (lin)

11 (iii)

11 C'in^

tons (V\n)

11 (Mn)

000^ " (Sr)

-All are primarily for domestic markets "but with the intention of a

steady growth of sub-regional exchanges in view of the wide range

of finished products.

S/198O
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Integrated aluminium Plants

iialawi

Aluminium rolling mill; Malawi

■Tanzania

Ethiopia

Gambia

Tin smelting; Rhodesia

loran da

Copper rolling mill: Zambia

lperro-chrome and calcium siliciums

Rhodesia

1/
lietal Products-^

Tanics? boilers, ^as cylinders

Heavy oas structures:

tfixe ropes and cables:

Uirc ^auze and nettings

tfire fencing;

Dome&tic stoves:

Ilechanioal Engineering-4

Internal combustion engines•

Sewing machines!

100,000 tons (Sr)

10,000 " (Iii)

10,000 " (i-in)

10,000 " (Lin)

10,000 " (l>.)

12,000 tons (0;.)

3,500 tons (Os)

10,000 tens (Sr)

18,000 +

28,000 tons (Os)

Ehoaesia

Kenya

Zambia

Kenya

Zambia

Kenya

Zambia

Rhodesia

Kenya

Tanzania

1^,000 tons

7,000

10,000

12,500

15,000

7,500

7,500

9,000

1,250

1,250

pe

11

H

11

Tl

tl

11

11

tl

11

Kenya

Zambia

Kenya

Madagascar

9,000

9,000

55,000

55>000

un

11

11

V All multi-national.
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'ood processing machines;

iccavators

Agricultural machinest

Stone-crushing machines

Vire-draving machines i

Hoisting machines;

hiiir-, machines;

Tractors

Pumps

etc.

Valves s

Steam generators

Lathes %

rletal savss

^en.-va

Ehodesia

Tanzania

Rhodesia

Zambia

4?500 tons

4,500

5; 500

5,500

5; 500

5,500

pe

I!

11

n

Ken:/.

Uganda

Ken7 a

Tanzania

Ethiopia

Iihouesia

Kcnya

r:th:i opia

Ken:" a.

Tanzania

Ugar1 da

I .ho de s i a

Zambia

U £5 enda

8?00C 1!

75,000 "

4,500

A :500 1;

4; 500 ;t

4?5OO

2,000 v-

3,500 t;

3,500

15,000 uii-cG

25,000 "

2,500 tons per

Tanzania

3; 500

3; 500

3?5OO

6,000

6,000

4 - 000

7,000

3,000

13 000
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Drilling machines:

Textile machines:

Electrical machines-

Hachines switch-gearj etc#:

Refrigerators and air conditioning

machines:

Insulated cables:

Bulbs and lamps:

Radio receivers, etc-;

Transport Equipment-

Frei&ht cars:

llhecls and axles;

fatsen^er cars:

Trailers:

Commercial vehicles;

Zambia

Kenya

.2,000 tons per annum

9,000 "

Ethiopia US$ 4 million

Somalia

Kenya

Rhodesia

Sambia

Uganda

Malawi

Ethiopia

Kenya

Rhodesia

Kenya

Tanzania

Uganda

Kenya

Rhodesia

Rhodesia

Tanzania

Tanzania

Kenya

Tanzania

luiodesia

Zambia

Uganda

5

10

10

10

1.

1,

2.

2,

6

4

8

2

13,

13,

9,

65,

17,

7,

7,

7,

7,

1,

11

11

tt

11

.8 "

,8 »

.4 "

.5 "

.6 "

.6 "

.6 "

500

500

000

000

500

000

000

000

000

000

tons per annum

ti

11

units

units

tons per annum

I!

It

11

11

zJ All multi-national.
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Central.Africa:

Foodi/

Chemicals;

forest industries;

Sugar:

Processed meats

Cajined vegetables and

Processed rice:

Flour:

Soluble coffee:

Cocoa butters

Potashs

Ammonium sulphates

Insecticides:

Vegetable oils;

Cattle cake:

Watches:

■

Pulp and Paper:

Chad

Congo(B)

Cameroon

Congo (33R)

Chad

Cameroon

fruit:

Congo(B)

Chad

Chad

Congo(B)

C.A.R.

Cameroon

Congo(B)

Cameroon

Congo (DIl)

Chad

C.A.k.

Chad

G•A.R.

Cameroon

Gabon

Congo(B)

6,000

45,000

24,000

70,000

59OOO

1,000

32,000

5,000

6,000

10,000

2,000

16,000

350,000

100,000

2,150

30,000

7,500

2,000

1,200

12,000

150,000

100,000

tons

it

11

11

tons

tt

tons

it

11

11

tons

tons

tons

tons

tons

tons

tt

"

it

11

tons

11

(tin)

(Mi)

('In)

(Mb)
(ffa)

(Sr)

(Iii)

(lin)

(Jin)

(Os)

(Os)

(Oo)

(or)

Gin)

(Sr)

(Sr)

(tin)

(Ha)

(Sr)

(Os)

(Os)

-' Data on the food industries are in the course of preparation

but not yet complete for the three sub—regions.
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Plywoods C.A.h. 43,000 m (Os)

Gabon 13,000 m3 (Os)

Congo(B) 60,000 m (Os)

Cameroon 50,000 m (Os)

Congo(DR) 35,000 tons (Os)

Veneers; C.A.H. 2 0,000 m3 (Os)
Congo(B) 40,000 tons (Os)

Fibre £ Particle Board; C.a.K. 25,000 m (Os)
p

Congo(DR)2,000,000 m (Os)

Textiles; Spinning/weaving cottons

Chad 15,000,000 m2 (Sr)

C.A.R. 17,500,000 m2 (Sr)
O.-i.K. 2,400 tons (rosolle) (Sr)

Cameroon 1,400 " (Sr)

Congo (B) 1,500,000 m2 (Mn)

Congo(DR) 150 mlln.m (itti)

Dyeing/printing: Chad 3,000,000 m (Sr)

Cameroon 7,000,000 m (Sr)

Hon-raetallics: Cement: Gabon ^0,000 tons (:in)

Congo(B) 100,000 " (Mn)

Cai-aercon 45,000 " (iSn)

AsbeatoB ceiaent: Cungo(DR)6,000,000 sq.m. (Sr)

Sheet ^lass; Congo(DR) 7,000 tons (Sr)

Petals: Inteoiv.ted iron 5. steel:

Congo(DR) 220,000 tons (Sr)

Gabon or) ,.cOjOOO tonsi^Sr)
Congo(B) \

-' 1980.
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iiexaxs &. iieT

Mechanicalz

Electricals

;a± rroaucts; netai frames &

Metal furniture s

Tools t

Screws, nails? bolts s

Heavj1 structures 2

Light structures i

Agricultural machinery:

Tool/ilachinery s

oewin^, machines:

Office machines:

Scales:

aaw blades;

Lifting gears

iietai containersi

Radio:

Transfonners s

fixtures;

Chad

Chad

Congo(DK)

Cameroon

Congo(UE)

Gabon

Cameroon

Congo(DR)

Congo(B)

Congo(B)

Cameroon

Congo(B)

Congo (Lit)

Cameroon

Congo(DR)

Congo(DR)

Congo (Li.)

Cameroon

Congo(B)

Congo(B)

Cameroon

Cameroon

Gabon

Congo(B)

Cameroon

Congo(DR)

1,000 tons (Mn)

1,200 » (m)

54,000 pieces (lln)

2,000 tons (I*i)

2,000 " (lin)

500 " (iti)

2,000 " (W\)

7,500 » (Bfii)

7,000 " (Sr)

2,000 " (Lfti)

4,000 " (Im)

500 tons (Mn)

600 lf (Mn)

200 tons (\in)

1,200 " (Mn)

25sOOO items (Sr)

ICOjOOO items (Sr)

1,500 tons (Sr)

500 tons (iih)

1,500 tons (Sr)

1,500 » (Sr)

3,000 " (Sr)

25,000 items (tfri)

30,000 " (:in)

250 tons (Sr)

200 " (Sr)
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Transport t

tfest Africa

Chemicals:

Kefriaerators:

Heaterss

Batteries:

Light "bulbs:

Enginess

Bicycless

Vehicle assembly:

Congo(DE)

Cameroon

Cameroon

Cameroon

Cameroon 5

Caueroon

Chad

C.A.E.

Cameroon

Congo(B)

Congo(E)

Cameroon

Rolling-stock for railways!

Congo(B)

Cameroon

20,000 items (3r)

5,000 " (Sr)

1,500 tons (Sr)

25,000 -inits (Sr)

000,000 items (Vji )

2,000 tons (Sr)

15_ 000 tons (la)

6,000 items (i-ii)

20,000 " (tfn)

20,000 " (iin)

4,000 items (Sr)

6,000 " (Sr)

1,500 tons (Sr)

1,500 " (Cr)

Assembly-motorbikes£ Cameroon 6,000 items (Srj

Phosphate feitilizers: I. Coast

Senegal

To^o

Hitrogenous fertilizers:

Explosives:

Chlorine-caustic:

Viscose-rayon:

Calcium carbide:

Nigeria

xlioeria

Ghana

Guinea

Hi^eria

Jjahomej-

93,OCO tons (Grj

35,00-. " (dr)

116,000 ;' (Sr)

225,000 tons (&r)

10,000 tons (Sr)

10;0C0 tons (Sr)

10,000 " (Sr)

24,000 " (Sr)

12,000 " (Sr)
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Forest Industries:

Pulp and paper industries?

Ghana

I. Coast

Nigeria

Veneer cz Plywood

Panels 1

Textiles: Cotton systems

Kayon weaving;

Ghana

Guinea

I. Coast

Liberia

ITi&eria

60,000 tens

50,000 "

192,000 I!

146,000 m3

12,000 I!

107,000 "

16,000 "

151,000 "

4,000 "

Sr

(03)

(03)

(On)

Ghana

I. Coast

Nigeria "

Sierra Leone "

Dahomey 8

Gambia 8

Ghana

Guinea

I. Coast

Liberia

Mali

US $ nlln.1.5

u 0.7 (Sr)

1.9 (3r)

0,7 (s^)

mllrwsq_» v&s-,

Mauritania

Nigeria

Senegal

'J . Leone

Togo

U. Volta

Dahomey

Gain": ia

115

15

45

5

30

2

15

280

75

30

7

15

3 mlln.sq_>y&s-.

3

-' All are primarily for domestic markets but with the intention of
steady growth of sub-regional exchanges in view of the wide rango

of finished products.
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Ka;on reaving (Cont'd): Ghana

Guinea

I. Coast

Liberia

iToii-cie tallies: Cement

Glatsuare

letals

oheet ,r,lass

Iron :: Steel

■tai products

.Mauritania

Niger

Nigeria

Senegal

0. Leone

Togo

U. Volta

Dahomey

Senegal

Ghana

Ghana

Guinea

1. Coast

.Mali

Ghana

Nigeria

Liberia

Mali

1/
44 mlln.sq.yds-'.

6

17 »

0.8 »

2 "

0.8

7

108 "

29 »

12 "

3

6

200,000 tons (l&i)

400,000 » (Ijh)

60,000

10,000

10,000

12,000

5,000

10,000

5>000

6,000

10,000

700,000 tons

100,000 "

300,000 "

150,000 "(1/3 at

or Sr)

(Sr

(iii)

(i.m)

(Jin)

(Iln)

- All are primarily for domestic markets but -,;itli the intention of
a steady fcrcvth of :,ub-reeionals exchai-i^es in vicv of the wide
range of finished products.

ce.iient.
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engineering;

Mectrical en^ineer_n£s

Trail apo rt equipment g

North Africa

Chemical ) Ammcnia

fertilizers) Algeria

(Ammonium phosphates

Textiles;

Kon-metallics

lietals

Cotton s^izmina

ilorocco

Cotton

on

T*ool

Ivool

Glasi

Algeria

ilorocco

Tunisia

Algeria

heroceo

Tunisia

..orocco

Tunisia

■lorocco

Tunisia

Ilorocco

Tunisia

Algeria

Morocco

integrated steel works: Algeria

Tunisia

horocco

90,000 ton

40,000 "

lii or Sr)

Ija or Sr)

125,000 » (3/4 hn or

Sr)

330,000 tons (Os)

2 00,000 » (Idn :, Cs)

150,000 " (os)

200,000 " (os)

9,378 tonsi/
12,500 "

4,600 "

1/
8,500 tons-'

13,000 "

3,500 »

6,500 tonsi/
1,500 "

8,000 tonsi^

3,700 "

200

20,000 tons (Sr)

10,000 " (Sr)

300,000 tons (Iln)

140,000 " (Ijh)

300,000 » (Jfa)

- All are primarily for domestic markets tout v.ith the intention of

a steady growth of Gub-regional exchanges in viev of the wide ran&e
of fiiiished products.
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idetal products—:

Mechanical engineering-.

Electrical engineering-:

Transport equipment-':

220,000 tons (mainly
national)

55?000

195*000

y Lecause of the higher concentration of demand the extent ot irhich
plants in this sub-region vail operate on a multi-national basis

depends more on the possibilities of specialization than on the neec,

to secure economies of scale.
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Industrial development in UAR

Industrial development in Niger

Industrial development in Liberia

Industrial development in Cameroon

Industrial development in Uganda

Industrial development in Nigeria

Industrial development in Sudan

Industrial development in Tanzania

Industrial development in Zambia

Industrial development in Kenya

3xpeoted trends in rolled steel consumption

Blast furnace experience and praotice in UAR

Prospects of development in UAR cotton textile

industry

Fertilizers industry in UAR

Basic chemicals in UAR

Pulp and paper industry in UAR

Food processing in UAR

Development of building materials industry-

in UAR

Engineering products in UAR

Engineering industries in Africa

Part I

Engineering industries in Africa

Part II

Engineering industries in Africa

Part II

Engineering industries in Africa

Part II
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Engineering industries in Africa

Part III

Africa and the aluminium industry

Polioy aspects of induetrial development

in Africa
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Report on small and medium industries in

Beohuanaland

Small industry in UAR

Development of forest industry in Africa

Building materials industry in Africa

Priority criteria in project evaluation in UAR

Some aspects of project implementation

Manpower requirements and the training of

technical and managerial personnel in the UAR

Economic significance and contributions of

industries

Design in industries for a developing nation

Promotion of design facilities in industrially

developing countries

Standardization in UAE

M It

Some essential requisites for industrial

development of removable natural resources

Food and food products industries

Industries processing agricultural products

other than food

Development of forest industries

Fisheries industries

Prospects for the development of the

chemical industry in Africa
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The iron and steel*'industry in Africa

The textile industry in Africa

Development of small-scale industry in Africa

Health cspoctc of industrialization

FAO's relations with industry through
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Standardisation in Africa
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Industrial research in Africa . .
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Industrialization - Economic inte

gration and transport
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formation an personnel technique et de

direction

Tachnioe-l assistance for industrial

Icivelopufetr.t - The African experience

Provisional Egeriin,

Aido-memoire

Uote-s foi the information of delegates

Sztarnal ijoiiroja of financing

Introductory note

List of documents

Issues in the financing of indus

trial development
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The United Nations training pro
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Report of the inter-regional seminar on
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tion in developing countries held at
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CONTRIBUTED PAP3RS

Special programme of the GATT for the expansion of trade of the

Developed countries. (Paper prepared by the General Agreement

on tariffs and trade - IBT (66)ll)

ILO Activities relating to the development of small-scale and

Handicraft industries in Afrioa 1960-1965.

(Information paper prepared by the International Labor Office
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Some aspects of management Development in Africa (information paper

prepared by the International Labor Office)
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SPEECH DELIVERED BY DK. MUSTAFA KHALIL3 VICE-FRLMIEK FOE INDUSTRY

AND MINERAL RESOURCES AT THE INAUGURATION OP THE SYMPOSIUM ON

INDUSIRIAL DEVELOR2JNT IN AFRICA - AS DEPUTY OF HIS EXCbLLENCY

EL SAYED GAliAL ABDiLL NASoEli, PEESHOTT OF THE UNITED AKAB RLPUBLIC

In the nams of God? the kind, the merciful

In the name of President Gamal Atdel ITasser, President of the UAR;

we inaugurate the Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa.

I have the pleasure to convey the greetings of the President

of the UAR and his wishes for the success of this important and his

toric Symposium in realizi..^- the aspirations of the liberal and

developing peoples of the African continent.

Gentlemen3

I seize this opportunity to welcome you on behalf of the UAR

people and express our happiness at meeting you hero as representatives

of your friendly countries and peoples, striding toother in a

brotherly united effort to promote the progress of our glorious

continent. Africa is striving today to -jlpo out the remnants of

a long imposed stagnation, trying to catch up with the technical

and industrial progress achieved in international fields and to

develop its newly liberated economy on a sound, well planned

scientific basis in the light of modern methods.

We are proud and hapiy that the United Nations chose to convene

this Symposium in the UAR, Our country hc^ been working sincerely

and seriously at rebuilding its economic and social life, co-opera

ting positively and conscientiously with African and ether developing

countries, as well as with the advanced ones which believe in

peaceful co—existence*, equality and respect for the i,. "v'lo" -. ti"1"1.c,
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As the eastern and vestem civilisations mingled over our

African territory, they seriously affected the development of

the ancient Egyptian personality. This mingling, coupled by its

inherent capacity enhanced : J;r- experience and thus enabled it to

face and outlive the r.poated blows dealt fcj imperialism and

exploiting powers throughout ancient times.

In these difficult events oar country has delved heroically

and emerged enriched with valuable impressions of the different

cultures and civilizations with vhich it has come into contact.

It is these acquired experiences that qualified the Egyptian people

with the necessary capacity and perseverence that arc essential for

a nation to achieve what has been achieved in the laot thirteen years,

i.e. since the glorious revolution of July 1952. In spite of the

tumbling set up caused tj despotic rule, by ruthl,s3,.ess and exploi

tation, we were able to shape off the buiden left by long years of

dark and unjust rule and a tart building up a biand new socialist

society. Tie delved with confidence into the strife of the great

changes in order to provide means of prosperity and establish

justice for all.

At first, t^ otvi.look v** rather gloony -:d crowded vith

dilemmas . serious detonoration of the economic sector which

was on the ve-gu of explosion due to an ever-growing population

and no corresponding d^crc^e in the national income, almost

complete starvation in the cultivable are.c, over and above, a rather

meager contribution of ir-du-try to the national economy.

This sad state of affairs was not limited merely to retarded

economy and unfair land and vc.lth distribution, national economy

vaswhoU-oW or controlled b> imperia]ists and foreign monopolies.

Banks in Egypt wore owned b, foreigners who exploited national ■

savings to invest them in project, of no benefit whatsoever to the

country. The same applied to insurance companies and commercial

agencies concerned vrith exports end. imports.
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Under these circumstances our economy defended on one single

raw material, namely, cotton which represented more than 85 per cent

of our total exports.

It was therefore natural that the newly adopted socialist

policy be coupled with ^reat efforts in the field of industry

in order to liberate our economy from the limited sphere that

paralyzed it before the revolution and free it gradually from

complete dependence on agricultural production.

The UAE Charter stipulates that our gieat national task

incumbent upon our policy rostd upon three essential points and

all its national principles.

Ue must wage war against imperialism with all possible means

and efforts, disclose all it^ secrets, and attack it in all its

hiding places.

We must work towards establishing peace, because only thus

ca;i we find the one opportunity to safeguard national progress,

"ensure International co-operation and prosperity for all the

world because all the nations must enjoy the right to live pros

perous, without discrimination.

It is stipulated in the Charter that international co-operation

to ensure prosperity for the whole world is a natural extension

of the fight against imperialism... against exploitation and the

logical form of behaviour to attain peace.

Prosperity is indivisible and international co-operation to

attain it is the safest assurance to attain world peace. Peace

cannot survive in a world based on different social strata.

International co-operation for world prosperity is the only

hope to achieve peace.

These differences between nations should be smoothed out and

replaced by love instead of hatred.
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International co-operation for prosperity on "behalf of advanced

countries is the only human form of thinking for all alike.

Industry is the basic support of national entity and can realize

the greatest economic and social aspirations.

Industry is the creative power that complements a well-atudied,

objective planning and renuers possible the execution of its programmes

without difficulty. It is not easy to arrest the advance of industry,

since it can expand the volume of production in a revolutionary decisive

manner.

We must tackle industry objectively, taking into consideration

the economic and social evolution.

From the economic pcint of viei:s we have to turn our attention

to the latest scientific developments.

le must set aside the old belief that the use of machinery will

not open a wide enough field for hand labor since modern mechanization

requires a minimum of human power to work it.

This might be true at present but will be no longer correct in

the far future. Hew machinery can speed up the volume of production,

this in turn can invade new and wider industrial markets thus opening

new opportunities before workers.

Gentlemen,

The greater part of mineial and natural resources has not yet

been discovered, only scientific and industrial efforts can force the

earth to disclose its wealth for the service of humanity.

These resources can therefore be the back-bone of heavy industry?

and this in tum will help in producing new productive tools.

Heavy industry shoalc. be uiven particular attention since it is

the basis for future modem industry.
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Local industries must be established either on a small or

general scale in both the agricultural and mineral domain. This

will enhaice their marketive value, thus increasing industrial

production, and offering greater opportunities for hand labour.

Attention should be given to consumption industries which offer

opportunities for work, and answer the needs of the: consumer,

increase our hafd curiencj funds, expand our exports to new markets

and^i'veus a greater chance in commercial competition.

Besides, food industries are of ^reat help in stabilizing rural

economy and are in great demand by markets in developed countries.

From a social point of view, industry helps to establish among

human beings the equilibrium necessary between production ana consumption

In fact, industry is the practical support for cfiective revolu

tionary rights,which labourers have been enjo^in& since the issue of

the 1961 socialistic la\rs. These ensure minimum waues and positive

participation in administration; as well as a share in profits and

of seven hours work per day.

. Irogrammes of industi; included .in the second economic and

social plan development aim at increasing the annual production

of crude petroleum to. 12 million m of iron ore to 1,577,000 tons,

spun cotton to 199,000 tons, woven cotton material to 107,000 tons,

spun wool to 13-6 thousand tons, woven wool to 5,000 tons, artificial

fibres to I9.3 thousand tons, spun jute to ly,000 tons, cane sugar

to 835*000 tons, food oil to nearly one million, fertilizers to

7 millicn toi.s.

Gentlemen,

The experience of.the UAfr in the domain of industrial,development

is worthy of scrutiny as a living example of vhat.can be.achieved by

a developing country with limited resources and a. newl^ acquired

independence. Inviting jou to study our experience does, not in the

least imply that it is applicable iu some other country .with different
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circumstances. Its study may present the opportunity of acquiring

experience, and discovering the results of the experiment and the

mistakes made while applying the plan, in getting to" know.-the

extenV-of available possibilities that can be recruited-to-meet

the needs of the mass.es deprived for ever so long, to consolidate

economic independence, eradicate the evils of retaidation, .and

catch up with the world progress in all respects.

From -the onset our Involution has believed that no change ■

could be brought about in our social set up without applying an

industrial scheme that would increase our resources, establish.a just

distribution of wealth and provide fair opportunities for all.

But the obstacles that stood in the way were numerous, as in the

past no real attention Las given to industrial concerns and that

is denoted bj. the fact that the invested capital in this field aid

not exceed 12 per cent of the total capital invested in the various

companies. Consequently, in Egypt, up'to 1952, the contribution

of industry to the national income was a meagre 10 per cent.

Mong the causes that retarded industry here, wo can point out

the lack of well-studied scientific planning which was not available

then. So, naturally, this planning needed tc be given the right

' attention to enable the country to step rapidly forward so as to

overcome obstacles and realize the set aims.

The progress so far achieved in the industrial_iield was made

possible..mainly because we oloselj abided by scientific planning

and the wilful drive of the masses to reach the aims eaberly desired.

In its turn, this led to hastening the implementation of the first

industrial programme in *gypt, and which cost L.T-.V 330 million and

was achieved in three 3ca» instead of five, that is, before starting

the all-inclusive national plan intend for the social and economic

..rornotion, to raise the national income in one decaue. Industry had

an important role in realizing the' development alias. *he first five-

year plan - executed between 196O/6I and 1964/65 - comprised several

important industrial projects, their cost totalled soue L.E. 800

million besides L.S. HO million earmarked for electric projects.
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The second fxve-,ear plan ,as started in ffixd-lo65; m, COL:pri£eG tbe

>hird xndustrial progr^e ,hxch is lntend6a to 0 oaGol.ldate the he

an, basic xndustries thus furthering our pr.ductxve ca,acitS and

industrial revolution, their cost was estimated to amount to
L.... 1,000 million.

aW industrial, projects have ohanLea a,d will t0 on changxng
our sccxal set up in term, of au,,s ana U6ures as denotea in the

researches submitted b; the IUK delegation to this C

5-e take pleasure in inviting >ou to stuoj our ex, exxment in

the field of i,dustry a,c. shaU be .leased to hear : our events

anc cntxoxsm.as these can x.prove our effort, and hasten our diive
toii-arcs further progress. ■ ■ "

Gentlemen,

Ihe ^oblems anc. obstacles cur oountrj- hac to faoe and overcome
represent li; a general ,:aj ,hat jour continent has to endure. I am

sure eaoh delegation has br^ht vith it a number of suoh problems

that oan be dxscussea here, and whxch sprout froo similar roots,
though thej r.,aj have diffeient details.

Cur rich continent ..xoduoee 93 pel cent diamond .iB the whole

: 4° Par C°nt °f tn° ^ 8^ P- °-t -blt TOf: .t, TO per cent pal,
oxls ,0 per cent cocoa, 28 per cent ground-nuto, 25 per cent

25 Per cent tin, 17 per cent coffee, 50 bxllxon ton, iron reserves :

and over 50 per cent of the world-b reserves of bauxite, phosphate and

+ k " C°nt"lent> *° -^ with natural resouroes, has Hved through
the a^es xn poverty, most of iU peoples aePrxved o. a fair share of"
its -:1(,alth, with just a bare miniaua to .eep the., alive. ;

The Afrxcan nations are no, on the ,,-aj to H.er^e their countries

«.- ,,cover thexr n.tur.l resources. ^ eaon. ilau r>i fl.eedom is hoistod

XlZ n;;;li iU--^-* -™*x,, the natxon fxno, ito,:,' facxn,, a number
of problems, treasurxes are e,ptj, if not burdened ,i-i.h .ebts, natural
wealth c,ntrolled b, ,o,cxSn concessxons, sometx.o, , sexxous shorta,o
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of Ciualified staff with.'technical "ana scientific laicvledoe and

experience necessary for carr;in^ the duties required of an1 inde

pendent ■countrj*. ■ ■

These African people go on striving to,stabilize, the corner . ,

stones of independence, spurred b^ the* meinorj of the victimstwhp

fell.during the fi^ht, one. whose blooci was.,.shed as a.price*,., All.

thesef Lpeople:,. -one'.afte'r the other3 face tbjs "pioblem ;Qf\,securing the,;:.j-

fund's and"'foreign curiencie's-need, for constructive inv^taen^s ;an,d ■;.'. s
-- ■ '■ " " -.-■■■ -T ,:■■•■:. ■'■■■ .^■-'^'■■-'- ■■1-J-t : J'■*■'■- ■■■■■- l

for meeting the people's expectations, -At such moments the African

iraa:Qifl.ii'o.rce'd'.1t1o- cKpo^'e' "be^tv^eh ■acbepi"fih^ 'foreign exploitation ^

fehin.d .'the flags[ of^^ppaienf ^.htt^i.-ehaen'be, "or refusing ta

that^indep-endence bared from "the; 'niearis of ■ I'iberatih"^ him, and'-to

face.j;all cote.tB. of exploitation1. ■-' Her has" to ' venture1 on "a hard path

in orae^r to attain hit;

■ rihe i-a'rican countrieb, like other developing ihde^ endent . ;.

countries that are now emei^in^, with &reat expectations after

lon0 jcars of letardraent undoubtedly ^eed the co-operation of.the

more advanced states to "build up and consolidate their newlj-i'orined

structures. '.These nations certainly need a clearly cot up scheme of

co-operation ..ith the developed countries in "order to avoid being

lured into the easy path which ma: lead them back to their unhappy

past.. Thib scheme should conform with the general framework of

international co-operation that is based on-reciprocal benefits to

all participants;-: ■■■■■ell above pettj exploitation and ^ree'd because,

as vg all know, a liberal national economj is the \-asic criterion .and

guarantee of true inde_ eiit-ence.

jquailj important also is the re—organization 01 relations between

the-developing-countries 'that produce primary' and raw materials, and

the-countries with advanced industries, on sound foundations that

would safe6uard the interest of both sidet- and restoic faith where

despair and doubt had settled for ages. ' ■
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It would be acvis.-ble that this Symposium comes to realize the

impoi-tance of executing the ieconmendations put fonraid by 84

developing countries at the Trade and Development Conference held

in Geneva in 1964, namely:

I -- Economic relations must be established on the basis of

rautual respect for their sovereignty, the right for

self-determination and no interference in domestic affairs.

II - All countries must co-operate in setting a new world trade

system to promote and increase the exports or developing

countries.

Ill - Advanced .countries must reduce3 or abolish customs barriers

and formalities now imposed and in particular with regard

to the products of developing countries.

IV - Advanced countries that are members 01 economic regional

organizations must agree on traae politics ascertaining

that the integration of their economy will not affect

their imports from developing countries.

V - International assurance of ever-increasing international

financial aid to expand the volume of exports of developing

states, and hastening their economic progress.

VI - Countries must allot a larbe ..hare of the funds'saved due

to disarmament to improve economic expansion in developing

countries.

VII - Advanced countrie and international organisations must

take a positive stand towaids the public sector in the

developing countries without any financial; technical or

commercial discrimination because of its important role in

speeding- up industrial production and in increasing their

exports.

VIII - To establish a permanent secretariat for this Symposium,

which will worlc in co-operation with the African Organization

Economic Committee and the UN Centre for the development of
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Indusxty and'Specialized Agencies to co-orainate plans

for industries "between African countries on a continen

tal' level as one complete whole, not divided into

geographical regions.

Gentlemen,

The attempts of our African developing States to achieve

economic expansion after their political liberation, cannot take

place in a vacuum This is a difficult and complex task that

requires regional and international united efforts. Ho doubt

our African States which have suiiered from problems more or less

similar, arc impressing need for a closer co-operation and inte

gration so as to make use of the resource- and experiences available

in some of them, for the benefit of the continent as a whole....

Vie shall not be able to carry on our co-operation and integration

if we remain isolated from the de/elo^ed countries vheie possibilities

and experiences are found.... Nevertheless, those countries must

clearly "realize the essence and depth of the evolution at hand

in our countries and our determination to have no flaw marring

our freedom and independence while concluding bilateral agreements.

It is also importants during this decisive -.period in the

history of world development that the UN and its Specialized

Agencies should increase the technical and material aid' to

African libeiated countries, in order to stabilize their

sovereignty, raise their standard of living and ^ive them the

the opportunity to participate with the developed countries.,

in building up a new world where equality, love and peace will

prevail•

We hope that the discussions of the reports and other valuable

topics on the agenda of this Symposium would lead us to cons

tructive decisions that will consolidate co-op"eiation on the

...regional and international level, help us to mai.e use. of our

natural resources; and the international and bilateral agreements

■ ■■ and aids; for the benefit of building up and developing our

liberated countries.
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Gentlemen,

Allow me to express} once acre, in the na:.ie cf the UAH

the verj best of wishes for the success of thio .reat

Symposium. I hope ycu will enjoy your stay in the UAH, Cairo

is "both thrilled and proud to receive you.

I also taice this opportunity to express 1,13 sincere thanks

to the responsible members of the Economic CoiuLiissiori for Africa

the United Hat ions Ceirtrc for Industrial Development

and all the specialised African agencies that have participated

to make a success 01 the preparatory work of thic Symposium.

l^nfore closi:io3 I should like to extend mj sincere thanks

to the Secretary-General of the Arab League for its close

co-oj eration.

Thank you.
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SPEECH BY ?HE CHAIRMAN OF TIIE 3C0N0MC COnCHSION FOR AFRICA,

"THE HONOURABLE TOrC KBOYA

'MINISTER'OF -CONOriC PLANNING ..ND D TSLOPKSBFT, KENYA,

AT THE OPENING OF THE

' INDUSTRIAL 3y-.i'0SIUT,, CAIRO, 27 JANUARY, 1966.

The convening of this Symposium reflects the radical change in

thinking about the economic development of Africa- within recent years.

Not -ore than five years auo it vas still thought that" the continent

was condemned to remain indefinitely a supplier of raw materials to the

developed uorld end an importer of manufactured L.oods. Now this approach

has teen wholly discredited both within Africa and even by some of the

people and agencies who previously "believed in it.

The decision to set up a United Nations Organization for Indus

trial Development has set the seal of international approval on the

new approach to the economic development of Africa and other develop

ing areas and to the division of labour between the different countries

of the world. But industrialization vill not happen of itself: we

must plan nnd prepare i'or it. This Symposium is an appropriate moment

1 or us to take stock of the extensive work carried out by I.:CA on

industry in the laat four years and to set our course for the future,

on the basis of co-operation and African solidarity.

Africa's basic problem is to remove widespread poverty and the

economic insecurity caused by dependence on the exports of raw materials.

In its initial stages economic development can proceed for a long time

through the export of agricultural and .mining products. But experience

sr\OTf<3 that in relation to the increase in the world prosperity, markets

for agricultural products grow relatively slowly. Meanwhile, we in the

poorer countries are faced with a rapid growth in population and with

the higher standards of life demanded by the masses. It has been

calculated tlvt a 1 per cent increase in the per capita income of an

industrialized country increases the demand for food and raw materials

by only 0.6 per cent, but that the at me increase in per capita income
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Irrespective of economic and social systems, the pattern of

successful industrialization everywhere has shown the rapid development

of the heavy industry sector.

Our knowledge of the state of industry in Africa - what is being

done or planned and the future perspectives - is still steadily growing.

Nearly four years ago the ECA launched its industrial programme with

a study entitled "Industrial Growth in Africa." In this paper it was

argued that Africa could reach broadly the present levels of economic

development of Western Europe by the end of the present century by

approximately doubling its agricultural output per head and by a 25-

fold increase in industrial production per head. The implications of

such a structural transformation of Africa are that the share of agri

culture would fall from 35 Psr cent in 1960 to 20 per cent by the end

of the century and that of industry rise from 20 per cent to 40 per

cent. It is only required that total industrial output increase at

about 8 per cent from i960 to -1980 and thereafter at 9 per cent for

this target to be reached. Considering the small base from which we

start, it is apparent that the objective of bringing Africa's indus

trial potential to the projected level should be fairly easy to achieve

given sound policies n.n& a steady will. In fact, when judged by the

tercets in some development plans in Africa these growth rates appear

to be nuite modest. In the scheme for co-ordinated industrial develop

ment in the 3ast African oub-region discussed recently &.t Lusaka, it

was implied that with realistic planning the level of ,;ross domestic

product in that area could increase from a little under US^> 5Jr Million

in 1961 to over 10 billion in 1975 and that gross industrial out

put could increase by nearly 3-g- billion dollars. A scheme implying

similar orders of magnitude of. .growth is put forward-by the recent BCA

mission on economic co-ordination in Central Africa. I have cited the3e

figures to illustrate the vast yet perfectly realizable perspectives.

How far such expansion will go towards closing the gap between Africa

and the developed countries b-;> the end of the century naturally depends

on the rates pf growth achieved by- the developed countries themselves.

Our main concern however is to .grow as fast as we can and not just being

worried about,the date when the vap will be closed.
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Whatever industry we attempt to "build, the same sort of problems

arise. An accurate knowledge of natural resources is required. Although

there is much more to "be learned,' we already know that we have in Africa

the natural resources to feed a vast range of industries. Cheap energy

has to "be obtained. "While Africa is rich in energy resources, only a

fraction of t);em have "been harnessed. Industry cannot grow without

efficient transport. But we can get ourselves out of the vicious

circle since new transport links can themselves he justified in strictly

commercial terms "by the'specific development possibilities now opened

up. These three subjects - natural resources, energy and transport -

are vitally important, but they are not on the agenda of this Conference.

We need technical studies to establish the economics of specific

industrial projects and.their relationship to other.projects. We have

to acouire and apply the .most appropriate techniques, which partly

means, creating channels for transferring technology from other areas

■to Africa,.and partly a substantial increase in applied research on

African problems. Industrial projects have to be fitted within a

programme which,in turn should be woven into the national development

-plan. Projects have to "be developed in a sequence, from the preliminary

study through the economic., and technical feasibility studies to the

engineering.studies on the ba^is of,which tenders can be invited and

.:;the.,. building of the industry can. start. Manpower at.all appropriate

~lOT^3*4ias;,rto .be^ trailed, Finance has to be .found and incentives

pro-mded;s-;i.nc-ludiTife.-^re^.uenay tariff protection, so tha.t new projects

are profitable -- and this applies just *s much whether it is the state

;or a private entrepreneur which is building the industry. And here

we have to distinguish between commercial profitability and national,

, or even multinational.,., profitability during the whole revenue-earning

life of the industrial equj.pme.nt. But at all times adjustments ca^i-

be made from the point of view, of national economic profitability

allowinc foi the fact that the real, cpst of a project to the economy

■ may be greater or Less? than the cost to the enterprise. A variety,of

policy devices can be used in assisting industrialization including

pricing policy, i.rotective duties, taxes and subsidies.
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There is yet another major consideration which lies at the heart

of ECA's thinking on industrialization and which should, I suggest,

be a major theme of this Symposium, African development plans have

so far "been drawn up largely in isolation ens from another. There

are those whe ar-ue for an all-African plan to be drawn up immediately.

But at the present stage most of us believe this approach to be.

unworkable. There is of course much scope for the development of

small and medium scale industry to serve national markets. But there

are many industrial projects which are not feasible on a national scale

but become so when undertaken for groups of countries, owing to the

advantages of international specialization and the importance of

economies of scale. This is the essence of the case for sub-regional

integrated development. But this should not be confused with common

markets in the European sense of the term. In part of Western Europe

a common market has been established, grouping together advanced

economies whose established industries can ^ain wider markets and where

the removal of barriers to trade can facilitate further ^rowth. In

Africa our main problem is not the liberalization of trade: we have to

promote the development of industries which do not now exist, by co

ordinating the efforts of groups of countries.

The ECA has carried out comprehensive studies on industrial develop

ment possibilities in each of the four sub-regions of Africa; there

have already been meetings to discuss these and more are planned. The

Maghreb countries hav- established common institutions at the ministerial

and expert level which they are running themselves, although with

assistance from the i:CA. They are not only carrying out industrial

studies iu greater and greater depth, but are actively and regularly

negotiating among themselves on their industrial development. The

recent conference in Lusaka recommended the establishment of similar

institutions for the East African Sub-region, the Governments of -which

are now in possession of a most comprehensive .series of preliminary

industrial studies covering almost all sectors. These countries also

are counting on continuing help from the ECA-secretariat.
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Five of the six countries of Central Africa have also, through

the Treaty of XJ3SAC, established their own permanent institutions and

it is to "be hoped that a way will shortly be found for the association

of the sixth country in the sub-region, the Democratic "Republic of the

Congo. ' The 3CA through its recent mission has prepared a comprehensive

report now in the course of being finalized for consideration at a

meeting of the Central African Sub-region to be held in April.

At Bamako in October 1965 the countries of the West African Sub-

region examined a number of preliminary studies and have subsequently

ma^e progress in the iron p.nd steel sector, again by the setting up of

their own machinery. The JilCA secretariat is now in the course of

preparing a further series of sector studies which will be considered

at a conference of the West African oub-region to be held in Kay, when

it is hoped that permanent institutions for economic co-operation in

West Africa will also be established.

The ricture which is emerging is of four sub-regions which have

or will -shortly have their own permanent institutions. Moreover, each

sub-region is already or will shortly "be in possession of a comprehensive

-■series, of preliminary industrial studies. Some of the projects cut

across sub-regions, e.g.'9 copper fabrication. The secretariat hopes

to prepare before the end of 1966 a continental inter-industry balance

on the basis of the sub-regional balances. The Commission has also

established a forking Party on Industry rich will make an annual

review of the sub-regional activities with a view to ensuring that these

are not in conflict with eventual economic co-operation and integration

on a regional basis. The phase of preliminary study will soon be over

and it will be possible to concentrate efforts and resources on the

next steps. I should like to consider these briefly.

First of■all a massive effort is? required to prepare feasibility

and engineering studies. .Africa has to acquire its' own machinery for

this Purpose and train its own personnel. ' Meanwhile"it requires, and

will continue to require for some time, extensive assistance from

outside the continent. Thie can be done partly through the United

Nations Special i'und and partly by approaches to countries with bilateral
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aid programmes, many of whom have shown themselves ready to help.

Within the sub-regional approach requests for feasibility and engineer

ing studies have to be grouped; since a number of the industries are

being planned to serveJthe markets of several countries for related '

products. In addition, whether it is for small-or large-scale projects

we need access to reputable organizations and for this purpose much

more could be done by the "orld Bank and the United Nations Development

Programme to establish industrial promotion and -.dvisory services, both

at the national level, a? has been done in Tanzania, and at the sub-

regional level, as ir- Vein,- done in the N.^hgreb.

We need to ciupent rapidly facilities for training African man

power for industrial development at the managerial and Professional-

technical level, at the middle level and for the production line. At

the highest level we shall continue to take advantage of the overseas

trashing facilities offered by the developed countries. But at all

levels v.e can do much more within Africa by making increased use of

training facilities which already exist in a number of countries, by

building new institutions to serve several countries, especially in

advanced technological training and by training within enterprises.

Industrial development on the scale now envisaged will require

massive capital formation. Much more can be done to generate savings

domestically and indeed in lar-oe measure -n increase in domestic savings

is the automatic by-product of growth. Yet we must continue to obtain

for a long time to come external finance, particularly at the earlier

stages of our efforts at industrialization. Furthermore, if the burden

of indebtedness is not to rise to impossible levels, the proportion

of grants and soft lo?ns in total capital assistance will have to be "

increased.' The sub-regional approach ,:nd ths grouping of countries

for the building of the larger industries will increase the attractive

ness of such projects for external finance. There feve been other

recent improvements towards this end, e.g. the Uorld Bank's Convention

for the Settlement of Investment Disputes, the scheme proposed by the

0 CD lor p multilateral guarantee of foreign investment against non

commercial risks, and the World Bank scheme being worked out fcr

compensatory development finance. National investment guarantees and
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investment codes can also . e useful. The "SCA has already published a

preliminary survey and.the h^rmoni,ation of the different.national

schemes isnow likely t-o.be discussed at a sub-regional level. We in

Africa must avoid a competitive scramble for foreign capital. In this

connexion I should like to refer to the proposed African Council for

Economic Co-op.eration which was first mooted at the Seventh session

of .-.the ":CA... Detailed proposals are now being examined by African

governments.. I hope we can co-ordinate and stand yis-a-vis foreign

1 capital through such a body.

I do not think this-Symposium need spend too much time on

discussing Africa's relationship with other economic unions such as

the European Common Market and the Commonwealth. The relationships,

of some.African countries to the^e economic groupings have been

valuable to the countries concerned. Yet it is inevitable that ther*

will be changes as African industrialization and sub-regional integra

tion gathers force. Meanwhile the climate lor growing co-operation

between.African countries and the developed countries is such that,

there are very good prospects indeed of increasing assistance, parti-?

cularly for industrial development, whether through technical advice,

training or finance. What we need to do now is to define much more

closely what we want and above all develop our mechanisms for co-operation

amon,_, ourselves.

I should now like to m,ike some suggestions about what 'I think

we should try to ^et out of this Symposium. , First of all I believe

the time has come when we can.define precisely and comprehensively

the basic strat-gy of industrial development in Africa, basing our

selves on the main -illars of co-ordinated development .in the four

sub-regions as a step towards an eventual all-African approach.

Secondly, while I"do not believe this is the right forum for a

detailed discussion of each industrial sector since this can be

pursued ;nore fruitfully at the-sub-regional level - we can take stock'

of the opportunities for co-operation between sub-regions which must

be identified with the concrete' possibilities in ef.ch sector.
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Thirdly, we should try to arrive at specific recommendations on

the steps to be taken on the different aspects of industrial develop

ment at.both the national and the sub-regional level: notably

feasibility and engineerinc studies and the training of Africans in

this field; the transfer of technology and applied research in Africa;

trainmg industrial manpower at ,.11 levels; financing, domestic and

external; standardisation, incentives for industrial development,

industrial promotion ; nd 'institutional arrangements for co-ordinated
industrial development. ..

Fourthly, since this is one of a number of regional sy^osia to

te followed later by a world symposium, we should before we serrate

del"1E9 Cle°rly thS P°SitiOn Aftloa sh-" take at the world symposium.
It is sometimes .r^ued that the programing of industrial develop

ment and the training of manpower are such vast problems that nothing

serious can be done f.r a leng time, .his is .holly wrone. In not

more than a decade the V.M has worked out a comprehensive national plan

with detailed industrial programmes as part thereof and has already

thieved extensive industrial development. Ghana, Ivory Coast and

Tunxsia are making ra.xd slides in the same direction, .frxcans who

a few years ago vere unknown and regarded as untrained are now in charge

oi vast promts. -e ?re only at the initial stages of iron and steel

production but we can see from India's experience how withxn the oeriod

oi construction of an xron and steel works virtually all the types of

manpower which are needed to ran it can be trained. It used to be

thou.at ;hat it took three years to train a skilled worker, but the

UAB is now doin, tiis in about six months. OiE1larly it is sometimes

argued that a blue -,rint for the whole of ...frica h:.s to be dra™ up

oefore real industrialization can get under wly. This is also worong.
Jhanko llr-ely t0 the wor^ reoently dQne ty the ,,CAj au the eiements

are no, , vailable for a rapid move forward in the industrialization
of Africa.
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Let me conclude therefore by asserting once again that Africa

cannot hope to narrow the"gap between the nations of the haves and

those of the have-nots without accepting fully the urgent need for

public policy that will -promote an effective programme of indus

trialization. Nor do I believe that we can exert enough pressure on

the developed nations and the various agencies they still control

unless we are committed to co-operation in development planning with

in Africa. 'The "Ca to-ether Fith^the CUU Economic and Social Commission

can help us meet this challenge.
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STATEMENT'3Y MR. G. POGNON,

,., ■■ ASSISTANT SECRETARY GENERAL OP THE ORGANIZATION OF-

. :. . AFRICAN UNITY, ON BESALF OF THE

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE

ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNIT!

It is my pleasant duty to oonvey the warm greetings of the

Secretary General of the Organization of African Unity to you, Mr.

Chairman, and to all the delegations here present, and to tell you

that the Organization of African Unity is eagerly awaiting the conclu

sions of this Symposium.

.The fact.is that Africa^ to consolidate and maintain her poli-

tical independence, must win the battle for economic development. This

means that our continent, while increasing and improving its agricultural

output, must find the best.ways and means of becoming an:industrial power

at the earliest opportunity.

This fact, thrust upon us by the realities of modern life-, has

been stressed time and again by all the African leaders. It has prompted

all the activities of the Economic Commission for Africa since that body

was first set up, and you all know that the Organization of African

Unity has always listed accelerated economic development in general,

and industrial development in particular, among the .main objectives of

African unity.

Nobody, therefore, expects this Symposium to reaffirm - in what

ever terms or however forcefully - the need and the advantages for

Africa to move forward from the primary-producer stage and to become

an industrial powero ; ,.

The conclusions of many meetings at the regional or sub-regional

level, the various studies undertaken by Governments and the vast amount

of research work done by the Economic Commission for Africa give ample

proof that Africa possesses abundant'and varied natural resources, and
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that she also has men - that is to say, potential technicians. It is

now realized that she could have started various industries in keeping

with international standards if she had not long been the victim of the

colonial system which broke up her enormous market in order to create

an easy outlet to stimulate industrialization in the European countries.

Beyond the political framework of States, independent Africa

needs to re-group her resources, unite her efforts and expand her markets.

Ihe Organization of African Unity has set up the structure and defined

the working methods which can overcome with ease the political obstacles

to that rapprochement between States on'which this aspect of the African

development strategy depends. The Symposium would be something of a

disappointment if it merely confirmed this strategy. What Africa expects

of it is that, duly noting the-general trends in national industrializa

tion policies and sub-regional activities, our Symposium will define

■ the main lines for co-ordinated and rationalized industrial endeavour

in Africa, and-will lead - over and above the many plans - to a choice

of new projects, the concrete, lively and convincing expression of an

undoubtedly sound proposition, guaranteed by the complementary nature

of national economies3 the vast proportions of the market,, the associa

tion of varied and considerable resources, combined efforts co-ordinated

plans and joint management*

■ If this Symposium enables such projects to be undertaken in a

short space of time, there can be no doubt that it will have already

achieved a resounding success. No doubt, either that it will have

enabled a solution to be found to the other aspect of the problem of

African industrial developments that of foreign resources. There is

no point in each of us here being convinced all over again that, for.. ,

a long time to come, foreign capital and technioal resources will oon-

tinue to be an indispensable contribution to the industrialization of

the African''continent and to its over-all struggle for economic develop

ment. In this respect, the special usefulness of this Symposium will

depend on how far rationalization of Africa's industrialization may lead

to a new approach 'to the problem of outside help. The assistance Africa
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expects from other continents must not be interpreted as charity, afford

ing the outside world a pretext for controlling our future. It must

be regarded as a genuine investment in the fra.ework of world co-operation

We hope the discussions will abundantly prove that African industrializa
tion is a sound proposition both for the Africans themselves and for

possible investors in assistance, who will have as security the natural

wealth of this Continent and the determination of all Africans to co
ordinate and align their efforts to develop that wealth.

can be no doubt that the profitable aspect thus demonstrated

will open the way for more intensive and sustained international co

operation for African economic development - a co-operation in which

all partners know that they are equal, and that each will have his fair
share of the profit.

^ in the Organization of African Unity are convinced that this
Symposium will ^ an important date in the history of Independent

Africa because, like many EGA experiences at the sub-regional level

it fulfils all the conditions for achieving the major objectives deter
mined by common agreement between the Economic Commission for Africa

and the Organization of African Unity. At all events, that is the success

we wish you, for you alone can give positive satisfaction to the very

real hopes the peoples of Africa are placing in this Symposium.
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ANNEX VII

STATEMENT BY THE UNITED NATIONS

COMMISSIONER FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

DR, I.H. ABDEIr-RAHMAff

AT THE OPENING OF THE

AFRICAN INDUSTRIAL SYMPOSIUM, CAIRO, 27 JANUARY 1966

May I first welcome all the participants in this important confer

ence on behalf of the Secretary General of the United Nations, and

also specifically on behalf of the Centre for Industrial Development

of the United Nations. % welcome also extends, of course, to the

experts and participants from non-African countries and the United

Nations Specialized Agencies and other organizations here represented.

The United Nations is most grateful to the Government of the UAR for

acting as host to this meeting and for the excellent arrangements

for this conference which they have made. I hope, Sir, you will convey

to the President of the Republic our gratitude for the opening words

which you have spoken on hie behalf. Finally, may I also thank our

oolleagues from ECA, and specially the Executive Secretary - Mr. Robert

Gardiner1for the tremendous job they have done in preparing and

documenting this conference. I believe you will all agree that the

documentation whioh ECA has prepared for us here is of great value

and significance, even beyond the immediate purposes of this symposium.

Our conference here is the second of four meetings which are

being held in the four under-developed regions of the world. Moreover,

all these four regional meetings, of which ours here is one, in their

turn are preparatory in nature, in so far as they are designed to load

up to and'prepare the ground for an international symposium to be held

next year in 1967. I emphasize this because when these four regional

meetings are completed, African countries will have the opportunity

of comparing their problems and decisions as they emerge from this

conferenoe, with the problems and decisions of neighbours in Latin
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America,..Asia and thalidalo Eact. Our problems here are of course

not identical; but I believe we all a3ree that:we may gain greater

insight into our own proil-M by comparing-themrwith the. experience

and approach of other region. zSv examples th?J. problem of regional

and sub-regional co-operation is :important. ;in:; Africa. In this respect,

there is usefulexperienee ia LntM America, both from the Latin.-; ;

American free trade association and also from the Central American

integration programme. -bi.s is irceod die™ by the fact.that one of .,

the documents before us' Wr..?if^y da^ribes .this experience to us.

None of us'^ould rofuso to'le^nfroa these experiences what we can. __

It will be'our^task in the Centre, for Indus trial Development in the _

United-Nations in Dew York to sift and'; compare'the results and the .

trends_of4iscu3si.on.at your.mooting here with those of the other . ;

""■I ' t-i " Hv, O---H'.-- to derive frpni them the best possible

preparation fc.r the international cycipesium noxt.year. Bi this .

connexion, I am particularly^^d to welcome among us. here also invited

experts'fro^'the industrially aav.ue-d .countries which, will, we hope, .

play a leading..pnrt at the .mtcnatr.o^l. c^posium. I am happy that

they haye'this chance to a,=erta:.n,; ti.eniselves at first hand, and at

an early preparatory E;^, ..ne.idcao bx-c^t xor.h at this meeting. . .^

On our si^5 we cruet r:.™in opSS-:i,u3 that many of the recommendations ;;

which may be mado.li^e . ill depend fov their implementation, on full

co-operation with the : i,c.noed .^untrxes, and with ^financing ;.

institutions of which they rvo Uo major contributors.

' H..B,, The Honourable To.. l-.oya ha, ,ust mentioned the new United

Nations Organization for l^ust^l .Be, eloP?ent which the, General

Assembly of tha United Unions dooided to eptablish less than a month .

ago, .anTyou Wvish Ee to 3ivo you a few details,. The new organic- q

tion will be an aut^oxou, .rganiratxen within the framework of the .

United Hation,. Thus, it will have the same status as, e.g. the United

Nations Development:-Pr.ogramne ior^d 'o7 the merger of the former .._ .

„ , -)i. -i i;i^^ T~T'"*rn;!Tt -i-n now t^ade orcaniKati£>n
Special Fund and :-vD*; ara li"?. y^*-i)> — n--> \:^:. o : .

■a ^m™-, in.i inrptuq here In Cairo from
which we may reoa?l recoxv?d ?^ :rapor,-n, impetus next.
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the declaration of th« developing counties. The fact that the new

industrial organization -Hill be in the framework of the United Nations

means thatfits administrative expenses and its research expenses will

be met from the general budget of the United Nations. Ite operational

activities however, will be met ty special vOuntary contributions

from member countries. I am glad to report to you that there has • ■ .

already been an immediate generous response ,o the idea of special

voluntary,contributions for the.purpose of furthering industrialisation.

I recognize «ith special gratitude generous contributions made by the

United States,.the United Kingdom, the Federal Hepublic of-Germany

Swede., the Netherlands and ethers which have announced their willing

ness to contribute. These voluntary contributions already amounting

to more than US i 5 million are now: available as additional contribu

tions within the framework.oi the.United Nations Development Programme,

earmarked for special additional■industrial services. I shall refer

later in a little more detail to these additional services. The

Resolution of the General Assembly set up a special preparatory

committee which ,all meet in March 1966 to draft the rules and Eodes

of procedure of the new organization, In advance of the meetings of

this committee, I am not, of course, in a position to give you much

detailed organizational information The purpose of the new organiza

tion and cf the additional- funds which -will become available' to it,

is to arrange for more effective and more integrated activities of

the Umted Sations aimed at the more rapid and more efficient indus

trialization of the doveioping countries, African countries among them.

I am sure that the detailed procedures of the new organization will-be
oriented towards the fulfillment of this purpose.

Cne of the main features of the new orientation given to the

industrialization work of the United Nations will be a fresh approach

to the inter-relation between pre-investment and the actual investment
or fmancing process of industry. Hitherto, the approach of the

United nations has been based on the principle of a distinct time

sequence between the proceio .r ^e-ir.vestmeni or. the one hand
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'(consisting of economic; and technical feasibility studies)3 and the

subsequent process of finding the finance for the actual investment

on the other hand- This picture is reasonable and appropriate when

you deal with infra-structure such as transport or power projects, or

with agriculture. However, experience has increasingly shown that

this approach is inappropriate in the field of industry.1 We all know

how much, time and money can be wasted, how much frustration can be

experienced; .by undertaking extensive and expensive feasibility

stuclie;. and engineering studies,, only to find that all this effort

has come to nothing because the financing sources were not interested^

or only to find.that the financing sources insisted on making their

own feasibility studies all over again; before bein^ willing to

consider a financial commitment or even interest. The special indus

trial services.now to be undertaken by the Centre for Industrial

Development s and later by tlie new organization_ will be based on

the different principle of trying to attract and interest' the pros

pective investor at the earliest posbible stage. Vie want to obtain

an early financial expression of interest,, a preliminary decision to ■

help with the financing if.engineering studies of specified types

show favourable opportunities * in this way- we hope to bridge the

action gap which now exists .between the pre-investment work and actual

financing. I think you will agree that this action gap has been a

tremendous hurdle in African industrialization, and that African

countries have much to gain if the efforts to overcome this hurdle

could be successful.

For this reasonj'the Centre at present and new organization in

future, attach great importance to close relations at all stages of

our work with financing agencies such as the International Bank family,

specially the IFC3 with the regional development banks such as the

African Development Bank in Abidjan., ,the Inter-American Development

Bank in Washington and the new Asian Development Bank in Manila, the

European Investment Bank in Brussels and the financing institutions

in the main industrial countries. I uelieve that in developing such
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.stations fro. which

industrialisation effective and cumulative.

* this content, X *.li~. — - "Sional ^
eowomic co-operation so essential ^ f^J^tl most

■ * ■ +v,o work of EGA, takes its place as

emphaS1Z!d " ht rtti. tot X picture. Regional and su*-regional
important aspects m hi P ^^ rff .oient Bc&le are

00_operation i. -«^^ ^^ tQ ,e avoided) if p0U=ies are

*,.«!-., - r- - —' ^ trainlng fMllltle. of a
,0 ,e .a^onx.ea, and af teota ^^ ^ see ^

higher o^e, a,e to ,.^ d: in the agenda of ^ confer-

ence and m the prepara reBT)ect. At the same time, .
conclusion, whloh. ^ will reac, m this respec ^

,, + ,^q io only one aspect oi xne p-l^u
■tt nil aoTpe that oiiis -Lb uxij-j j.

we will all agree uua deliberations

^dustrialization, although an important one, and our

here are not limited to this one aspect.

Tne approach to our tas. .hich We have ae.elope. in the Centre

ta NeW Xor, can perhaps ,e -t descried * g= - -J-*
outline o, our orSan1Zation. The three ma3o ^««--

deal) reSPeotiVeiy) wit. specie ,r^.- ^^^^ of

policies and pro,ram 6 ^J instltutl0ns, research ana

ddri .« — -——e °f the need.
re-Plected in this orgamaa

for a ..„,. W. of —aU»t n r ^for a ..„,. W. of —aU ^e ^^ ^^^

t Vir-u-p no reason xo uu-lj-ov^

tional structure. I have =uitaWe for its widened

which I have indicated to you.

A1thouS, a comPlete policy of industrialisation ,ust «te«. all
\ thlt I have tried to describe to you, we cannot

these approaches that I nave
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advisor, groups, i^i*! -tat.s ^ to u^W. specxfx » *
studies or feasxbility stud.es for ma;or pro^ec^or group, of pro e ts

in addition, the Special ^d is now authored to estabxxsh xndustrxal

pilot factories and the first project of this'kind has been approved

last month, for a pilot factory in R»-da to produce insecticxdes fro,

Bjxethrua.' Delegations here may wish to consider therefore ,uxte

specxfxcally the potential value to their countrxes of pilot factorx^»

in vhiohne. Aerials or new processes can T,e tested, and" rxsks greatly

reduced * postponing full co^ercial produotxon until technical and .

economic difficulties have heen solved and problems clarified. The ,..

executing agency on hehalf of the United Nations Special Fund for .uoh

pilot factories will ^e the Centre for Industrial Development xn Hev TorK,

which will soon/oecome the "United Hations Organization for Industrial

Development1'» . .. .

It is .easonatle to assume that eventually about 20-25 per cent ,

of the funds of the United Hations Development Programme should te

available for industrial projects, i.e., about $40 million a year, The

share of Africa might well be about $15 mill ion,

in addition to these funds, the United Hations has recommended

special voluntary contributions to fxnance now "special industrxal .

services". The kind of activities which can now be financed from these

voluntary funds are as follows!

(a) Ad^oc. assignment of high-level experts, whose services may

Z re4uesteo. on relatively short notice, to advise on specxfxc

questions related to the preparation and implementation of

industrxal projects^

(b) Assistance of the different stages of new manufacturing

projects, particularly the. practical problems during the post-

feasibility stage of the project, until appropriate finanexng

is assured^ , .
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. tB of a "trouble shooting" nature to solve technxcal
As.sxgnrcents of t ^ Qf plants

proUemS«iSxnS.noon.exc .

and machinery, flow of materxals, aua-xty

described already amount to over « -llicn and »™™
,T-i-n form an additional p^rt 01

These new services will fora ■ „
*r,-r> Industrial Development (,at presen

United nations Development ^^^^J^^^ Hatl.onB Resident Representatives

to a country's ovn preference to . e n. TnduG-briai Development

through the ECA5 or directly to the Cenxre fo.

in New Tork. . ,-„„„
, ■ „,, ^f the United Nations,

.«

rrr:J~- „
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